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ABSTRACT 

ELECTRONIC MONITORlNG N THE WORKPLACE: TOOLS FOR SOCIAL 
CONTROL 

Ciirla Jnync Cowtan 
University of Guelph, 3000 

Xdvisor: 
Dr. K Victor Ujimoto 

This thesis is an investiption of elecrronic monitoring and surveillance systenis 

in the workplace and the ways these systerns cm be usrd as tools for social control. The 

fiindamental objective of this rcssrirch was to gain an understanding of the relationship 

hctwcen supervisory technology. information produced by the supervisory technology. 

:incl how orgrinizations used the inhrmation. Speciilcdly. the research focussed on the 

e.u;iinination of factors thrit afftxttld the use of supervisory technology. employer's 

knowlrdge of the technology. cinployer's and ernployee's ideu relrited to the technology. 

;ind the issue of social control. 

Two types of financial institutions were considered: banks and insurrince 

companies. Several cheories wtre nsed to examine and provide an iindersttinding of the 

need and use for electronic monitoring and surveillrince. The forernost ideas takcn into 

riccount were those of Taylorism. Prinopticisrn. Foucault's Power and Knowledge 

;ir_oiirnent, üs well as proposetl jiistitlcritions regarding social control and Max Weber's 

ideal-typical bureriucracy. The niethod of data coIIection w u  survey interviews. 
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CHAPTER 1: RELEVANCE OF THE INVESTIGATION 

Sociology, a generalizing science, seeks not only to understand the nature of 

social relationships caught in a specific time and place but also to identify more general 

principles of human interaction that have applicability across a wide range of social 

rcality. The goals of this thcsis are thertfore threefold. The first is to extirnine 

supervisory technology - clrctronic monitoring - to determine whether or not it  is usecl ris 

a tool for social control in the workplrice. My second general purpose is to share witli the 

reader some of my own experiences in atrempting to study a specific social elite. namçly 

tïnancial institutions and insurance companies. My third and sornewhat limited riim is to 

work toward a niore genrral model for virwing the problrms faced by sociologists in 

thrir attempts to study Iargc-scrile bureaucraties and those who control thrm. 

We have progressrcl LLS a society through the indusrrial revolution to the 

information revolution. In orpnizations and workplaces around the industrialized world. 

we have progrcssed from Ixbor-intensive jobs with hcavy lifting to machines and tools 

that do it for us. We have switched from pencil and paper to keybotird and monitor. 

Along with the changes in the areas of production. there have been changes within 

management as well. Over the years. management styles have ranged frorn 

riuthoritarianism. to scientific management CO Fordism. 

The purpose of this reseürch is to explain and atternpt to understand why 

management has chringed its supervisory techniques most recently to electronic 

monitoring. Many have pont. t'rom walking riround the production area and supçrvisirig 

while interacting with workcrs to sitting in their oftices and looking at video or compurer 



screens to observe the workinss on the production area. Electronic monitoring in the 

workplace is u controversi;il issue, especially of late with the new electronic technology 

that is more intnisive. and is often seen as invasive. There are sorne advantases to iising 

this technology, such as being able to catch thieves within an organization. but there are 

dso disadvantages; this technology changes how employees fecl about their work. which 

in turn chanzes how they t e l  about themselves. 

Flaherty ( 1989: 1 ) reports that individulils in the Western world are incrwingl y 

subject to surveillitnce throush the use of databrises in the public and private sccrors. 

Information is being collecred about us at an alarming rate and he feels that these 

developments have negativt. implications for the qudity of life in our society and t'or the 

protection of human rights. 

Electronic rnonitorins is becoming more and more prominent in the workplrice. 

For many yerirs. managers had to rely on their own eyes and ears to evriluate how their 

employees performed on the job. Today, advanced technology maices i t  possible for 

managers [O monitor their workers more closely with elecrroriic eyes and cars which have 

elirninated muçh of the gucsswork. 

For the majority of people the greatest part of their waking hours is spent doing 

some sort of work. Be it  as ;in rissembly line worker. a sales clerk. or a psychiatrist. u.c 

derive our livelihood and a p o d  deal of our individual identity tiom the work that we do. 

Technological change has been a major influence on the way we go about Our work. For 

example. in offices. secretaries who used to write everything by hand were introducerl to 

the typewriter. which made their lives easier. and were eventually introduced to the 

computer which made their lives even less complicated. It suddenly becarne much erisier 



to do correspondence. set up appointments, and keep track of the accounting. Howevrr. 

ris Volti ( 1992: 107) points out. we should also be aware that the conseqiiences of 

technological change arc iiot rilways simple and straightforward. 

Technolo;y, including eIectronic monitoring, should be viewed as a double-edgrd 

sword. While there are bentifits to orgünizations and workers in using this type of 

technology, there may also be drawbacks. As managers and workers we need to kerp the 

goals of electronic monitoring ai  the forefront, whether it  be to detect deviance within ;in 

iirgrinization, or whethcr [Iw technology is being used as an aici in training. Workers 

should not have to feel liké they rire being spied upon or manipii1;ited through this type c i f  

technology. Rather, they should be aware of its inception and be able to ilsr it  to their 

advantage. 

This investigation atternpts to rina14yze exactly how the new siipervisory 

technology is being used. a pertinent and relevant topic in the workplrice tociriy whicli lias 

important rrimifications for the future. 

Organization of the Thesis 

This thcsis is dividccl into seven chapters. The introduction in this chtipter 

identifies what is nieant by specific terms such as electronic monitoring. surveillance. and 

social control. and also provides a concise overview of the issues related to inform;ition 

technology. The second part ofchapter one is the thesis objective; it outlines the goals of 

research, the main research qi~estions and stacernents. causal mode1 and operationalizrition 

of the variables. 



The second chapter explains performance monitoring in the technoiogical rige. the 

managers' need to rnonitor rmployee performance, what technoiogicül performance 

monitoring is. and the rnany divergent issues related with electronic monitoring systems. 

Chapter three explores current literature and extripolates important rlernents in 

order to idenrify relevant ttieoretical schemas thac tire appropriate to my particiilrir 

investigation. More preciscl y. the chaptcr is organized üround the theoretical orientations 

proposed for this investigation. 

Chüptrr four illustr~itrs the series of methodologicnl stcps initiatrici. b q i n n i n :  

with the süiiipliiig procediire. The next section provides ri brief description of the 

questionniiire cievcloped tiir this investisytion. The final section presents the methods of 

;iritilysis employed in this rcscrirch. 

Chliptsi* fivc discussts the research limitations encountzred in iny rexxch. X 

major obstacle rhut I hceti ww nonresponse. Reasons for nonresponse and difficiilty 

gaining entry into organizatiotis are discussed. Additionülly. nonresponse is discussed 

rind poscd witti solutions tii this comrnon methodolo~ical problem. 

Chripter six presenta t l i t  tÏndings and resrilts of the study. More sprcificdIy. a 

collection of thc hi;hlightetl points h m  the literature review rind the questionnaire as 

they rdiitt to itiy predictiom. rcsearch questions ;ind statements are summrirized. 

Chapter seven incliidt.~ a discussion of the reseürch. ris wrIl 3s a sumrntiry of the 

research. implications for the workplace and suggestions for future studies and research. 



Thesis Objective 

Due to the importance of information technology for workplaces in the 2 1"  

century. one of the objectives of this study is to examine the fomi of information 

technology and supervisory ttxhniques among two financial institutions: banks and 

insuriince companies. This objective wilI be accomplished by investizating the effects of 

electronic monitoring i n  ttir workpiiice. In order to understand the adoption conditions 

and reasons why institutions are using this rype of information technology. this study 

specifically addresses the tidlowing reserirch question: 1s workp1;ice siirveillrince by 

computer a by-product of conipiiterizrition for othrr purposes more so than being the 

ori@nal purpose of mrinrigment planning'! 

This question is esprciitlly important for mcertaining the fiinire use of inform;ition 

technology ancl its effects in the workplace. LrLtirnately. what is the driving force betiintl 

management's tlecision to use Cornputer Performance Monitorine (CPM) or any other 

type of surveilliince? 1s ii ri) stop theft. to increue pcoductivity. or to spy on employers? 

Does i t  improve decision-making'! Does it provide bctter performance feedback to 

employees? Is the objective dittri provided by a computer more valuable than subjective 

performance evaluations'! 

The issue my research attempts to explore is not the existence of social sontrol as 

much as determining its precise nature, and identifying the mechanisms rit work in a 

particular context - the workplace. Who exercises control? What techniques of controt 

are employed? In whose interests does conrroi operate'! 



Research Problem 

Management is üsserting social control onto workers through means of electronic 

monitoring and or surveillance - that is, monitoring and supervision of populations t'or 

specific purposes. In this instance electronic monitoring cm be defined as any type of 

workplace surveillance, including by camera, over the phone line, and through the 

computer. Social control i n  this instance will mean taking the inforniation gathered froni 

monitoring practices rind usin$ it in sorne way to change the behavior and actions of 

employees to niore closely f i t  with manageritil goals. 

Main Research Questions and Statements 

My main research questions start offris generril and move to more specific 

statements that I espected 1 would be able to answer and or address through my reserirch. 

My main research questions and staternents. as used in the formation of the research 

instniment. are: 

1 )  Do the employees know tliat they rire being electronically monitored or that the' arc 
under surveillrince'? 

Ili) Those employees who agree that monitoring, as a meusuring tool. is vdid and 
ricceptable will ha\.c positive attitudes towards monitoring. 

2) How invasive are the forrns of supervisory technology? 
2 1 )  Electronic monitoring/surveillance encourages Weber's bureaucratizlition and 

rationrility: efficiençy. calculability, and objectiveness. 

3) Do managers use monitoring technology as a form of social control? 
3a) Cornpaniris use electronic monitoring to increase production. 

4) What is socilil control? 



43) The more pervasive the supervisory technology, the more control management wi1l 
have over the employees. 

5) How is social control achieved through technological supervision7 
5a) Electronic monitoring encourages obedience on the part of employees. 
5b) Electronic monitoring uses uncertainty as a means of control. 
5c) Electronic monitoring provides a means to direct attention to important 

aspects of otganizational performance. 

6)  Do manasers feel the' caniiot tnist thrir employees'! 
6a) Workplacc swveillüncc by cornputer is more often a by-product of compiitcrizarion 

for othcr purposes i1i;in i t  is the original purpose of management plannine. 
6b) Electronic monitoring in the workplace is otien put i n  place to deter any 

further loss to the Company, after an initial loss has been suffered. 
6c) Electronic monitoring rcduces the possibilities for covert and insincere 

actions by employties. 

7) Are managers crossing tlic privlicy border? 
7a) Electronic monitoring is panoptic and makes workers transparent under 

the watchful eyes 11f  nianagement. 

Figure I illustrates the relationships between my independent. dependent and 

intervening variables. T a b k  i provides the operritionalization of the independent 

Causal Modcl 

Figure 1: Electronic Monitoring and Social Control 

Causal ModeI 

Independent Variables [ntervening Variable Dependent Vnriuble 

Size of Org. Type & Arnount of 
Type of Org Electronic Monitoring 
Company's Philosophy 
Type of Monitoring 
Use of Information from [ntrusiveness oi' 

Monitoring Social Control 



**Type refers to whether an organization uses electronic monitoring and or 
surveillance. 

In relation to my causd rnodel, managerial styles is an important variable which 

rnay influence the amount i)t'social control as well as the intrusiveness of social control 

that may occur within a wcirkplace. According to Freidman (1977:78) there are two 

managerial styles; the first is termed Responsible Autonorny and the second is Direct 

Control. Direct Control LS he defines it speaks directly to niy topic in that it  involves the 

close supervision of workers which limits not only workers' labour power. but also the 

scope of their job and its rcsponsibilities. Workers have l e s  power over their work ancl 

their environmcnt if they arc tinder close supervision. m i  direct control by thcir 

managers, "Direct Control type of strritegy tries to limit the scope for labour power to 

Vary by coercivr threats. closc supervision and minimizing individual worker 

rcsponsibility" ( 1977:78). Close supervision is the kry tem here and that is whrit rnriny 

managers are ~ittempting t u  LIO today with elcctronic monitoring, to gain niore control 

. . 
over their eniployees by giviiig them less autonomy. Employces experience unccrtainty 

in terms of supervision. They could be monitored by their cornputer. by their manager or 

recorded and writched on video cameras. If they are being watched or supervised they 

must then acc in  an appropririte rnrinner - a manner thtit is encour~ged rind enpected by 

mrinagement. in other woicth. the uncertainty that ernployees are hced with causes them 

to behave in a certain manncr while at work. and management is manipul;itins the 

ernployees throueh these ttxhnological supervisory systems which :ives management 

direct control over employess. 



Operationalization of Viirialiles 

ïnble 1: Operationalization of Variables 

Cons tructlVariübIe 
Name 

1. Size of Orgtiniziition 

2. Type of Business 

3. Company's Philosophy 

4. Type of Monitoring 

2. Use of information t'rom 
Monitorins 

7. 'Miinrigeritil Style 

1 .  Size of Licility 
1. Ntimber of employccs 

1 .  Banks 
2. Insurance Compiinics 

1. Rrstrict Monitoring 
2. Allow Monitoring 

1. Electrrinic monitoring 
3. Surveillünce 

1 .  Training 
2. Evih t ion  

1. Rcsponsi blr Autononiy 
7. Direct Control 

These are the questions and variables thiit motivate [his thesis. [ have exrimincd 

rhe ciment trrinsf~)rmation tif work rind mrrnügeriül supervisory rotes now being propelleci 

by electronic kchnology in order to spscify the social control of work and workers ancl to 

identify the frictors thüt have rl'fects on the orgrinizations in _orneral. 



CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW O F  SUPERVISORY 
TECHNOLOGY 

Business and industry has always monitored and surveilled its workers. Before 

19 13 there were mechanical keystroke counters ("cyclometers") for typewriters, and 

rissorted methods for measuring typing output. Telephone operators have had their calts 

listened to. and their speed metisured. since the 1920s (Attewell, 1987:90). However. 

what makes the present situation unique, is the sheer scale of the monitoring, the rxtcnt to 

whicli it  is unobtrusive as w d l  as the cripribilities of modern technoiogy for the "storrige. 

analysis, and reporting" of the pthered information. 

Throiigh ridvanced cutnputer technology. managers can now continuolisly nionitor 

employees' actions without the ernployce even knowing thrit he or she is being 

"watched." The cornpliter's cye is unblinking and ever present. Sophisticated softw:irc 

;illows rvery minute of the rlay to be recorded and evaluated. Human workers are being 

trackcd like machines by niachines. 

As we enter fiil1 spccci ahead into the information age, some managers are iising 

new trchnology to spy on tlirir workers, showins a blattint disrespect for their employees' 

right of privacy (Bylinskv. 1991: 133). There is alrnost no Iimit to what :in employer crin 

do in writching its employces. An employer may t;ip an empioyee's phone line. may 

watch his or her ernployees through a secret carnera. may read his or her ernployee's 

electronic mail. may search through his or her ernployee's compiiter files. al1 of this 

without the employee's consent. The empIoyee doçs not even have to be informed thrit 

they are being monitored. 



During the past sevecil years, there has been a growing trend among managers to 

monitor the actions and performance of their workers through technology. Concerns 

about employee productivity, quality of work, employee theti or misuse of company 

property, unlawful dmg uhe. and other frictors potentially ;iffecting employer 

productivity. combined with technological developments, have increrisin$y Ied managers 

to use new ways to rnonitor rmployee performance. Managers wrint to be sure their 

ernployees are doing ti gootl job. but employees do not wtint their every sneeze or trip to 

the water cooler logged. Ttiiit is the essential contlict of workplace monitoring. New 

technologies rnake it possible for managers to monitor many aspects of thcir ernployees' 

jobs, especially on telephoiics. cornputer terminais and through electronic and vuicc rilail. 

Such monitoring is virtually unregulated. Theret'ore. unless Company policy speçific:illy 

statcs otherwise. an employcr inriy listen, watch. and read most workplace 

communications. 

At prcscnt the bulk of rlectronic performrince monitoring (EPM) tnkcs placc 

xnong clerical workers in Iïnmcial services. insurance. telecommiinic;itions. federnl tiritl 

state government. and occupations that require extensive customer service using the 

telephone - i.e.. airline rescrvation clerks and telephone company operators (Brookes. 

1996: 101. 

The characteristics of these occupations are that the work is of a routinized niiture. 

divided into discrete and nicrisurable units: workers generally require little training rind 

consequently there is little clifference between experienced and inexperienced workers. 

Generlilly, thcre is an mple  labor supply and to collect data on [hem is straightfonvard. 



However, as the means of iiionitoring becomes more sophisticated the scope of its re;ich 

widens. 

The remainder of tliis chapter outlines what technological performance 

monitoring is, the different types of monitoring and what the monitoring does, the need to 

inonitor employee performance. and the issues associated with electronic monitoring 

systems. 

What is 'i'eçhnological Pertermsnce Monitoring'? 

Technological perfcirniance monitoring wliich is ;ilso described as .stipervi.son 

t~~cliriology, can be cate,ooi~izt.cl for the purpose of rny research into two main types of 

munitoring. The tïrst is bvliat I refer to ii'; eleçrronic rnotiitorirr.y and the seconcl as 

sciririlltrricr. Essentially siipt.rvisory technology refers to the technology used to monitor 

work and workers. 

The International L;ibour Office (ILO) ( 1993: 12) defines technological 

performance monitoring in the tollowin; way: 

The kinds of prrictice tit issue include those thtit use some type of mech;inictll 
device to obtain information on employees. primarily computers. telepliones. 
video cameras and other riudiovisual technolo_gy. The kind of inforrn;ition 
obtained involves einployee performance in general. and how employees measure 
up to pre-set standarrls. movements. activities and behavioiir of employees rit 

work. and the discovery of wrongdoing by an employee. 

The tems monitoring and surveillance are separate terms that tend to overlrip. On 

the one hrind. for the purpose of this study monitoring is indicrited when it is in relation to 

performance. On the other hrind. surveillance implies observation of activities which is 



often carried out in secrecy. An exarnple of an overlap would be a case in which 

performance monitoring is also done secretIy by listening in on employee conversations, 

for example. while dealing with a customer to assess the employee's custorner service 

relations. 

Electronic Monitoring 

Baarda ( 1994: 5 )  dcfines CPM üs a fom of electronic monitoring* Although 

many have speculated that CPM is just rinother forrn of supervision in the workpluce. 

Gxy k1lur.u (1985: 30) has produced a list ofcharacteristics that shows how it differs froiii 

the traditional form of supcrvisory monitoring. The list mrikes it rvident that CPM is 

indecd not jiist another forni of workpIace monitoring and this may be an issue that 

deserves a closer examination. Marx assens thüt CPM: 

Trmscends dismce. darknrss. and physical barriers: 
Trrinscends timc: its records can easily bt. stored. retrieved, çombincd. 
;indyzcd and ctrniniunicrited: 
1s capital -rathcr than labor- intensive: 
Brgins a shift frotii tqet ing a specitîc suspect to c;itqoric;il suspicion 
(suspectin_o evciyne): 
Has a major conccrn - the prevention of violations: 
1s decentrilizeti and initiates seIf-policing: 
1s rither invisible or has low visibility: 
1s wer  more intensive. probing benelirh surfaces, discovering previously 
inaccessible inti~rrna~ion; 

oer rires. Grows ever more extensive. coverin_o not only deeper. but also lar, 

Clearly Marx outlines somt. t'ricets of CPM thrit rire questionable in terms of supervisin: 

work and not workers. CPM and other foms of electronic monitorin: c m  have both 



advüntages and disadvantüges for managers and employees dependin: on what the 

purposes for which inforni;irion being gathered by the system is iised. 

Surveillance 

In terrns of surveilllince alone, "Giddens argues that surveillance involves two 

~ictivities: the riccumuIütion of corled information and the cxercise of direct supervision. 

Surveillance i s  a means of adniinistrativc power. and as such, is a means of sstablishing 

'power containers'. Power contriiners are defincd as 'circumscribed areas for the 

generütion ot' tidrninistrative power"' (Dandeker, 1990:32). In othcr words. in the echots 

of Foucault, ( 1986) surveilltitice or knowledge tquiiIs powrr. Managers irsing 

surveillrince have an tibunii;tnce of knowiedge, in turn giving thrm an abundiince of 

poiver ovrr their employech. 

Giddcns ( 1990:33) statts thar iilthough surveillance is a generalized chtiracteristic 

of almost al1 social systerris. its importance as r i  device ofsociettii intesrrition or harmony 

reriches its highest point in the q e  of modern capitalism. The way surveiIlrince of 

individuals. especialIy workers. is conducted is crucial. If it  is covert or iinknowti, it 

tiikes on ü negative or distriisting connoration. and workers may think thrit they rire being 

spied upon. However. if the purpose of surveillance is introduced and explliined. people 

will more Likely have a positive or neutral attitude towards the system. 

Dandeker ( 1990:3S) defines and explains surveillance in more detail: 

In a general sense. survei t lance activities rire features of al1 social re1ritionships. The 
exercise of surveillancr involves one or more of the following rictivities: ( 1 )  the 
collection and storagr of information (presumed to be uscfd) about people or 
objects: (1) the super\:ision of the activities of people or objects through the issuing 
of instnictions or the physicaI design of the nritunl and built environments. tn this 
context. architecture is of signiticance for the supervision of people - as for instance 



in prison tind urban design: (3) the application of infonnation gathering activities to 
the business of monitoring the behaviour or those under supervision, and in the case 
of siibject persons, thtir compliance with instructions. (Surveillance activities need 
not always be linked with relations of supervisory disciphe; information grithering 
may sirnply be the means ofconstructing knowledgeable courses of action in relation 
to persons or objects. which are autonomous from supervisory control. MiIitary 
intelligence gathering by one state in relation to another normally takes this fom.) 
However. here surveillance as information gathering as a supervisory discipline is to 
be considered as mutiitilly reinforcing. When these activities endure over tirne they 
can be s;iid to comprise the administrative blisis of a nlationship of domination 
between niler and ruleci. in this context. surveillance is not simpIy an aspect of ri11 

social relritionships but ;in administrative means of reproducing a social systsm of 
nile. 

Although in my research surveillance did not turn out to be used as rnuch as clectronic 

monitoring, the consequences of using this type of system rire the same in controlling 

employees throush electronic supervision. 

In surnriiury. this scction has outlined the diffsrences and sirni1;irities of electrrinic 

nionitorin_r und surveillance. Erich was described xcording ta diifering and consen~liiil 

definitions found within thc literüture. Both types of supervision bring me to the stirne 

conclusion thrit they can bt. iised as tools for social control. If employees perforrn or x t  

differently because one or hoth systems are in pllice. then management has gainecl control 

over thrir employees and thcir employees' work processes. 

Performiince Monitoring in the Technological Age 

rC.lrichines trrc worshipperl becriilsr the! cire hea~rrifid. tind 
ctilued becwse tliev conjkr porver; theu are horerl hrcrrirse 
rl iq nrr liit1coii.s. arid locitl~erl hecciiise r h q  irriposr sluvrq 
i Berrrcrnd R[is.sell. 1928). 



Workers were supervised long before the development of electronic monitoring 

technology, but because managers were personally involved, it w u  accepted. They hrid 

to leave their office to check on the worker's performance and this often enabled fellow 

employees to warn targeted workers thac their manager w u  on his or her wtiy. Since the 

introduction of rlectronic monitoring, supervision no longer intervenes with the 

worktlow. nor do workers pet a warninr as to when they may or mriy not be watchecl. 

Statistics on keystrokes. or phone cal1 log information are coliected unobtriisively from 

the muniiger's own computcr whcre. to al1 appcmnces. elccrronic monitoring seems like 

derivative of the work (Garson, 1988: 173). Still, the goal of modern management - to 

dictate exactly how a worktx does his or her job and to make him or her ~iccountablr for 

every niinute of the working c h y  - is irrational. Should :in employee be held riccoiintable 

for cvet? niinute of the working day? Should this be a reiisonable goal of modern 

management? Accountability is sometimes deknded in terms of etttlciency or 

productivity. but its only consistent objective is control for the srike of control (Garson. 

1988: 169). 

The first hrms of electronic monitoring and new modes of industrial manasement 

came about when early industrial managers wanred to conrrol large numbers of people in 

the workplncc without usin2 physical force. ris wx i  otisn used in the put. Ltiborers 

entered into u contract witli managers to attain a living. Managers in tiirn kept ii close 

watch over their employee's activities and monitoring became a means to discipline. 

Within this arrangement the workers had the t'reedom to dispose of their labor-power in 

whatever circumstance that they chose. while the empIoyet-s were content in having this 



productive and hopefully ririciIr Iübor force upon which they could keep their cye (Lyon. 

1994: 121-1211. 

Todliy our new elecrronic technology consisrs of a cornputer hieriirchy. Cornputen 

control work processes gerit.nted by other cornputers. To control operations of work. we 

sirnply have to change a crimpiiter program. In the p s t ,  whilst still derilin; with 

industriril rind mechanical oprrations, it would take an sntire redesigning rind re-tooling to 

riccornplish the same thing. This new slectronic technology thiit is being rxperienced in 

industries ail over the worltl. including banking and insurince cornpanies. has expandeci 

technical control and made i t  much more powerfiil (Simpson. 1999: 68). "Cornpliter 

technology hris spread acruss diverse industries, including textiles. trüvcl. Iriw and 

inedicine ils we1I ris infortiiation-briscd industries such ris banking and ins~ir:ince" 

(Simpson. 1999: 5 1 1. 

Cornputer technology. especidly electronic monitoring and surveillance devices 

rire giving management niore constant and innavative ways to supervise çmpioyees. The 

I L 0  (19923 1 )  contends tliat modem electronic equipment ha opened up new prospcçts 

for the control and surveillancr of achievernent at work. The report risks, how hr cm the 

technologies bt: weighed as lepitirnate tools of personnei manasement or, on the conmtry. 

do they enconipass an inadmissible invasion of privacy and form of pressure'? Each 

organizütion, then, must dccide how i t  is going to use the new form of technological 

supervision - keeping in mind how much inforrnation is now nvailable to it and how it 

hrindles the information. 

The IL0 ( 1993: 9 ,  goes on to point out that: 

Traditionally, employers assume some degree of control over ernployees relritsd to 
productivity, srifety m i  security, and the contldentidity of proprïetary inforrnation. 



However. the monitoring and surveillance techniques available as a result of 
advances in technology make methods of control more pervuive than ever and 
raise serious questions of human rights. 

There is a wide-range of possible monitoring devices and techniques open to the 

modern employer. Computer-brised monitoring autornatically records statistics about the 

work of the employee who is iising a computer. This is particulrirly prevüknt with tlatii 

entry operators. LS it rillows the employer to count the gross number of krystrokes. the 

nurnber of minutes on the machine. gross keystrokes per hoiir. stroke rate for each job. 

the number of jobs, and thc number of corrections oftirrors (Danartn 1990: 18). An 

important element of the whole process of data collection is that statistics can then be 

used to compare and evaltiritt: ernployees. 

This type of monitoring of employee performance is otien used in conjiinction 

with telephone service obscrviition. While a manager rnay be listcning into the actual 

telephone conversation. the computer captures iriformlition about the length of the 

cdl, time betwren caIIs, ancl the number of calls ttiken in a specific timc period. Apart 

from its use in evaluating eiriployees, such systems enable the employer to implement a 

distribution system which iititomatically trrinsfers calls to free operators (Bylinsky, 1991 : 

134). An idditional telephone-based form of monitoring is telephone cal1 iiccounting 

systerns that automaticrilly calculate the time. duration. and destination of a call. 

Another trend is the monitoring of desktop computers. An ad for CloseUp 

networking software exclaiins: "look in on Sue's computer screen . . . tn hct. Sue doesn't 

even know you're there! Hit a key again and off you so  on your rounds of the Company. 

Viewing one screen after another. helpin; some. watching others. XII from the comfort of 

your chair" (B y linsky, L 99 1 : 135). Networkin; Dynlimics Corporation of Glendlile 



makes Peek and Spy - "Peek" requires employee approviil whereas "Spy" does not. 

American Airlines installecl nmote-screen monitoring software to supplement its 

listening operations at Dallas-Fort Worth. This tidditional capability allows manasers to 

monitor data entry as well ris the actual telephone conversation (Bylinsky, 199 1: 137). I t  

woulci seem that ;LS Local Xrt';~ Networks (LANs) proliferüte in the workplace the 

potential for this type of nionitoring will be greatly enhanced. 

The final types of nioriitoring are those that can determine an employee's rictual 

location using ri badge worn by the employee. or through video monitoring. These types 

of devices as well as others and what each type of supervision does is discussed in further 

detail throughout the reminin= sections of this chapter. 

Types of Performance Monitoring Technology 

Supervisory technology continues to evolve and expand. Depending on the type of 

supervision or amount of control an employer wants within his or her organizrition. an 

appropriate type of technolog is chosen. As described to me during interviews with 

Rick Snook from Brriss Security and Bob Thiesburger from Counterforce (Security 

Systerns), there is a wide range of electronic monitoring and surveillance technoIogies 

available to managers today. We discussed, for example, surveillance cameras, covert 

and non-covert. with audio and without audio capacities. Camerris are wide-rringing in 

their capabilities: some camerris only record when there is movcment in the area at which 

i t  is directed. while others rccord the area constantly. The employer rnay have the video 

recordin,o device within the orgmization; they rnay have televisions so they can observe 



the activity as i t  occurs, or they may have to vicw the recording at the end of the day: 

they may do this in their orginizrition or from a remote location. Carneri mmay look Iike 

regulrir video carnerifi, or tlitiy may be of a covert nature and iipperir to look like a 

thermostat. a motion detector. 3 clock. or almost anything. Employees rnay or rnay not 

know that the cameras rire opcrating and when and how much they can detect. Some 

managers have requesied sccurity compünies to instaI1 the units after hours. Whether the 

employer chooscs to divulgrl this information to their employees is not known. 

In addition. there is ;i re1;itiveIy nrw system in production known as a Remotc 

Telephone Vitlm Survcilltiiicc and Security Systern. which allows rnantigers to watch and 

listen to rmployees from a rrinote location. Manqers can do this through ri phone line or 

through their ciwn computcrs ttiat can see and hear video and audio clips that report what 

is happening in their organization. This device hr~s many uses a indicatrd by the 

literiiture. It has the ribility to check remote warehouses, watch production lines. cletect 

employer theti. vandalisni mi so forth. The devices used Vary from still and motion 

sensitive cameras to more covrrt devices such ris cameras thrit are hidden in objects thrit 

rippear to be something they ;ire not (Ontario Ministry of Labour. I979:3). 

Both interviewes h m  the security i ïms indicated thar usually an organizstion 

begins with primitive forms of monitoring and ris their needs change. they tend to 

upgrride to more invasive and constant monitoring techniques. Accordins to the two 

seciirity personne1 interviewed. the majority of the reasons why orgmizations use this 

type of technology is to prevent loss to the organization through employee theft. to detect 

deviant behaviors displayed b y employees ( d r y  taking, drinking alcohol. and 

inappropriate behaviour). md to watch productivicy. A comrnon reuon for an 



organization to invest in this type of technology is usually to target and stop apcirricitlitr 

behavior of its employees such ris theft, or inappropriate behaviour (sexual harassment), 

by observing specific actions in specific places within the organization. 

The IL0 ( 1993: 3) warrtints that: 

Electronic technology is used increasingly in worker monitoring and surveillancc. 
which ciln be done wi thout the employee's knowledge. Computer-based ml 
telephone monitoring. video surveillance, and the use of listening and tracking 
devices rire among the more comnion types. Such monitoring and surveillance can 
be ri source of fear and anxiety when uscd to exert excessive miinagernent control 
and to coerce workers ro meet unrealistically high work standards. iMany workers 
fer1 pressure and intiinidation from the feeling of being watched constantly. 

In interviews conducted with the managers of the security companies. they also indiçaterl 

the same notions ris the I L 0  ;ind explained how technology pIayed ri role in the 

controlling or mrinipulriting of employee behaviour in the workplace today. 

There are ri number ot'charricteristics and components of ckctronic technolosy in 

the workplacc thtit have btcn identitïed. Roger A. Clarke ( 199 l:J97) describes the basic 

form of surveillance as physiciil surveillance: watching and listening. He describes 

electronic surveilIance as including physical surveillance (atidio bugs) and 

communications surveillance such as telephonc taps. These categories illustrrite the mosr 

riidimentary rind first forms of surveillance used compared to rhe forms used todriy which 

are often elaborritions on the old ris well as new inventive forrns of supervision. 

Today, work can be monitored in a number of ways thiit may be classified within 

Clarke's categories of physictil and communications surveillrince, An example of t l i i h  is 

phone use. Monitoring technologies can record information such as to whom the phone 

cal1 was made. the content of conversation, the durntion of the call. and how otlten 

employees use the phone ( Bylinsky, 199 1: 13 I ). Managers can record conversations. or 



simply listen in on conversations. This can be done sitting beside the employee or from a 

distance and i t  can be dont. without the employee ever knowing chat it is takinp place. 

Another example of physicd or communications surveillance is the monitoring of 

keystrokes which keeps t rxk of computer utilization time as well ris logging on and off 

times.  managers can log ont0 their employees' computer screen now without their 

employee ever knowing and crin see from their own desk what their employee is doinz. 

In addition. niany managers use video cameru to record their employee's actions 

(Bylinsky, 199 1 : 132). 

Accordin2 to the report undertaken by the Office of Technology Xssessnient 

iOTA) ( 1987: 1 ) .  there are [tirer types of monitoring that differ somewhat from Clarke's 

crite_oories noted above. The îïrst is "computer-büscd monitoring" or "electronic 

monitoring" wliich recortls siatistiçs about the work of employees using cornputers or 

othcr teleconitiiunication cquipnient thrciughout the course of their jobs. Thcse striristics 

woultl includc items such as the number of keystrokes. types of trrinsrictions completeci. 

or time spent on e x h  transaction. The second type is "service obscrvrition" which lets 

miinagers listen in on an einployee's conversation with a customer to check on such 

. ~~i~rr ince .  things as courtesy and correctness of information in order to assess quality .i:: 

This type of monitoring is riot autornütic. buc requires a humnn to do the actual listeninr 

albeit with the assistance of a cornputer. Service observation is oftrn used in conjunction 

with other computer-based sysrems which collect information about the calls. their 

durrition. and types of transxtions engaged in by employees. This type of technology is 

completely silent. so neither the employee nor the customer knows when a manager is 

listening. The Iast type of monitoring is referred to as "telephone cal1 ticcoiinting". This 



type of computer monitorin~'survei1lance' records the length of each cal1 ris well as the 

destination of each call. It ciin be used to manage telephone costs by perhaps reducing 

the use of personal calls by employees (OTA, 1987: 1). 

There are other types of monitorin~surveillance programs in the workpltice that 

measure the tlow of inforniation traffic and adjust the ernployees' schedules around them. 

For instance. one type callccf Forced Administration Data System (FAûS) plans 

employees' lunch and cot'l'cc breaks. It also allows a manager to check on how much 

trriffic has bcen handled by e x h  operator in the American telephone and telegraph 

induscries (Rybczynski, 19S3: 65). In addition. there is another type of 

monitorin@surveillrince sysretn called Traffic Service Position System (TSPS). This is ;I 

computer program that roiitcs long-distance telephone calls. It randomly times an 

operator for ii tidf an hour twict: ri week. It rneasures the operator's average working 

time and deterrtiines how long i t  took the operator to answer a prirticuliir call. Thus. the 

machine knows when an operator turns off his or her handset. or puts i t  on biisy or i f  i t  is 

left unattendecl. This in tiirri Im!s employees to conform to management noms 

(Rybczynski. 1983: 65). 

Yet another type of siirveillancdmonitoring prograrn that exists is described by 

Baardri ( 1994: I i and it is callt.rl Computerized Performance Monitoring (CPM). This is ii 

new form of mrinagement supervision and control made possible by microeIectronic 

technologies developed during the past few decrides. Baarda (1994: 1 )  found that 

management generally feels that CPM leads CO increrised workplace productivity and that 

the system falls completely within the bounds of the residual rights of management for 

the purposes of collective bqaining. Merinwhile. workers are concerned about its effect 



on the quality of working lik and on workpIace pnvacy. Many unions have taken action 

on CPM, but their progress has been fmstratingly slow and legislation lags behind the 

development of many of the new technoIogies described thus far. 

Baarda ( 1994: 2) rxpIains thac management uses the information collected 

through CPM in  an attempt to preserve desired productivity levels. and thus in some 

wriys, CPM is not unlike other hmiliar forms of workplace control. Baarda ( 19944) 

fiirther notes that "The use of compucers by managers and professionals leads to gretiter 

standardization and roiitiniztition of their work, and this. i n  turn. makes it more 

susceptible to CPM". Howcver. CPM and other supervisory technologies are different 

forms of control. They are difkrent in the sense that there il; no human eiettient: riIl 

monitoring is done by machines and employees may never know thrit someone. or 

something is wntching t h m  or rvaluating them. There is ri huge clifference hue in 

regards to this type of monitoring and conventionai mechods of monitoring, especially 

with regard to personai privacy. Btiardü (1994: 5) concludes that "Ultimately the pursuit 

of increasing productivity is the driving force behind management's decision to use 

CPM". 

It can be seen from the foregoing that myone who uses ri computer rit work today 

could be subjected to beins observed or could potentially be a target of CPM or any other 

form of supervisory technolosy. What bris been described does not do justice to the 

many forms of monitoring and surveilIance devices creüted and used. however. it 

provides a general overview of supervisory technologies. 



W hat Electronic Monitoring and Surveillance Systems Do 

From the information exomined thus hr. 1 can determine that the improvement in 

data-processin2 and monitoring technology have significantly extended the capricity of 

the employer to accumulatc. store and process information associated with individual 

smployees. Such information inay be collected without the employee's knowledge and 

may be used for purposes other than those it  was originally intended for. 

The I L 0  ( 1992: 10) has pointed out that: 

Automared. cornputer-managed information systems may at t h  be seen only as ;a 
new and better way to rcalize old aspirations. But the use of cornputers entriils 
more thrin an astonishingly accurate processing of an equally astonishing qurintity 
of data. The retrieval undergoes a clearly qualitative change. especialiy ti-om the 
employees' perspective. Never before was there a chance to survey employees so 
thoroughly, to trace so minutely their individual profile and to categorize them 
totally for the purposes of the employer. The price of computerization is thrit the 
employee has become vulnerable to an unprecedented degree. 

At the s m e  time. siirvcillance is equally invksive as electronic monitorinz 

techniques. and rilong with new surveillance technology management. managers can 

watch just about anything. As noted previously. cameras are currently being produced 

not to look like traditional cameras, but to appear as a thermostat on the wall in the 

lunchroom. Cameras may be hidden or be right out in the open: crimerris may be ninning 

ali the time or only at certain times. Employees can even be monitored while their 

managers are rit home or iit another remote location through what is called Remote Audio 

Visual Technolo_oy. Betwcen cameras and other electronic monitoring accomplished by 

computers, employees could virtually be watched and data collected on them from the 



time they walk through the ùrganization's doors until the time they leave the or,oanizlicion 

at the end of the day. 

Overüll. managers now have the ability through expanding technology to take 

their supervisory powers to new levels. Never before in history have there been the tooIs 

available to collect so much information on so many individual workers. IL is important 

that we monitor those doing the monitoring of workers in order to ssess  if they are 

indeed collecting information iind using it appropriritsly. 

Present-dliy technology can essentially alter the organization of power in Canada 

and with it our conservativc conceptions and experiencss of individual rtutonomy. 

security, privacy. and due process. in generril. this can be seen in the relationship betwern 

individuals as in the case of employees and organizations (taudon. 1986: 3). According 

io Deetz ( 1998: 157). clectiïmic monitoring and survcillancs crin leaci to unnecessary 

conformity iincl one-sided idcntities and relations. 

Marx and Sherizen i IC)X6:64) further suggest that monitoring hiis become mitch 

more invasive in that management does not always inform the employee they are being 

monitored. This new hi-tech systern operates outside of the work setting xs wwcll. For 

instmce. it is possible to inunitor a person workinz from home on a Company compitrer 

or ri person craveling in a cuinpany car away t'rom the central office. 

Volti ( 1092: 148) folinci that with persona1 computers and modern 

communications equipment. it  is possible for workers to go about their rissignmenrs whilo 

fir away from the central office. Their managers need not wony about persontilly 

supervising their work performance because it can be electronicdly monitored. 



Lyon ( 1994: 130) cuntirms that no occupation is immune frorn electronic 

monitoring when computcr technology is utilized in an organization, the signitlcance of 

which should not be underrrited. The sprice-binding capacity of electronic technologies 

even diminishes the significance of the location of work. This can be seen in the forni of 

monitoring tnick drivers. r;i.uicabs, and those employecs who work h m  home. II you tire 

co~inccted to a computer. i t  dors not rntitter where one is located sincc one cannot zet 

away from one's boss, Evcrything that you do may be taken into account at some point. 

Baarda ( 1994:2) agrees and notes that: "...the degree of control has intensified, üs more 

activities performed by workers in an increlisingly wide viiriety of jobs are being 

Some concepts, ideas. and questions noted by Rule (1996:67) thlit we must kecp 

in tnind with regards to elrctronic monitoring and surveillance are as follows: 

How are the forms of surveillance implemented by compiiting and other novel 
technologies diffrrcrir from face-to-face patterns of surveillance long frimiliar in 
work relations'? Arc they inherently more intrusive? Are they distinctively more 
dcgrading? Does the ability of the new technologies bring about an rtbsoliire rise 
in the Ievel of worliplace monitoring? 

Why is there such a strong clesire frorn nianagers to monitor their employees? The 

following section attempts to answer this question and those noted above. 

The Need to Monitor Employee Performance 

The purposes of monitoring in the workplace Vary according to the type of 

technology used as well as the specific reasons why an organization must employ this 

type of supervisory technology. The reasons can be any one or more of the following: to 

ensure productivity and competitiveness; to aIIow for quality control and customer 



service: to comply with laws and regulations: to assist in training and supervision: to 

ensure a sak and secure workplrice; and to protect employer property and assets (LLO. 

1993: 17). Volti ( 1992: 80) siiggests that: 'The decision to adopt ti technology represents 

a firm's assessment of the likely benetïts accruing from the use of the nsw technology, 

weighed against the uncertainties that attend its use and the speed at which these 

unccrtriinties crin be dissipated". 

Dandeker ( l990:64) feels that in a modern capitrilistic society. such as Canada. 

bureaucratie monitoring is iii~ide up of a combination of control over eniployces u isvell 

;is on behdf of employees. It can work either way. t'or or against. depcnding on who is  

holding the power and in the way in which they would like to utilize it. 

Employcrs use eleçtronic monitoring for diffrirent reasons. however. there is 

obviousIy a nced for closcr supervision of workers. A response to this need depends on 

the form of supcrvisory tcchnology selected. Nonetheless. Volti ( 1992: 6) indicrites that 

iechnology does not alwayh açt as an rinswer to èxisting necds: a new technology mriy in 

frict create its own needs. Does the growing organization of today lend itself to 

monitoring? In other words. with companies growing larger and more disperse* todiiy, is 

it necessary to have electronic technologies in place in order to maintain some 

regulation? For instance. isvh~it about those working from their homes? How dors 

management keep track of their work? Electronic monitoring is one solution to this 

dilemma. Management can supervise an employee at home by lo,oting onto their 

employee's computer screen. In this way a manager cm tell if it wris ri wise ideri to let 

this ernployee work from home. The need to supervise and control work is being met 

with new technology. 



Furthermore, Rule and Attewell ( 1989: 217) argue that technologies and the social 

practices into which they rire embedded, create the "needs" to which the only warranteci 

response is more rationaIization and further technological innovation. In other words. we 

are back to the same question: does technology create monitoring, and the prrictices that 

30 nlong with it, or do traditional forms of monitoring sirnply provide iin advantage with 

new technology? Either way whrit the latter suggests is rhat once the new technology is 

in place, managers need mort and want more. and hrnce. the need for further adoption of 

new technologies. As an example, monitoring might have strined out with simple 

surveillrince cameras for theft purposes, but when management realizcd their potential 

they may have been upgradsti with audio as well LS being placed in more areas of the 

workplace. In ;iddition. workers may have been monitorrd rit work. but when 

mimagement rlialized the Lir-reaching, capabilities of the monitoring sysrerns, they 

allowed employees to work at other locations such as at their homes knowing full wrll 

that they still have the ability to adequritely supervise their employees. 

What brings monitoring to organizations? 

Dandeker 1 1990~53) rlescribed the increase in size and breakdown of a large 

organization into much srndler firrns and subsidiaries; hence the need for monitoring to 

control and supervise those i i r  from the main office. or far from the main power. This is 

an account ofextemal forces. This was also evident in my research tlndings - 

rcspondents indicated that the sheer volume of employees and clients made it difficult to 

monitor employees in the triditional way. 



Employers introduce electronic monitoring equipment for v;irious reasons. but 

essentially LS an extension of limited human capabihies. Whether the purpose of the 

monitoring is secunty ( e g .  to deter theft), health and safery (e.g., to monitor safety 

control) or controlling automated processes (e.g., time and motion study). such 

monitoring is irsually an rittcmpt to increrise the durririon and dependability of supervision 

(Ontario Ministry of Labour. 1979:J). 

tnternd forces, or piills for closer supervision, originsited in the birth of scientific 

management. Dandeker ( 1090: 64) feels that. "since that period, [scirririJic 

rmmigernerttl. the maniigeriril monitoring of the labour process hris extended beyond that 

area of work and roles are inore narrowly conceived. Firms have sought to extend their 

monitoring powers into the social and psychologicril context of workcrs' lives. 

particularly in the spheres of 'inorale' und career regulation". Dundeker suggests that 

rnanagers use this new foi-iii of supervisory technology to do more than just account for 

productivity gains and losses. 

Lyon ( 1993: 125- 1761 ;irgiies that new styles of management are progressively more 

dependent on the use of new technologies and that employees rire subjected to intensifieci 

forms of monitoring. Workcrs typically find themselves more writched. not just by 

managers but by workmatcs and. in a sense, by thernselves. This rnay be a latent hnction 

of monitoring. 

In sum. it seerns clex that a majorïty of orpizations today feel they require 

supervision of mployees and many rely on one or more forms of electronic monitoring. 

Whether it is because an orpnization is yowing beyond the bounclriries of typicril 

traditional supervision or whether an orpnization wants closer und more precise control 



of organizritionril affairs, Car many more orginizations than not. are employing some form 

of electronic monitoring. The concern that remains are the outcomes of this type of 

supervision. We do not know al1 the elements that are associated with the repercussions 

of many such monitoring technologies. Some of the repercussions and issues associated 

with supervisory technolosy :ire outlined in the following section. 

Issues Assuciated with Electronic Monitoring Systems 

There are several issues to be taken into considerition when management decides 

to implernent any form of \iipervisory technology. The issues thrit I have outlined arc 

those that apperir most signific;intly throiighout the literatiire. The issues are the 

following: management style. trust, risks and danger. privacy and power. and control that 

management can exert over employees. All of these issues are at the forefront when 

dealing with any form of supervisory technology. 

Mana~ement style woiild indicate whether or not management decides to use 

rlrctronic monitoring as a t r m  of supervisory technology. what type. tind how they 

intend to apply it  as well. The relationship between management and the employees is 

also integral to this decision making. Of course the issue of trust cornes into play, but 

does management trust their employees'? If so, why the need to install such investigative 

forms of supervisory technology? Does management foresee risks rind dringrrs to the 

Company or to the employee. and is that why management has installed surveilIance or 

electronic monitoring'? The privacy of employees must be taken into considerntion when 

instdling electronic monitoring devices. Management has the responsibility to not 



infringe on employee privacy. Lristly, the most important question is does supervisory 

technology (surveillance and electronic monitoring) indeed give management more 

control over their employers? Since there arc consequences to al1 our actions as humnn 

beings, 1 contend that management needs to iiddress the above issues and consequences 

when deriling with supervisory crchnology. 

Baarda ( 1994: 24) points out that CPM and any other type of electronic monitoring 

within the workplace is 0ftt.n seen as contcntious terhnology that involves many in 

tiebates regarding manageiiient rights. employee rights. good management practices. 

technological progress, and the social good. Many researchers reject the idea that CPbI 

and other monitoring techniques are evil in themselves and they argue that it  is cornipt 

management and poor implementation which precede negative consequences. Othrrs 

believc that the power and control aviiiliible through CPM and other monitoring 

techniques rnay be too mucli for snyone to hsndle in a tmly advrintageous way. 

Along with this thc IL0 ( 1993: 19) contends that while employrrs tend to put 

Forth business training rincl wiiching purposes and security reliited reasons for monitoring. 

dissatisfaction with monitoring is baed on the intrusive nature of the practices on the 

privacy and integrity of the workers. Objections are also raised conceming the manner 

and process of carrying out such practices. 

In a report by the IL0 ( 199320). there were tlve main objections rriised witli 

regards to electronic monitoring wichin the workplace. The most important and relevrint 

of the five to my study wris the lut one which stited that: "Monitoring and surveilliince 

involve both issues of exercisin~ control over workers and control over data relriting to 

specific workers". Hence. the issue of control is critical. The more knowledge 



management hris about its cmployees and their work, the more control management h;~s 

over the work process and subsequently over employees. 

Management Style/Supervision 

The IL0 ( 1993: I 1 )  points out that the type of work within an orgrinization rind the 

organizrition's nianagerneiit style continue to be indicritors of the type. iniplemrntation 

and use of elrctronic monitoring. When orgünizational structures rely on ri division of 

labour which plilces basic knowledge about rhe production process in the hünds of 

miinrigers rather than an inrlividud workers. the need for coordination. control and 

systernatization of work is tncrcmed. By using new forrns of siipervisory technologies. 

such as secret electronic monitoring, there cm be an association with a negative, 

controlling style of management. In the p s t  workers or foremen held considerable 

control over their own work. however. with the growing work force there becomes u 

growing demand from mriiiiigemrnt to be in control. The more restrictive the 

rnana_oement style and thc tiiort. numerous the çmployee Ievels. the more supe~isory 

technologies are ttinployetl in  the workplace today. In xcordancs. Biiarcla ( 1994:4) 

points out thrit "The use oi coinputers by managers and professionels leads to p a t e r  

standardization and routinization of their work. and this. in  turn. makes it more 

susceptible to CPM". 



Trust 

The issuc of trust, or lack thereof, is a Iarse problem when discussing eleccronic 

monitoring witliin the workplace. 'Trust, in short, is a fom of"taith." in which the 

confidence vested in probable outcornes expresses a cornmitment to something rrirher 

than just a cognitive underst;indingW (Giddens, 1990:27). Trust in the workplace is 

something a manager has riffirmed in his or her employees. and in turn. employees have 

also riffirmed trust in their mrinriger or place of work. 00th have developrd a sense of 

trust in each other, a comniitment to each other to behave in certain ways. In simplrr 

terms, employees have beçome riware of whlit is expected of them. For instance. thry 

Iiave been trusted by their in;inagers not to steal from the company or organization. Ln 

retiirn. the employees have plxed trust in their managers not to treac them unftiirly. 

Eiiiployers are under the iiiiprcssion, for the most part. thar they clin be trusted and rilso 

thlit they have a sense of security while at work. 

"The term 'mistrust' applies most easily when we are speaking of the relation of an 

agent to a specific system, individual, or type of individual. In the case of persons. it 

means doubting or disbelieving the claims to integrity their actions embody or display" 

(Giddens. 1990:99). In other words. managers may not believe in or have hith in their 

mployees to perfonn their job ris prescribed. They may mistrust the authenticity of the 

integrity that employee's display to [hem through their words and actions. 

According to Luhmann. trust should be closely related and understood in relation 

to risk, a term he declares only cornes into being in the modem epoch (Giddens. 1990: 



30). It mükes sense that if managers equate trust and risk and they have tmst issues iit 

work, then the need for electronic monitoring to perhaps reduce the risk is identitïrd. 

Giddens ( 1990:33) outlines ten separate points about trust to define it as well as to 

show the different factors that interact with it, however one is relevant to my stiidy. 

"Trust is rehted to absence in time and in space. There would be no need to trust anyone 

whose activities were continually visible and whose thought processes were transparent. 

or to trust riny system whow workings wcre wholly known and understood" (Giddens. 

l990:33). This regresses to what is cornmonly rcferred to ;is Taylorisrn. or scienri tlc 

management. F.W. Taylor ilid not essentially trust his employees to get the most out of 

their work day: hence, he pcrformed time and motion studies to begin to understand the 

processes that they went throiigh so he coulcl fiilly understand it and modify it. 

Subsequently. there wlis no nccd to rely on the worker, or to trust them to put in ri 

productive driy. Management wris in control: they knew how tveryrhing operated iind 

they made the ganie plan which the ernployees simply hiid to follow. As Giddens 

rnriintains, if you can see whiit di cmployees arc duing. there is no nettd to trust 

cmployees because you can observe them yourself rather than having tu tnisr their reports 

un prodiictivity. You do not have to worry thüt when your back is tiirned. that tmployess 

Lire not doing thcir work. Using electronic rnonitorinJ/surveillance, you crin walk into 

your oftice and look at ri nionitor that lets you see exactly what they are doing or not 

doing. You can even observe workers from home. therefore not having CO trust [hem 

when you are absent. 

Zuboff ( 1988:344) supgests that ernployees who are being rnonitored feel mistrust. 

This feeling comes from the "silent dance of the observer and observed". To be visible in 



this way evokes a sense of vulnerability and powerlessness. The person observed begins 

to wonder, ''Am 1 exposed i n  some way that 1 would not clioose CO be? How can I be 

certain about precisely what 1 have exposed? What is it that they might see?' The 

resistance to such exposure retlects in part an effort to retain a sense of self-conrrol and to 

avoid feelings of shame". 

Zuboff ( 1988:69) impiies that when information and control technology is used to 

turn the worker into '-just iinother mechanical variable". the imrnediatr resuIt is the 

withdriiwal of the worker's commitment to and responsibility for the work. This Iack of 

care requires additional mnnagerial vigilance and can lead to a need for increrised 

:iutomatic control. 

Overall, electronic monitoring gives management the capability and legitimxy nut 

to trust ernployees. They iiiay rio longer put their fiiith in humans to bc produçtivc and 

tnistworthy, but mtiy put thcir hith in technology to expose those who are not. 

Risk and Danger 

Following trust is thc issue of risk and danger. Are there high risks involved in  tlir 

workplace? What is the levei of risk and hence danger ençompzissed in ernployee 

behnviour whilt at work:' 

"Danger and risk are closely related but are not the same. What risk presumes is 

precisely danser (not necess;irily awareness of danger). A person who risks somcthing 

courts. danger. where danser is understood as a threat to desired outcornes" (Giddens. 

1990: 34-35). In other words. we might speculate that management uses elrctronic 

monitoring to minimize risks and hence danger. if the desired outcome is an organization 



that is high in productivity und low in negligent employee behaviour, then tightening 

supervision is a way to minimize danger and risk. If trust and danger (risk) are weaved 

together as Giddens postdates, then there must be a balance of trust and risk. For 

example, do 1 trust my employees ro work without technological supervision, or is the 

risk of thern becoming lazy or negligent too great? If nianagement h u  crusced their 

employees in the past and rhcre has been a breach of that trust, then perhaps the danger is 

too high and elrctronic monitoring is used ils a way to combat the danger and 

subsequently reduce the risks involved. Thus. elecrronic monitoring may be seen as a 

form of social control. howevrr. it is balrinced with a heishtened risk as detsrrnined by 

management. Management is seeking to weigh the benetïts rind risks to their 

orgrinkarion ;ind this rnay be pcrceived as the only practical option. 

"Risk is not just ri mattér of individual action. There are "environrnents of risk" 

that collectivcly affect larse muses of individuais.. ." (Giddens. l990:35). An 

"environrnent of risk" may bc any work environment. The banks and insurrince 

companies that 1 examineil wcre viewed by management in this way: the wholci 

organizational cnvironment w u  susceptible to risk and danger noi to the rmployees but 

Jrom the ernployees. Risks rnight include embezzlement. frriud, and theft. In order to 

minimize the "environment of risk" stricter supervision is enacted. giving manasement 

more control over the work cnvironment and their ernployees. 

Privacy 

Associated with the above consequences of employing electronic technology are 

ethical and privricy issues for managers. As Shaiken (1985: 177) hris observed 



information is not an abstract or neutral quantity. How data are det'ined, how they are 

gathered, and how they will be used are al1 socially chargd questions. information- 

githering systems can be desitned in a way that provides more data for autonomous and 

decentralized decision-making so management can seek to monitor every aspect of what 

ri worker does on the job. 

Interestingly, even though we al1 know it is wrong to go through someone's filing 

cabinet, desk clrtiwers or :ippointment book. the world of business is ucceptin; of 

someone rifling through coiilputer screens, and this is becoming acceptable business 

ctiquette (Glirson. 1988: 21 1-22) .  

Dunlop and Kling (199Lb: 655) argue thac momlity becornes rin issue with referenci: 

to technology when compiiters are siven roles t'ormally reserved for humrin judgement. 

In the workplace compiiters ;ire often Irft to do the monitoring for management. It h;is 

becn said thrit they providc d y  the hcts and hencr ;ire more objective than humans. 

however, not every situation cxamined in this way accutritely retlects the situation. WC 

tire humans and we make iiiistakrs: we are subjective beings. and hencc tasks should be 

undertaken in that fashion-+iibjsctively. For instance, if a worker is slowing down the 

line. perhaps h ç  or she ha?l a personal probiem on his or her minci. If a computer starts 

bceping and then ri manager zoes out onro the floor and reprimrinds an employee. it  c'an 

be said that the manager is ncit looking at the situation subjectively. if workers are able to 

obtain help and discuss their problems it may be possible to resume their normal 

productivity. What this suggests is that even if the problem is initially detected in an 

objective manner through technology, it shoidd be dealt with in a subjective manner 

throuzh a more humanistic management style. This is not aIways the crise within 



organizations that are ultiniiitely concerned with efficiency and productivity. 

"Management believes that CPM increases productivity as is well within management's 

rights, but many unions and employees see it as an invasion of worker privacy which 

leads to incrcased stress ml a decline in productivity" (Baarda, 1.994: executive 

summary ). 

Essentially, the whole concept of privacy is changing. issues that would have 

been frowned upon in the past rire not at present; the advent of more sophisticated 

technology is setting new lirnits and expanding the boundaries. But where does it  stop'? 

Where does the workplact. stop and home begin? (iL1ar.u and Sherizen. 1986:64). To put 

it succinctly: "Just becausc an intrusive form of monitoring can be done does not merin it 

should be dont." (Marx and Sherizen, 1986: 65). 

In the past, cmploycc's rxpectations about privacy and supervisory monitoring 

were defincd by what the scnsrs were capable ofdetecting. And hence. the trriditional 

workplace ot'kred limits to the giathering of information with these simple roals. 

However, in today's workplace. monitoring technologies e d y  trünscends these old 

boundaries to collect data. Since machines can monitor ;iutomatically. managers rire no 

longer limited in whüt thcy u n  observe and employees are no loyer  able to tell if thry 

rire being observed (Marx and Sherizen. l986:65). 

Intrusive monitorins m q  conflict with workers' estabiished expectations of what 

is rerisonlible in terms of siipervision on the job. There is no formai protection t'or 

whispering. or beine far from the eye of your manager at work. however. most employers 

do need some sense of privacy at work, especially when it concems their 

communications. Marx and Sherizen suggest that the new technologies are threatrning 



this privacy and for some workers at particular companies, this privricy is becoming 

obsolete. 

Zuboff ( 1988:404) describes a breed of North American workers who cherish the 

autonomy and sense of self-control sustained by his or her skills and protected by the 

union contrrict. When thest. workers contemplate the prospect of the socially integratcd 

high-technology workplactl. tlicy feel despair. They anticipate a loss of their unique 

identities, of frtxdom and ;iiitonomy, and of well-detined rights and responsibilities. 

They fear thlit without the r~iditional sources of protection provided by rhcir job 

descriptions and thcir contract. they will become prey to every capricious whim of their 

superiors. 

The OTA ( 1987: 5 )  expresses concerns about monitoring in the workplrice as well. 

There are strong iirguments that computer based monitoring can be abused and that 

monitoring has the potentiril fur invasions of employees' priviicy. 3s well as assault their 

autonomy, persona1 dignity. and health. As an examplr. CPM zives management minute- 

by-minute records of emplqet: work, and hence. could potentially bc iised to cxcrt ~ i n f t l i r  

work stnndards by speeding iip the pace of work (OTA. 1987: 5). 

Service observation. or listening in on calls without notifying those on the phone 

crin lead to feelings of beins spicd upon and may have ramifications on the privacy of 

both the employee and the customer. This in the end may lead to feelings of animosity 

towards the employer (OTA. 1987: 5). Further, if the customer is aware of the service 

observation. it could impact the companies' image and uItimacely their profit. 

Recordin3 al1 aspect..; ofcalls, as is done with telephone call accounting, a "profils" 

or record may be compiled about an employee which denotes who they call. Sortie 



believe that by using this information in the wrong way, managers may begin to harass 

employees about their phone calls. Overall, the chief concern here is that these new tools 

may give managers monitoring and control techniques and thus power that rnight be 

abused. The technology rnay be used simply for the sake of being able to control others 

beyond what is substantive ro organize the work process (OTA, 1987: 5). 

Baarda ( 1994: executivc surnmary) concludes that employers should view the 

technology ILS a management tool, not as a management substitute. 'The quality of 

human supervision is critical". This new technology should be seen as an aid, not ris 

replacing a pcrson or their niiinageriril duties. Monitoring shoultl be done uf the work 

aredwork, not workers. This is where privacy issues arise. 'The contlict between 

privricy and surveillance ih neither new nor unique to the workplace. Technologicril 

breakthroughs in surveillancr technology. however. have produced a qualitative chringc 

in the nature of surveillance. it crin now be total" (Ontario Ministry of Labour. 1979:ii). 

Over the years. thertl lias been a growing concem regrding the loss of workers' 

privacy with the introduction ofelectric monitoring techniques (ILO. 1993: 3). Brown 

and Beatty ( 1984:449) point out thlit some arbitrzttors. when consulted on issues 

regnrding supervisory technrilogy, have insisted rhat the right of an employer to install 

electronic monitoring devicrs and electronic monitoring systems must be equtilly 

sensitive to. and in certain circurnstrinces. :ive way to the employee's interest in 

protecting his or her personal privacy and humon dignity. 



One Iast issue evolving from the literature is the power and control that employers 

gain over employees as a rcsult ofelectronic monitoring. We al1 know that we have to be 

iit work at a cenain time and perform certain duties while there. This is a somewhat 

necessary form of control. However, new supervisory technologies give management 

more power and control than what is needed to eftlciently run a business. The issue 

bccomes that of how many orgrinizations will rmploy the new technology ro further 

control employees, abusin) the technology and its power. What exactly are oyinizations 

using the technology for? Why do employers have to learn more about ;i worker's r w r y  

rnove, if not to control workcrs beyond what is necessary? 

Aiiother issue that Zubot'f ( 1988:357-8) raised is thtit of discipline. Many 

managers did not have clear conduct niles for this particular area. They had the 

information often at the to~ich of a button, but could not think of a way to manage the 

discipline factor. She sugests that managers rire no longer certain of their span of 

control and how far it reachrs. The computer can provide information on almost 

anything in the plant. but where does this position the manager'! It is almost as thaugh 

they have to go back to the beginning, as if industry was just being born. How were the 

initial decisions made'? TechnoIogy introduces the same problems. or in Zuboff s 

( 1988:358) words. it "radicdly alters the contexc of what is possible". Thus. before vrist 



information systems are adopted in an organization, there are several factors that should 

be foreseen and discussed at the outset. 

Flaherty ( 1989:9) notes that the accumulation of personal data can be used to Iirnit 

opportunity and to encourage conformity, especially when associated with a process of 

social control through moniroring. For instance. in the workplace, if an organiziition has 

collecteci information about an smployee t'or a long period of time, this can have a 

limiting effect on the employee's behavior. Employees who know thrit they are under 

some form of monitoring or surveillance rnay think twice about performing a certain 

xtivity such as standing around the water cooler too long. lo~ging on to certain sires on 

thc Internet. or rittending a ii1;inagement-bashing meeting. Hence ;is the author points out. 

data collection introduces a base for the increase of power of an organization (Flaherty. 

1989: 9). 

With the increrising pvwer of an organization, cornes more control of employee 

behaviour. To illustrate thc I L 0  (1992: I I )  notes that. 

The greatest threat for the employee follows from the undoubtedly dscisivr 
advantase of computerization: the multiple use of the data. Employecs art. 
confronted with ri bystem entailing unceasing control. thus leading to a continiious 
re-evriluation of their behaviour. Whether the employer explicitly envisagcd the 
use of monitoring devices is ultimately irrelevant. 

In addition. the mere fact thtit an employer has at his or her disposai the rneans ro retrace 

smployee rictivities influences employee's behaviour. Computerization generates 

growing pressure on employes to conform to the real or assumed expectations of rhrl 

employer ( ILO. 1992: 1 1 ) .  This is one form of social control. Employers are 

manipulatin$ employees in one form or another and hence controlling how their 

employees behave and perform at work. 



Outcornes 

There are severil cornprehensive accounts detailing the impacts and outcornes of 

using electronic monitorins within the workplace (Zubot't', 1988: Howard. 1985; Volti. 

I W ;  Kipnis, 1990; Marx and Sherizen, 1986; Garson, 1988; and Lyon, 1994). 

To begin, Zuboff ( l9SS:400) states that within the realm of an information 

panopticon, managers frequently tried to simplify their managerial tiisks by replacing 

fice-to-face engagement with techniques of monitoring and control. As a consequence 

they becarne isolated from thc realities of their organizations and rmployees ris they wrre 

increasingly insulated by ;in elrctronic text. 

Kipnis ( 1990: 32) found thrit there are consequences. psychological in nature. thrir 

arise frorn monitoring technolozy both for the watcher and the watched. There have brrn 

studies that conclude that those who do the watching begin [O distrust and deperson;iIizc 

the relationships they havc with those th;:t they are observing. And the individual rvho is 

being watched loses his or hcr behavioril freedom. In other words. employee behavtor is 

less divergent and hc or sht  hegins to adhere to the rules and standards of those who ;ire 

watching. Since employets are never sure when they are beinj rnonitored. they 

increasingly conforrn to expeçted behavior (Kipnis. 1990: 33). It becornes the case of the 

"1 had better be good 311 the tiine" syndrome because you never know when you are 

being watched. 

Another somewhat related outcome of monitoring is discussed by .Marx and 

Sherizen ( 1986). The authors point out that the increased use of monitoring in the 

workplace also stands the chance of backfiring. They go on to elucidate that people rn 

ingenious and rnany find ways to distort and deceive rnonitors. For exmple. telephone 



reservntion agents rnay l e m  to dodge calls that will add to their average case timc. They 

do this by either disconnecting the cal1 or simply withholding information to get the 

customer off the phone quicker (Marx and Sherizen, 1986:67). How does this impact on 

customer service'? This was probably the one issue that the Company wris trying to 

improve, noting that if each operator spent less time on each call. they would be able to 

handle more calls and hence improve customer service. In this situation, the strategy did 

not work. 

An additional danger in t e n s  of monitoring is that it might dso make for 

adversarial relations withiri the workplnce. especially if workers feel violrited and 

powerless, because they arr tiware of the monitoring ( M m  and Sherizen, 1986:67). 

Finally. workers nia! iricreue the behavior that genernted the monitoring in rhc 

first pliice. They mriy fecl cliallenged to beat the system. rericting out of tinger and 

estrangement. I f  people feel tliiit they are not trustcd or they feel likr they were being 

~iccused of some behavior. .;unie may then feel that they should act in this manner if thzir 

employer wishes not to tnist thrm. Thus. if  one's manager thinks that you stole ti-om 

him. then you niighi as wcll prove him right (Marx and Sherizen. 1986:67). 

increrised monitoring can introduce two other problems. The first concerns 

quaIity. If an employer automatically speeds up the work process. the employee no l o n p  

has control and may not do Iiis or her job properly which leads to an inferior prodiict. 

The second problem is thrit rlectronic supervision h ~ s  the tendency to displace people. 

Employees m;iy feel ac a loss of not having a personal relationship with their manager 

which could lead to a less ?;iitisfying work environment. In addition. the potential for 

growth and learning on the job may be lost (Marx and Sherizen, 1956:70). Monitoring 



smployee's performance through cornputers and havins little or no interaction with [hem 

diminishes reciprocity. This nieans that mernbers are less active in bath giving and 

receiving support, an important variabk in  work relations. For extimple, the '1 need you 

to do this for me now and ['Il be sure to return the t'avor when you need it' type o f  

exchange ceases CO exists and the humnn eiement is diminished from the work 

environnient. Lnterriction bccciities an option as opposcid ta a neccssiry. 

in surnniary. there arc iiiany çonsequences and issues with regards to using 

electronic monitoring wirliin the workplace. Workers become displacecl and managers 

may begin to sec them ris 'cogs in a machine'; there are issues of redticed trust. risk and 

danger. priviicy and power. and control over workers. Manrigement needs to deal 

tfkctively wirh this new ttxhnology ris i t  chimzes the whole oryniztitirin;il and 

rriiinageriu1 scliema. And lastly, what has betin suggested is thiit workers begin CO rnonitor 

themselves sometirnes witliour rven reaiizing i t  consciously, tailorin: their behavior to 

what is acceptable - the end soal of supervision. 



CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter introtluces the relevant themes, persons. and theories rhat strive to 

explain the relationships between the workpltice and the need for greater control through 

supervisory technologies. Beciiuse the issues related to workplace monitoring are so 

complex and diverse, one cannot utilize a single theory as a conceptual frarnework. 

Therefore. 1 have chosen relevant subject rnatter and topics which are appropriate for this 

panicular investigation. Topics covered include the following: the sffects of electroriic 

monitoring in the workplrict. the adoption conditions. and rtxisons why çompzinies are 

usin2 supervisory technolog. 

The Role of Supervisory Technologies in the Workplacé 

Since the tndustriril Revolution, the dcsire of owners and managers bas been for 

creater control of process md populations. This lies behind the development. of whiit 
L. 

James Beniger çrills "the crmtrol revolution." now greatly enhanced through the 

application of new microelt.ctronic technologies (Lyon and Zureik, 1996: 4). In addition. 

monitoring, which is now tlominated, and to some degree driven, by technalogical 

ridv:incernents has becomc an increasingly global and integrated phenornenon (Lyon and 

Zureik. 1996: 51. Information is now tlowing across national tind international 

boundaries as well as betwt.cn public and private sectors. 

Lyon ( 1994: 45-46) tias suegesteci that it was not JO rnuch rhe rriumphiint railroad xi 

the humble tirnetable and the rnechanical clock that actually served CO co-ordinate humiin 

activities in tirne and space in the early industrial era. They also have rnuch to do with 



monitoring. The tirnetable anci clock, together with the gatherinj of coded infom:ition, 

give order to relationships within bureaucclitic organizations of borh the nation-state and 

the capitdistic workplace. They enable monitoring and supervision to occur on a day-to- 

day and even minute-to-minute buis. Accordingly, monitoring may be seen on the one 

hand in  the theft ledgers of the Victorian clerk, and on the other. in Henry Ford's 

;iutomobile assembly line which is constrintly regulated by the clock. 

Volti ( 1992: 4) suggcsts that technologies are dcveloped and applied so that wc: 

can accomplish tuks not otlierwise possible, or so that we crin do them more 

economically. faster. and euier. Monitoring technology then, tillows us to observe or 

monitor employees ris we always have in the past, however, with machines or cornputers 

now doing the monitoring for us, we have more time on our hands to do other tasks. This 

tcchnology offers a more rftïcient way of checking on employes prqress. 

Lyon ( 1994: 5 )  suggests that monitoring has evolved in subtle ways. that is. ot'tcn as 

a result to implcment somc technology or another for its use in artaining more efficiency 

or productivity. He goes c m  to note that most monitoring goes iinnoticed becaiisc of its 

electronic charticter which occurs out of sight in the domain of digital signais. Hence. 

most of us do not even know when we are being watched. but il' we do know. we do not 

know to what extent and how much information others may have about LIS. 

For instance, to illustrate the subtly of electronic monitoring Kipnis ( 1990: 4) notes 

that, 

At its best. ris David Dickinson has observed. technology expands what people cm 
do: it  creates possibilities where none existed before. Perhaps the major achievement 
of technology has been to reduce the amount of time and energy that we must devote 
to any given activity. 



To expound, managers no longer have to rnake the effort to walk around the shop floor: 

al1 they have to do is turn on their computer to rnonitor their workers. Technology in this 

way is expanding what managers can do tiorn a supervision perspective. From this wr  

can deduce that technology (crimeras, and computer programs), allows managers to spend 

Iess time monitoring on thcir own, since they do not have to physically leave their office 

to supervise: they can do it  whenever they want, for however long they want, and clin 

observe whornever they wrint. This requires less time because they do not have to get up 

to walk riround. take notes. and so fonh. This also allows them more keedom to choose 

when and whom they will be monitoring because the person who is being warched rnay 

not even be aware of it. Bcins covert it does not mise suspicions of workers who may be 

watched for sccurity reasoiis. 

Literature on the topic dclectronic monitoring and or surveillance is mainly 

Amcrican: overall. the lire~itiire suggcsts that visual surveillance devices rire those rnost 

cornmonly bcing introduced within the workplace. The dcvices used Vary from still and 

motion sensitive cameras to more covert devices such as cameras that are hidden in 

objects that apperir to be stimething they are not (Ontario Ministry of Labour. t 979:3 1. 

Having given ri brief overview from chapter two, regarding the types of devices, it would 

be relevant to also discuss what effects the devices have. 

CVltcit t h  rhese moriitoririg tlevices Iccrd ro? Workers now panicipate in their own 

monitoring, unwittingly of course. Technical mechrinisms automlitictilly record data that 

employees generate. The technologies may secure information from voices. or 

movements such lis keystrokes, and they measure employee's effectiveness in chis way. 

For instance, in a data processing job, the computer may monitor the number of errors 



and corrections made, the speed of work, as weIl as time spent away from the desk 

(Marx and Sherizen. 1986:65-66). 

There are also progrrims on the market that will allow managers to tell employees 

how they are doing while pcrforming a task. For example. a message may come across 

an employee's screen that says, "you are not working as f u t  ris the person beside you". 

In addition to these softwarc programs, there have also been developrnents in even subtler 

behavior motiifying techniques. These are subliminal prograrns. messages, and even 

images which piiss so quickly in front of the employee's eye that it cannot be detected 

consciously. For instance. one compüny displays images of mountains and streams with 

ri message thrit says, "my world is calm". Managers can also send messages such ris 

"relax", "concentrate" or. "work harde?. These are ail forms of monitoring and behrivior 

modifying that encroaches an a person's life without their knowledge (Marx and 

Shcrizen. l986:66). 

Compiiters and progrrims crin by the manager's own intent, enable hirn or her to 

surpass the specifics of distinct data and insterid gain access to broad patterns of 

circumstances and actualitics in the workplace. The resutt is that this manager can then 

idealize his or her work mure broadly and more readily control whole categories of 

process, or people, rather thm rcacting to an event on a piecemeal basis (Rule and 

Attewell, 1989: 334). In other words. monitoring can be used for several different 

reüsons on a daily basis to wtitch specifîcs, or to gain an idea of the whole picture. 

Monitoring and data collection produces electronic records for management that allows 

them co see a different view of the overall process of their workplace. Electronic 

monitoring and surveillance rnrikes work more "transparent" to use Zuboff s terms (RuIe 



and Attewell. 1989: 234). To summarize. monitoring provides manasement insight inro 

particular processes within their work environment, which in turn, provides them the 

opportunity to have control over these processes (Rule and Attewell, 1989: 237). 

Electronic technology encourages managers to think more pragmatically about 

how to pursue interests they have experienced but have never been able to act upon Rule 

and Attewell, 1989: 238). For example, if a manager felt that employees werc often 

spending too much time on the phone and were rrindomly typing to look busy. maniigers 

now have the opportunity to log onto that employee's computer and see exactly what he 

or she is doing. Managers mtiy also check phone l o g  Management mny do this in 'reül 

timc'; they do not have to wait until the end of the month for nsults to come in. 

Managers can 'observe' thr i r  rmployees on a daily buis if they wish to. Electronic 

monitoring allows this to occur by simply sxtending the range of mantigerial rittention or 

insisht. rhus making it poshible for management to formalize and implement polices for 

circumstances that would otherwise have to be confronted in the trriditiontil way. The 

conscquence is that it brondens the power of managers to analyze the processes that shape 

their organization and to intervene in the process if they see fit and streamline them 

riccordingl y (Rule and Attewell. 1989: 239). 

Depending on who is doing the wstching and who is being watched. monitoring 

cm be seen ris ri tool or trap. Laabs ( 199296) feels that dominant businesses need 

monitoring. but it must be coiinterbalanced with employee privacy. Somewhere in the 

middIe, human managers must direct their organizations to choose between man and 

machine. or a mixture of borh. A subsequent topic that w u  discovered in the review of 



the litertiture was the explanrition on why management chooses monitoring technolozy as 

a form of supervision. 

Wiy cloes mancrgelrierrr choose electronic rechnologv ro assist riierti rvirli thrir 

siipervisiori tliiries:) Auguste Comte once said, "know in order to foresee: foresee. in 

order to control" (Rule ancl .-\ttewell. 1989: 239). Although Comte was referring to the 

spirit of science and its rolc in human üffairs, it  can apply to electronic technology as 

well. In this regard, tlcctriinic technology encourages managers to rationalize their 

practices, to observe broad working patterns, and to meditate policies for dealing with 

eventualities. Only the cornputer is able to assimiIate and condense these Iar, ~e amounts 

of data and information thxt is necessary for the above noted tasks (Rule and Attewell. 

1989: 239). Hence. to apply Comte's idea. technoloey alIows m;inagers to know. which 

rillows them to foresee. which allows thon1 to control workers. 

It is easy to see the implications of such controI in the workpiace. As Srilerno ( 190 1 : 

128) points out: 

if ;lutornation crin m;ikc. work rirrringernents more tlexible. i t  can dso introtluce 
rigiciity. Workcrs who once enjoyrd somr discretion ;ibout how thry tlid their jobs 
now find themselves lirnited by procedures designcd to answer the demands of the 
conipiiter. And the iti;ichine can do more thrin specify workers' txsks; it  can rnrasiire 
how fast they do thern. 

Lyon ( 1994: 69) would agree with SaIerno, as Lyon points out that the extrernely 

precise computer systems of today's organizations perrnits minute monitoring of various 

occurrences and performances within the workplace. 

Monitoring devices help keep track of, and manipulate. the timing and spacing of 

work. They can also assist management in locating workers at riny given point in time. 

Electronic monitoring is rilso capable of keepin; track of the actual pace or quality of 



work done, for sxtirnple. keystroke counting, and the checking of telephone calls. 

Hence, new forms of monitoring in the workplace may be less obtrusive to an employes, 

but more invasive (Lyon, 1994: 130). 

There are many themes thrit are relevant to my research topic which strive to explriin 

the relationships between electronic technology (surveillance/rnonitoring) and workplxe 

organizations. Rybczynski ( 1983: 63-64) points out that it is not necessary to argue that 

industrializntion is ahvays introduccd specifically in order to contra1 the worker. but as 

machines are increrisingly iistxl. fheir role as conirollinj mechanisrns is soon apprcciattxl 

by inmagement. Manrigeiiitiit enjoys the technolo=y because i t  gives them more 

knowledge. more power, riiore calculütions. so they crin know exactly what is occurring 

in the workplrice, not to mcrition the time and effort i t  must save thern. 

In a stucly conducttid several years ago by a group of sociolo~ists at the University 

of New York. i t  was indicatcd that cornputers aIlow manager to 'see' more distinctly and 

precisely what occurs within their businesses. Managers are. arnong other things. able to 

scrutinize exactly what workers are doing and how well they do it (Lyon. 1994: 13 1 ). 

The ultirnate result is that nianagers obtain deçper knowledge of workers by means of 

computer monitoring (Lyon. 1994: 132). 

The ;oril of many organizations with reference to monitorin_o. meuurin~,  and 

routinizing work is not al\vaps sfficiency; sometimes it is for reducing lribor costs. 

Again, this stems back to Fredrick Taylor. the ori~inai time-study man in the steel 

industry. who felt that al1 the planning and "brrtin work" needed to be done in the oft'ice. 

Only when the planning and "brain work" is done in the office can persons run the shop 

tloor with virtuülly no trainin2 at a cheap labor cost (Garson, 1988: 165-66). If work is 



routinized it does not mattrr if you are building spaceships or processing loans. For 

example, you can use individuals with Iittle or no training if they can respond to beeps 

and buzzes that indicate to them when to add their piece of the spaceship. What it cornes 

down to is that the "brain work" and decision making are becorning centralized. This 

leaves workers with virtually no decision making power. restricted Freedorn, and reduced 

skills. This dehiinianizes [lit whote process of work: ernployees siinply become 

interchangeable cogs in a wll-oiled milchine (Carson. 1988: 166). 

As Grirson (1988: 166) points out, this is not only occurring on the shop tloor but 

in the oftice, service, and professional vocations as well. These ernployees and their jobs 

are also being catalogued likc Frictory work and workers. so that they too can becomc 

cheap and disposable. Ulttniatrly i t  is rmployees who stit'fsr emotionrilly and in other 

ways because this new production system and supervisory techniques makes them feel 

inadequate (Garson, 1988: 166). Workers becorne sa routinized and alienated that they 

bcgin to feel like a pan of the machine or cornputer terminal that they are working at. 

Lyon ( 1994: 89) cites Michael Rubin ils stiiting that the rerison bchind the massive 

expansion of monitoring in ;idministrations ücross the USA is profit and nothing else. 

Rubin is referring to the nerrl to minimize risks in the hce of the ever accelerüting pace 

and size of finrincial transactions. Lyon (1994:89} ülso cites George Simmel in noting rhat 

modem society is fraught with the growth in relationships between strangers. and 

consequently. institutions find it more and more difficult to judge the risks that may be 

involved in these transactions and hence monitoring of accounts and individuals becomes 

the nom. 



Another exsmple of ;I lise for monitoring within organizations is for qutility control 

which depends on traceübi 1 ity. And as more qulility control is soughr. more monitoring 

wifl be used ro rneet this demrind (Lyon, 1994: 90). Thcre can be tirnes. however. when 

the link betweeri economic growth and monitoring techniques is weak. For example, 

Lyon (1994: 9 1 )  suggests that organizations use monitoring systems for two purposes: to 

keep track of those who arc obeying and disobeying rules as well as to determine and 

locate those in the latter p u p .  

Dunlop and Kling { 1Wl b: 191) argue that managers work with several compcting 

rcasons when dcciding whcther or not to implement supewisory trchnology. They mily 

be concerncd with maintaining controt over [ k i r  empIoyee's rime and pay tis well as 

dlowing for tlexibility and .;cl!+-direction to ensure quülity work and retain qtiality 

employces. 

Attewell ( 199 1 : 240) notes that both monitoring of hourly workers and piece-rate 

priyments rire used to deterinine the diligence as well as the work ethics of employees. 

He goes on to suggest that "although piece-nte and surveiIIance systems üppear to be 

inethods for intensifying iitid maximizing the effort of each individucil worker. in practict. 

they often erode inco systenis t'or maintaining an average acceptable level of effort. 

determineci by r\ formal tacit or inferred agreement between management rind labour" 

( Attewet 1. 199 I : 3.1 1) .  if tmployees are pressed to go harder rind faster by either of these 

rnethods. conflict usually ensues which is drimaging to manqerial _ooals. Hence. 

AtteweII suggests that the desire to maximize production has to be balrinced agriinst 

worker moral ;LS well as other hctors (Dunlop and Kling. 199 1 b: 24 1 ). 



Attewell ( 1991 : 238) oiitlines theories chat correspond with monitoring or an issue 

surrounding nionitoring. The first is Neo-Marxist. This type of theory provides a 

framework for organizing issues of discipline in work, monitoring, and the pace of work. 

hccording to AttewelI ( 1  99 1 : 1381, Marx posits thri[ cripitalists purchiisr the labor power 

of employees. und hence ir 15 iip to management to ensure that this labor power is rurned 

into Iabor performed and lahor performed that will maximize protitability. Attewell 

( 199 1 :  738) rilst) points out tliat t'or Braverman and Taylor, scientitlc mana, mement 

fragmenied jobs into nürrow critegories ro cut costs but also to snhrince manageria1 

control over thrir workers. I n  this way. technology is not seen as ti way to improvr work 

or working condition. but as a deliberate way to enhance manügerial power and control. 

Coming from this theoreticd perspective one woutd think thrit monitoring. especially 

cornputer or electronic monitoring. is too important and usehl for miinligement to i, 01ioi-r. 

and is fated to bccome wirkspread until orgünized labor artempts to put a stop to it. 

An additional theory discussed by Attewell ( 199 1 : 739) is Contingsncy Theary. 

This schooI posits a fit between various stnicrural and environmental katures of 
firms and seeks to explain the variation in  my one clement. such as surveillrincc 
prrictices in  terms of vtiriations in oiher features. It expects to End sysrernatic 
relationships between business strritegy, technology, and orgrinizational procedures. 
for e~arnple (Attewell. 199 1239). 

in other words. change is irnplernented often in orgsnizations and technology. usually 

some f o m  of monitoring. is used to giuge the effectiveness of the change. 

Attewell i 1991: 237) hlis also outlined some corponte culture theories that may 

have an influence on whether ri Company chooses or chooses not to monitor their 

employees. He believes that different organizritions have divergent or distinctive wriys of 



behaving. This ctin range fioni the simple dress code, to managerial style, to philosoptiy. 

or to company development. Attewell ( 1991: 238) states that. 

The corporate culture can be applied to industrial relations or to technological 
change. Some firms have strong traditions of caring about the welfare, security, and 
aspirations of their work forces, while other companies have a corporate culture that 
emphasizes managerial prerogative above employee moral, views workers in a 
suspicious or adversarial light, and feels that "driving" workers is necessary in order 
to be profitable. 

httewell calls these Theory X and Theory Y corporrite cultures, respectively. This 

corporate culture will in turn affect how new technology, like surveillance and other 

monitoring techniques, will be irnplemented (Attewell, 199 1 : 238). For instance. i f  the 

company is more concerner1 with it's employees than it's product. then when a new 

technology is implementetl. employees will be notifieci irnmediately and will even makr 

dccisions about how it shoiild be iiscd if used rit all. It would be h i r  to sa? th;it i f  a 

corporlition believed in theory Y they would employ monitoring technology from the top 

down tind exploit their new iound capacities for monitoring their employees. 

Valti ( 1992: 43) also suggests using the supply and demand theses io help 

visu;iIize the philosophy bchind monitoring. Technology will not be introduced to the 

orgiiniztition unlcss there i h  some demand for it  - unless an organization. person or y-oup 

wünts to buy i t  and use it. Certain forces push technology but it is rilso pulled by 

effective demand from othrrs. "The decision to adopt a technology represents a firm's 

itssessment of the likely bencfits accruing from the use of the new technology, weighed 

apainst the uncertainties rhrit attend its use and the speed at which these uncertainties can 

be dissiprited" (Volti. 1991: SO). Further. "Organizations can shape technoIogicril chanse 

through their abiIity to affect the supply and demand for a particular technology" (Volti. 



1992: 249). Organizations want more control than in the past (dernand), so the need for 

monitoring technology (supply) develops. 

To recrill the main reserirch question of this research which asks why management 

chooses to use electronic monitoring üs a supervision device. i am suggesting, as miiny 

other sociologists and authors have, that orgnnizations todriy are iitilizing technology in a 

neg:itive rnanner. Organizations are using the knowlcdge and information they gain from 

supervisory technologies to manipulate and control their workers. There is a demand or 

need for more conwol as thc supply of technological supervision devices are produced. 

Anothtir way to look at the supply and demand theory supplieci by Volti is 

through the structure und clynamics of specitk organizations to not only shapc 

technologictil changes, but also by the type of rclationships between or,oanizations (Volti. 

1992: 753). In other words. if  one Company in the same business ris yours is using 

electronic monitoring and other fotms of monitoring and they seem to believe they rire 

reriching their goals bztter. then you may think it is iilso a good idea to try out some of 

this technology within yoiir orginization. 

For whatever reason a conipany chooses to use electronic monitoring technolopirs. 

there are iilso results and oiitcomes. The first is usually that management obtains more 

knowledse and hence more control over their workers and their workplrice. 

"Technology. then. represents the means by which humans exercise control over their 

physical and social worlds in order to achieve practical outcornes" (Kipnis. 1990: 4). A 

pri~ctical outcome in this situation rnay be getting workers to do their work. and 

organizations may choose to use technological innovations such as surveillance camerds. 



or other compiiter programs thttt can monitor employees to make sure they are doing just 

that - their job rind nothing else. 

Volti ( 1993: 34) provid~s some generalizritions about the effectiveness of 

technological solutions to s o d  problems. First, he points out that while a technology 

may work and produce the desired result. in this case having more control over their 

omployees through monitoring. the mechanisms through which the technology prod~tces 

B change rire vrry often inadrrluately undersrood. As ttlready mentionsd above this kintl 

of monitoring can have m;iny difterent el'fects on personnel: they m;iy feel inferior. or 

like slaves. Volti (1992: 35) goes on to point out thrit technolo~ic~l shortcuts. such iis 

monitoring, often produce uneven results. That is, they work when applied to some 

portions of the targeted population (workers), but do nothing for the rest. For example. 

the technology inay work bcht to monitor those employees that work at home or in  ;in 

areri of the factory where trtiubleshooting is rvrirrrinted. but might not be needed in ;in 

office or frictory situation in the same compriny. in addition, the riuthor also points out 

that while a technological tlir is ernployed. some workers do not understand that it is 

being used in lieu of some other method of richievin; a desired end (Volti, 1992: 15). 

Thus. an orgrinization just uses technology to monitor their employees without rerilizing 

that they rire indeed iising a forrn of monitoring that could just ris erisily be provided by 

human. Perhaps if it were still a human doing the supervision. employees would not frel 

that their privricy is being infringed upon and thaï they are being alienrited. 

In conclusion, what causes most of the controversy surrounding electronic 

monitoring in the workplacr is the claim rhat it is increrisingiy focused on the worker 



instead of the work (Lyon and Zureik. 1996: 2 1 ). This is where one runs into issues such 

as privacy, autonomy and social control. 

... computerization creutes certain new accusions t'or the monitoring of work. 
These occrisions ririss. i t  seems to me, when computerization provides either the 
opportunity or the ;oal necessary for managers to rationalize areas of work life that 
previously were left to chrince and happenstance (Lyon and Zureik, 1996: 73). 

In other words. management can now observe 'occasions' in  the workplace thrit were 

often not observable before eltictronic monitoring. They may be infringing on the rirhts 

ofemployees by observing them in particular rirecis. or observing constanrly. 

Social control by manriy-s through supervisory technologies is whtlt 1 set out to 

explore: this is what 1 concludc is really behind electronic monitoring, ultimate control. 

tiventually. My argument tlien is that the more pervasive the supervisory technoiogy, the 

more controt management will have over their employees. A computer crin now often 

conduct monitoring that could not be done bet'ore by a person. Supervision of ccnriin 

lictivitics wris ut one time impossible because of changes in shifts. and time constrriints. 

t h  supervision can now bt. clone by a camera. a computer and viewed tarer by 

nimigement. The type of nionitoring that is being conducted now that could not be dont: 

More is wrong and unethiclil, Electronic monitoring uses uncertüinty ris a means of 

social control. There was ;i rerison it could not be done before and now orgriniz~tions ;ire 

extending the lines and blurring the boundaries of appropriate and inappropriate 

monitoring/supervision. Pcrhlips there is no reason to observe certain prrictices. but now 

cornputers and technology provide management the opportunity, and as ri result. they take 

advrintage. Giving management more insight into a workday offers them more control 

and power over employees. [ am arguing that confonnity is advocated by and enforced 



by means of electronic monitorint/surveiIlance. More specifically, Lyon (19944) 

suggests that: 

surveillance denotes what is happening iis roday's bureaucratie organizations try to 
keep track of increasingly complex information on a variety of populations and 
groups. Yet it is more thm just 'bureaucracy'. Surveillance is strongly bound up 
with our compliance with the current social order. and it can be a rneans of social 
control 

Howard ( 1985: 12 1 ) frmd thiit when the very purpose of corporate management 

becomes the harnessing of Iiuman values and emotions to the ends of corporate 

competitiveness and markct success. "the result is the antithesis of the humanization of 

work. It is the utrnost rationalization of the brave new workplace: not merely the 

rationalization of work and technology but the rationalizrition of the human personality LIS 

well". 

In summary, the 1itrr;itiire on monitoring and electronic technology from its initial 

conceptualization has been cxxnined. The concepts. chancteristics and components of 

monitoring in the ~ o r k p l x c  have been identified and detïned. What has become more 

and more significant in recm deciides is the role of information and telecommunicmions 

technologies in aiding the proctlss of workpltice monitoring 

Kipnis ( 1990: 34) sums up this topic best by stuting that the ways we se& to 

control others are linked to the noms of society 2nd its various settings on the one hand, 

and to the control of power and technology on the other. Kipnis illustrates that power 

originates from rnany sources. both personal and institutional, and presented evidence 

that as power increases. influencing agents or organizations are dmwn to the use of strong 

and controlling tactics. Oripizations appear to move with little thought tiom concerns 

about respecting the rights of persons they wish to intluence, to a desire to restrict their 



rights, ris their power increues. and people appear reluctant to do what they want. But, 

Kipnis argues, there is a price to pay for the use of strong tactics. Organizations may get 

their way, but control changes the form of thrit orpnization as well as those it chooses to 

influence. The information revolution ultimately becornes a two-edged sword. That is. 

lis organizations and management rapidly pursue their own agendas, employees musc 

adjust and do not always do so affirmatively, 

In spite of the debate to discover whether technology produces monitoring or 

monitoring is the product of technology. they affect each other in a circular manner. We 

must remember and realize that i t  is not the cornputcr that is in control: it is the 

management's choice to iiw the technology (Howard, 1985: 671, Like al1 technologies 

we need to explore it beforc we use it and examine its possible ramifications, both 

positive and negative. How;ird (1985: 197) posits that: 

What may appear to make sense. (monitoring) viewed from the narrow perspective 
of corponte management. can prove to be extremely costly ;ind counterproductive. 
seen frorn a broridcr social point of view. By expanding their own power and 
control over work. the managers of the brave new workplace have underrnined the 
traditional institutional frimework reglating working life without putting anythinp 
in its place. 

This chapter focuserl on relevant thernes that strive to explain the relationships 

between electronic technolosy (surveillance/monitoring) and workplace organizations. 

This chapter addressed sonir major issues and questions. where electronic monitoring 

originated, why organizations niay choose to use it or not (theory X and Y)  as well ris an 

outline of the different typcs of supervisory technology. Lastly there wris an introduction 

reprding social control in the workplace. 

What remains of this chapter is a discussion of the topics and the people who 

somehow influenced my topic of research or relate to supervisory technologies. In turn 1 



review Weber and his concept of bureaucracy, Taylorism. Jeremy Bentham and his 

concept of the panopticon. Foucault and his thoughts on power and knowledge, and 

finnIly the concept of social control itself and how it applies to my research and the 

workplace. In trrms of the following theoretical orientations, Lyon notes that Karl Marx 

looks at electronic monitoring with regards to the struggle between labor and capital. For 

instance, monitoring workers t'or Marx is seen as 4 way of sustaining managerial control 

on behalf of capital (Lyon. 1994:7). Karl Marx was one of the first to express that by 

keeping workers under one roof. employees were indeed obtaining control over the 

workers. He tilso foresaw that new technologies would be developed to hrther this 

control and he saw this in very negative terms. 

For Max  Weber. on the other hand, the process of bureaucrritic monitoring in the 

workplace had as much to tlo with the socially distinct impetus to rritiontilize production 

as with control by a capitalist class (Lyon. 1994: 122). Many andysts see int'ormrition 

technology as aiding in rnaking organizations more predictable. more closely 

coordinated. more efficient. and more open to managerial control (Rule and Attewell. 

1989: 226). Al1 the above attributes listed are those describing Max Weber's ideal 

typical bureaiicrricy. An itleal-type incorporates hypothetically the chaotic multiplicity of 

individual phenomena into an 'ideal'. [deril-types for Weber are 'ideal' in two wriys: on 

the one hand. they are alwuys based on a concept of logical and ideational perfection and 

they pursue this through many considerations to a conceivable extreme. On the other 

hand, they are also related to 'ideas', in that they are analytical constmcts. they are plans 

for thought. Ldeal-types are not real. Ideal-types can be used as a heuristic device to 

understand historical phenomena from the viewpoint of its cultural significnnce. 



Lyon suggests that through the phases that Marx, Weber and Foucault discuss in 

reference to monitoring, the worker has faced more and more alienation on a daiIy basis. 

Employees have found themsclves working to an increasingly rigid timetable, within 

encloscd close1 y monitored spaces (Lyon, 1994: L 24). 

Max Weber and Bureaucracy 

Sociology, and my study in panicular, is concerned with the transfonations 

which bureaucrlicy has introduced in modern societies. It is generrilly agreed that 

democratizrition. industri;ilization. and bureaiicratization go hand in hiind. Biireiiucmtic 

ridministration 3s we know i t  developed with the modern financini cconomy. rilthough no 

exclusive causal relationship crin be established between them. since other Factors tire 

involved: the ~itionalizritioii of Iaw, the importance of the phenornena of the mksscs. 

growing ccntralization in  thc concentration of industry, and pürticularly the developmrnt 

of ri rationalized technology. 

Beniger ( 1986:6) notes that Max Weber was the first to direct social tinrilysis rit 

the most important control technology of his time: bureaucrricy. Bureaucracy was new i n  

the sense that i t  acted as a control for the societd forces unleuhed by the industrial 

revolution. After World War Ir. however. generalized control began to turn slowly to 

cornputer technology. "Intleed. bureaucrritic orgrinizrition tends to appear wherever a 

collective activity needs to be çoordinated by several people toward explicit and 

impersonal goals, that is, to be conrrollrcî' (Beniger, 1986: 13). Almost all organizations 

today are arrianged by the ideal typical bureaucracy that Weber profiled so very long rigo. 



In his work Econoniv and Societv Weber explains that technical superiority over 

any other form of organization is why a bureaucratic organization thrives and advances in 

a modern capitialistic state. Knowledge and monitoring also plays a large role in this. for 

the management of a bureuucratic organization must have cornplcte knowledge of what is 

occurring within. Weber ( 197s: 973) states thrit: 

Prccision, speed, iitiambiguity, knowledge of the files, continuity, discretion. 
unity. strict sut;ortliiiation. reduction of friction and of matcrial and personal costs 
- these are raised to the optimum point in the strictly buteaucratic ridrninistr~tion. 
and espccially in its itionocratic form. 

The financial institutions that 1 chose to study are very much whtit Weber has described 

above, the reason that they are superior to their bureaucratic orpnizations is because ot' 

tschnology and that encompasses supervisory technology. 

The following rire 11i;ijor characteristics of the ideal typical burcaucracy: 

1 .  It ccinsists of 3 continuous organization of official functions (offices) bound by 
d e s .  
3. Eacli office has a specified sphere of competence. The office carries with it ti 
set of obligations. and the means of compulsion required to do the job. 
3. The offices are organized into a hierarchical system. 
4. The offices may cwry with them technicd qualifications thrit require that the 
pnrticiprints obtain suitable training. 
5. The staff that îïlls these offices does not own the metins of production 
;issoci;ited with t h m :  staff members are provided with rhe use of those thiqs  tliat 
they nred to do thr' job. 
6. Thc incumbent is not allowed to appropriate the position; it dwciys remnins pari 
of the organization. 
7. Administrative acrs, decisions, and rules are formulated and recorded in writing 
(Ritzer. 1996: 238 ). 

Bureaucracy as an ideal or pure type are to be "considered as merely border crises 

which are of special and indispensable analytical value. and bracket historical reality 

which rilmost ;ilways appem in mixed forms" (Weber. 1978: 1002). However, mosr 



modern day bureaucracies. such ru: financial institutions focus on calculability, efficiency. 

and predictability. Supervisory technology heIps managers reach these goals. 

Simpson ( 1999: 68)  notes that bureaucracy can be seen as a governance system 

that displaces traditional authority exercised directly through personal relationships by 

embedding control in the social strucrure of work relations and today, places control more 

so in the hands of managers through new technologies. 

Barker ( 1993: 110) points out that, "Weber articulated the bureaucracy ris the 

dominant fonn of modern control, in both positive and negative senses". For instance. 

having al1 employees of ri bank in one building during regulated work hours with 

designated roles is a benefit to the customer and perhaps to the employees. but moreso a 

benefit for managers tis thcy can coordinate work and workers more easily. Today's 

electronic monitoring technologies gives management more knowledge of the 

organization and hence control, which mriy be a positive aspect. but could also be a 

ncgative aspect. Positive aspects include orpnizations being able to detect theft within. 

and gtiining ri Iarger conceptioti of what is occurring within. Negative aspects include 

management gaining more knowledge of the organization and its workers. giving 

management more control within the organization and over its workers. Barker goes on to 

say that, "We become so rnmçshed in creriting and following a legalistic. mie-based 

hierarchy that the bureaucrxy becomes a subtle but powerful form of domination" 

( Barker, 1993:4 10). 

Lyon notes that Max Weber's theory involves monitoring under the assurnption of 

efficiency within bureaucracy as noted above. AII modem organizations attain methods 

of sorting and retrieving data in the form of files, and such files generally hold personal 



information so that such orynizations can 'keep tabs' on their employees; this is al1 dons 

under the auspiciousness of being efficient (Lyon, 1994: 7). "New organizational needs 

arose to discipline and supervise workers and to coordinate their separate work activities 

in the interest of productivity. Bureaucratization accomplished al1 these tasks. and it  did 

so in novel wtiys. It w u  the companion process to industrialization" (Simpson, l999: 

49). This is an extremely iiiiportant quote, especially in relation to Weber and his theory 

on bureaucnitizrition and ~itionalization of the work process because it illustrates thrit a 

concept thüt  was new in the 1 8 ' ~  and 191h centuries is still thriving today in the 21" 

century. In addition. new technologies of the 201h century did not do away with these old 

forms of organizations and bureaucracies but instead helped strengthen the forms of 

bureaucrricies. tightening thc forms of control that employers have over employees. 

Industrialization and bureaiic~itization go hand in hand: wirhout bureaucratization there 

would be a very unorganized and unproductive industry. and a very disorganized and 

profit-losing capitalism. Hence bureaucratization works in hvor of cripitalism and 

therefore goes hand in hancl with capitalism. 

Foucault mi Giddcns have more recently taken up the idea thlit originated in the 

works of Weber and his idtsis regarding bureaucrricy and the iron cage; they have 

determined that bureriucracy is a highly rationalized mode of information gathering and 

administrative control. Eirgnis (1996: 108) defines Weber's %on cage" as a highly 

rational and bureaucratically organized social order. in which people are trapped. 

Monitoring has grown. in the eyes of Foucault and Giddens. because of modemity and 

bureaucracy. iMonitoring. in this way can be seen as the expansion of supewisory and 

information pathering of modern day organizations. companies. and tirrns. Therefore. 



they have concluded that modern bureaucriicy stands as a highly effective and impervious 

mode of monitoring (Dandeker, I990:2). 

Weber ( 1978: 987-9248) concluded in his work Eçonomv and Society that "where 

administration has been cornplrtely bureaucratized. the resulting system of domination is 

prtictically indestructible". Furthermore. "the individual [mrinagers] cannot squirm our of 

the apparatus into which he hris been harnessed. The professional bureaucrat is chained 

to his activity in his entire economic and ideologicül existence," Aciditionally, "the ruled. 

[employees] for their part. cannot dispense with or replace the bureaucrlitic apparatus 

once it exists ..." In sum, "dl order in public and private orgmizations is dependent on 

the system of files and the discipline of ofticialdom. that means. its a habit of painstakins 

obedience within its wontecl sphere of action". While this may seem very oppressive and 

pessimistic. it  is bureaucracy in its rawest tom as I ser it. We are al1 attached to one 

b~~rciiucrticy in one way or another in some capacity: bureaucracies in our society play a 

silent but powertlil part in mir lives. Bureauucracics have power and knowledge. which 

can be impedins on society hiit very hard to desrroy once in place. 

Bsfore discussing Fc~ucauIt and Bentham. it is necessary to also introduce a miin 

named F. W. Taylor and explain why his work had an influence on the type of monitorin~ 

we see today in the workplace. 

Tiylorism 

The origins of monitoring and social contro1 c m  be traced to the ides  of TayIor. 

and Bentham. The idea of bureaucratie efficiency, which is another control mechanism. 

is the ultimate soal of al1 organizations and bureaucracies according to Weber, 



The norion of workpIacc monitoring can be linked to Fredrick Taylor among others. 

Zuboff (1988:4 1 )  notes thüt with the growing intricücy and size of fiictories, expünding 

markets exerred a strong dcmand for an increase in the volume of production. A 

concomitant result that emerged was a new and pressing concern to systematize the 

administration. controt, coordination. and planning of factory work. The man who 

ernergcd as the chief symbol of the rationa1 ripprorlch co management w x i  Fredrick 

Taylor. 

Taylor. who lent his name to scientitk management. (r i  program of production 

reIrited tasks. ;ind worker strritegies that was developed for organizations), started systems 

of central management control over a hierrirchy of workers, each of whorn hrid specific 

tasks. This reqriired consicicrrible planning for time and wsources by manatement. For 

this reason. thrrr: was ri major çoncern with what etich tüsk involved. how much time it 

took. and how much it  was worch (Lyon. 1994: 124). Scientific management invoIves 

three procrsses: controlling ;ind evaluacing what workers acturilly do every minute of 

every dliy so rhüt costs can be counted accurately, incorporating this with detailrd control 

of production. and planning and inonitorin.y production by means of a centrril 

management system (Lyon. 1994: 124). The process of scientiiïc management gave 

central manrigrnent the means of controllin_o every move of an ernployee who perforrned 

üny trisk. After this system wüs irnplemented. management knew exactly how much 

svork each task involved. how long it should take, and how much money crin be realized. 

Nor only did this aIlow for /riore monitoring of employees but also made i c  erisier to 

monitor employees, since there were set ntles as to what ta expect h m  each ernplayee. 



Taylorism. as it came to be known, was based on the radical departure of the 

execution and perforrnance of work from its design. The organization of work was 

entrustcd to a new school of men trained in the techniques of scientific management. 

These men put into practicc the division of labor, the specializing of jobs, and they carne 

up with work standards and quotas from "objective" time and motion studies. This 

allowed them to be able to routinize work so that they could guarantee the most 

rconomically efficient wriy of doing things while still having the utmosi in managerial 

control (Howard, 1985: 19). Today many might still say thrit Taylorism is alive and well 

and trikes the form of our computer-based work systems. Taylor had a fascination with 

measurernent and efficiency ;is many of our manager's do today. and with the presrnt 

trchnology. managers crin use a compter's vast information-processing cripribilities to 

merisure and monitor work more closely with less involvement (Howard. 1985: 19). 

Howard ( 1985: 28) ioiind that standardized work is controllable work, in the 

Taylorist system of control. the author points out that the most effective way to rneasure 

work was through time and motion studies. Today, however. the effectiveness is ten 

rimes that because monitoring can be constant, whereas in the p s t  monitoring wris 

limited to visits from time monitoring specialists (Howard. 1985: 25). Monitoring 

rhrough cornputers, cameriis and other devices can be done on a minute by minute buis if 

one so desires, and hence work rind workers become more controllabIe. 

Simpson ( 1999: 69) points out that "Whereas rnechanicül technology controllsd 

mainly the pace and movement of workers. electronic technology cvriiiiates and records 

performance lis well. It effectively marries performance and disciplinary monitoring. the 

very issues thrit Taylor's scientitk principles addressed". Technologies rire now linking 



the monitoring of the proccss of work as well as the worker. Not only can the nurnber of 

parts be counted and monitored, but how an ernployee is producing rhose parts as well. 

In my own research, managers have knowledge regarding how many accounts, 

transactions, or sales were niade in a specitk period. by whom, when and how. 

Employees' performance can be tracked and monitored throu~h computer usage. phone 

usage and monitoring devices. 

mers arc Carson ( 1988: 167) introduces the idea that in the oftïce. ownerslmana, 

automating automatically. and rire using technology as much for its labor controlling 

abilities as for its laborsaving abilities. such ris computing and typing. However, she 

points out thrit while the ownt.rs/managers iire applying the traditional Taylorist çost- 

ctitting procedures, they art. not rittempting to merisure whether the technology is actually 

cutting costs. To elaborate on Garson's point. office automation has nothing to do wirh 

efîïciency, since we cannot really measure it. The office employees just nccept new 

technology without ever asking if it is for the better if they simply fidl into the mindset 

that i t  has to be better because it is new. Or perhrips i t  does soms things better so it  ~tiiist 

bc better. For instance, a coinputer may make it erisier to write ri letter than in the past. it 

is frister ctc.. however. what elsr does it  do'? It crerites dependency and allows the rvorker 

to be monitored virtually anytime his or hér employer feels Iike it. So while it might be ri 

friend, i t  cün also be a foe: it could get a worker reprimanded or worse - fired. 

Overall i t  is clear to ?;ce that in today's techniques of monitoring and supervising 

employees are hici out in the rnodel of Frederick Taylor's scientitic management. All 

jobs today in most organizations are broken down into different categories. are 

specialized in that only certain people can perform thern and al1 jobs are highly routinizcd 



- that is, there are rules and the rules musc be followed to have the most efficient 

workplxe. This ilII rests of course on the heels of Weber's idcaI-typicril bureaucrricy and 

the evolvement into an industrialized and capitdized socirty. 

Another sociological rhinker of the times is Jeremy Bentham. whiIe his work w u  

inore focused on prisons and how to müke prisoners more docile, his ideas can atso be 

transformed into the work world as is discussed in the f'oliowing sections. 

Jeremy Bentham's Panopticon 

Jeremy Bentham's idca of the Panoptic Prison or 'al1 seeins place'. initiatsd much 

interest in the m a  of electronic monitoring (Lyon, 1994: 63). "He (Bentham) advertiscd 

the virtucs of the prinoptic ils heing appropriate for any context in which supervision wiis 

requirrd for" ( Lyon. 1994: 65 L The panopricon is a form of social control and fur 

Michel Foucault. the panopticon is the socicil discipline of modernity. Whereüs in ear1ier 

times the lack of social coiitroi would result in punishment thrit w u  public and brutril. 

modernity and Bentham iniroduced clean rind rational foms of social control and 

punishment through supervision rind monitoring (Lyon, 1994: 65). Dtindeker ( 1990:25) 

notes that "Ptinopticisim is a system for ensuring the automatic operation of power". 

Although Bentham's piinopticon prison was never implemented. his ideas arousrd 

many interests and it is clerir to see that his ideas intluenced the administrative and 

sometimes architectural construction of bureaucratie orgmizations. This included 

schools, hospitals and of course workpIaces in which individuals are seen ris peculiar 

problems ro be manriged aiid measured againsr appropriate noms (Zuboff. I958:3221. 



Zuboff's main argument is that " the key to contemporary management technique, is 

panopticisim, enabled by the use of new technologies" (Lyon, 1994: 69). 

A more radical approach to the issue of monitoring in the workplace can be 

derived from the work of Jercmy Bentham and Michel Foucault. Utilizing Bentham's idea 

for a prison mhitecture c;dlttd the Panopticon. Foucault shows that architecture which 

allows for constant monitoring -or  rit least the perception of constant monitorin~ - . 
"coerces by meüns of obscrvrition." The worker, prisoner. soldier or student is not only 

transformed by observation biit internalizes the values of the overseeing organizütion and 

bccomes an elcment in their own repression. 

Using Panoptic power ;is a theoreiical modcl. electronic monitoring becomes the 

means by which managers can inexpensively assert their control in the workplrice. rind 

siill allow a measure of participation and employee input. Increased productivity and 

improved customer service may be the professed soals of employers but the siib-text is ;in 

attempt to rerisscrt their t~irlitional prerogatives in the workplace. Therefore. rittempts to 

curb employer excess hils tu address the reil issue of power between Iribor and capital. 

Zuboff ( IC)SY:321) nssrrts rhat the attraction of the panoptic worldview is. above riII. 

the guarantee of certain knowlcdge based upon the totality of supervision it allows. The 

psychologicril effects on workers of visibility alone are enough to ensun appropriate 

conduct (conbrmability). Certainty can be attained even without observütional effort. 

Zuboff explnins that the allure of this panopticisim for management is ovenvhelmin~. 

It gives them 'the promise r i f  cenain knowIedgel. They have the 'fricts' in their hands 

within seconds if needed from cornputer syscems (Lyon, 1994: 69). 



Employee performance becomes 'objective' data with new electronic monitorïn,a 

technologies (Lyon, 1994:703. Does this not mean that employees themselves are 

objectified? They become objects, even robots; they lose ail humanization. and perhaps 

thrit is what makes it easier for management to adopt such systems. when people are no 

Ionger people. This makes it  easier to enforce punishment, and perhaps even terminüte 

people with e u e  if manasement does not see employees as no longer human when they 

simply rely on 'tàcts' from a computer. Management can cling to these 'facrs'. For 

instance. management coiild ideally Say 'well the computer said you did not produce as 

Iniiny as loe beside you, so yoii will be demoted or punished in some way'. Ethical 

issues are involved if m;in;igement does not stop to ask why an employee's performrinw 

is suffering. Management ciin use this technique to control their workers by scriring 

them. For instiince. if Joc had ri bad day on the job and he was punished. i t  discourqes 

othee from performing poorly. and hence management is controlling employee actions. 

An additional method that management can use to scare workers into behaving in a 

certain mtinner is to inforni them that they mriy be under observation at any given timc 

and there will be no warning. Employees behave in a certain miinner then for fear of 

being under the constant q e  of management. Savage (I998:6S) points out that: 

In niüny respects the Panopticon was simply another example of the new type of 
regulatory institution which allowed the detailed inspection and monitoring of 
individual bodily behaviour. But it differed in one vital respect. Because i t  allowed 
individuals to be inspccted without their knowing whether they were in fact being 
observed. it marked a new stage in the elaborrition of disciplinary power in which 
surveillance no longer tlepended on direct visual observation between people. This 
allowed surveillance to be extended much more deepIy into social relationships. 
Power rested less on direct control of the body and more on techniques designed to 
elicit 'self regulation' iis people began to act as they were being observed. 



In other words. management ha power over workers through observation and 

knowledge. 

Foucault ( l972:7 1). who examined concepcs such as power and knowledge said, "By 

the term 'panopticisim', 1 have in mind an ensemble of mechanisms brought into play in 

al1 the clusters of procedures used by power. Panopticisim w u  a technological invenrion 

in the order of power, comparrible with the s t em engine in the order of production". 

Panopticism "was not so much ro punish wrongdoers as to prevent even the possibility of 

wrong-doing, by immersing people in a field of total visibility where the opinion, 

observation and discourse of others would restrtiin them from harmful acts" (Foucault, 

1972: 153). He tiirther points out that, "In the panopticon each person, depending on his 

pliice, is watched by al1 or certain of the others. You have an apparatus of total and 

circulating mistrust, because there is no ribsolure point. The perfected form of 

surveillance consists in a summation of nialveillrrtce" (Foucault. 1972: 158). 

Power or monitoring gives persons in sociery the ability to dominate an entire 

population whether chat population is at work, at school, or in a hospital. The new 

technologies of today origintite from the changes made in industry in the eiehteenth 

century: industrinlization. Weber's rheory regarding bureaucrricy and Taylor's scientific 

management. These changes and progresses have allowed us to observe almost anybody 

but also have allowed us to gain sufficient knowledge of what is occurring in any given 

situation. Foucault explains this better in regards to Jeremy Bentham's idea of the 

panopticon whcn he States rhat "Bentham poses the question in terms of power- 

population as object of relations of domination" ( 1973: 15 1). However. Foucault 

( 1972: 15 1 - 152) pointed out that 



power hnd only a weiik capacity for 'resolution'. as one rnight stiy in photogrt~phic 
terms; i t  was incapable of an individualizing, exhaustive analysis of the social body. 
But the economic changes of the eighteenth century made it necessary to ensiire the 
circulation of effects of power through progressively finer channels, gaining access to 
individutils themselves. to their bodies, their gestures and their daiiy actions. By such 
mems. power, even rhen t'aced with niling a multiplicity of men, could be as 
cfficacioiis as if i t  were bcing exercised over a single one. 

Put more simply. in the p s t  ri manager had power over al1 ernployees, and it  w u  difficiilt 

to have control or power urcr certain individuals without the knowledge that todüy's 

technoiogy and yesterdüy's panoptic vision provides. 

[n sum. Bentham's ideü of the panopticon evolved from seeing the need for 

stricter control in prisons but hiis been expanded throughout society and presently 

includcs the workplace. Tlic main i d c ~  bchind pünopticisim is thlit by being abIe ta 

observt. every action of puriiciilür individ~irils. we crin ~hcn bcigin ro coritrril thclir 

bchriviour. Thc individurils. once thcy know thcy cire bcing constantly munitored. chansc 

their behriviour and conforrn to the needs and wanrs of those watching them - in this case 

managers. 

The anrilysis of eIccti.onic monitoring that is derived kom Fotictiult and Bentham's 

concept of the Panopticon pirices power in  its ri=htfiil plrice rit the ccnter of the debate. 

The use of monitoring is a fundamental means by which the employer inexpensively ;mi 

effectively exercises power. The beauty of the eIectronic Panopticon is the cooption of 

the worker into the very system that is used to adrninister control and discipline. 

Foucault's propositions regtirding supervision in the workplace rire expressed in more 

detriil in the folIowing section 



Michel Foucault 

The majority of Miclirl Foucault's ideas and concepts that 1 integrate with my own 

research come from his 1975 work DiscipIine and Punish. Foucault examines concepts 

and ideas such as changes in penal systems (as did Jeremy Bentham) the 'micro-physics' 

of power, and the regulation of body and soul. He believes that the strategies of 

confinement in the prison cventurilly become the model for the whole of modern society: 

a regime of observation. nionitoring, classitïcation. hierarchy, rules. discipline and social 

control. There is again an overlip here with Weber's own concepts from his ideal typicril 

bureriucracy -classification. better known as division of labour. hierarchy, and rules. 

Foucault takes Bentham's concept of the Panopticon in order to describe and 

analyze its effcct as an insiniment of wielding power within institutions and society ~LY il 

whole. Using the terrn "hisrarchical observation" he dspicts "a mechanism thnt cocrcrs 

by means of obscrvntion: ilri apparatus in which the techniques that make it possible to 

see induce effeçts of.' powcr. and in which, conversely, the rneans of coercion make those 

on whom they are applied cleürly visible" (Foucault 1979: 170- 17 1). 

Foucault states that the modern disciplinary society emerged at the close of the \sth 

century with the introduction of the first modern prison. He clriims that the prison set the 

pattern for other social institutions. Schools. hospitals. and factories have copied the 

form of institutional dominance imposed by the prison, and the type of routinized control 

it maintains has thus become symboiic of the entire disciplinary society. With the prison 

sewing as prototype, modern society has acquired symbolic and actud control over the 



totality of the lives of its rnernbers through supervision oftheir daily activities in al1 

major societal institutions. tlowever, Louise Shelley tlnds it hard to accept this main 

thesis of Fouc;iult's work Discidine and Punish that the prison provides the model for al1 

other institutions of disciplinary society. SbeILey (1979:228) states that Foucault 

overstates the disciplinary sole of the prison when he writes "it is surprising that prisons 

resemble factories, schools. bitrrücks, hospitals, which a11 resemble prisons", Shclly 

(1979: 1509) thinks that ri niore justifiable ttiesis chan the one prescnted by Foucault 

would be that "al1 social institutions scem form the same concept of discipline or 

dominance thtit chancterizt. modem society." Therefore, prison. as an concept of 

discipline is not realistic. Stating chat d l  discipline within Our society cornes from the 

soot of a prison is not realistiç, but stating that discipline within socird institutions stems 

frorn otir fhnri of disciplinc. ;is a concept by itself is realistic. 

Foucault's theory rcsts on the hct that monitoring is form of ordering society: i t  

is a disciplinary practice which ensures chat life continues in a cegularized, standardized 

way (Lyon. 1994:7). Monitoring then is a means of control. Surveillance and electronic 

monitoring within the workplxe today wouId be comparable with Foucault's ideas. 

Foucault ( 1986: 155) stated in Power/Knowled~e: "Just a s u e .  An inspecting gaze. a 

gaze which etich individual under its weight will end by interiorizin- to the point thtit he 

is his own overseer, each individual thus exercising rhis surveillance over. and against 

himselt". While Bentham saw the need for a large measure of actual monitoring, 

Foucault suggests that the Panopticon seduces and draws the individual into the 

adrninistering of his or her own controI. The Panopticon becomes "a machine for creating 

and sustaininy ii power relation independent of the person who exercises it; in short, chat 



the inmates should be caught up in a power situation of which they are themselves the 

bearers." (Foucault, l979:2O 1 ) 

For Foucault monitoring ha two f'orrns of power: the accumulation of information 

and the direct supervision of subordinntes (Lyon, 1994: 66). If we take Foucault's two 

forrns of power and transform them onto rhe working world, ws c m  specultite that 

managers collect abundanr data about employees, on ri daily buis. This ranges from 

application forms and resumes to daily punch in cards. The building and the devices 

within the buildings are thr way management has direct supervision because work is not 

generilly done home or in dispersed cireas anymore as was done in the past. Work is 

centrilized into ri factory or some type of organization. and within the tictory or 

orynization there are vidco cameras and electronic monitoring devices set up to motiitor 

warkers and t h r i r  work. 

Townley ( 1993: 520) suggests that "Power is rdational: i t  becornes apparent when it 

is exercised. Because of this relational aspect, power is not associated with a particular 

institution. but with practiccs. techniques and procedures". Puwer becomes apparent 

throu;h the cxercising of monitoring and surveillance in the workpliice. Power is 

associated with the knowlerl~e griined from monitoring technoIogies and devices. 

 managers gain power over employees through their relations with them and the relations 

managers have with todriy's supervisory technotogy. 

Townley ( 1993: 521) goes on to suggest that "Knowledge is the operation of 

discipIine. it delineates an analytical space and in constituting an arena of knowledgr. 

provides the brisis for action and intervention-the operation of powei'. In orher words. 



electronic monitoring givcs knowledge to managers and hence it  can be seen as an 

operition of discipline. 

When Bentham sug-sted that prisoners be placed in  ri panoptic system, Foucault 

thought that individuals rit work must nlso be rendered visible. The purpose of the 

architecture is to dIow an interna1 control thüt transforms the individual while also 

niodifying and reguIating bchiivior (Foucault 1979: 173). tn orynizations there musr be 

methods to inspect workers. to observe workers' presence and priictices. to insprct the 

qiiality of the work, to compare workers to one another, and to classify workers accordin: 

to skiIl and speed. As Fouciiult ( 1980:125) recognized, in order to obtain productive 

service from individuals "powsr [mrtnagersl had to be able to gain m e s s  to the bodies of 

individuiils, to their ricts, attitttdes and modes of evcrydliy behaviour." This is done today 

through supervisory technologies (Townley. 1993535). 

Deetz r 1992:40) siiggests that another key aspect of Foucault's conception of 

disciplinary power is the presence of new foms of monitoring. While the worker was 

always writched. disciplinary control dlowed a new form of surveilIance: self- 

surveillance. FoucauIt ( 1977) refined Bentham's 'panoptic' prison desiy as the ruot 

vision of this new self-surveilIance. In Bentham's design tisingle guardhouse stood with 

ri view into each cell. but the prisoner could never tell when he was being watched. The 

monitoring, hence, could brr more complete than from a number of guards w d k i n ~  the 

ce1Iblock: the prisoner imagined being watched constantly. Cerrainly this is a feeline 

enforced in the modem orpnization, particulruly at the mrinrigeriril levels. Workers 

begin to "self-surveiIW themseIves knowing that they are always bein: watched or could 

possibly be eIectronically monitored or under surveillance. Workers conform CO whtit 



they know their managers wnnt them to do -perform more efficiently, make more 

products, handle more transactions, answer more phone caIls etc. 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries a forrn of power cornes inco being that 
begins to exercise itsclf through social production and social service. It becomes a 
niatter of obtaining productive service from individuals in their concrete lives. 
And in consequence. u real and effective 'incorporation' of power was necessary i n  
the sense that power h x i  to be able to gain access to the bodies of individuals to 
their acts, attitudes and modes of everyday behaviour. (Foucault, 1972: 125) 

Although Foucault is referring here to the very beginning of industrializütion and the 

infusion of the factory, 1 rirgiie we are still experiencing this rype of power. through 

electronic monitoring; it  is a way of acquiring production from employees in their jobs. 

It does this, howrver, through the notion of invisible eyes or the panopticon; managers 

èain power through the knowledg they have of their employee's behaviors, rnmncrisms. - 
production. and attitudes wliile at work. Managers can, in turn. use this knowled, ut: to xt 

according to how they see fit  in regards to their worker's actions. They have the powrr ro 

declare an ernployee fired tlom the organization if hc or she was criught steaIing throush 

monitoring. Hence, power comes from tighter and ail-knowing technological foms of 

supervision. 

Foucault suggested some hypotheses regarding strategies and power and the 

foIlowing are directly reltitcd to what my research explores. All individuds reriIize that 

there are aspects of power and domination in al1 aspects of life, and work is no exception. 

Foucault explains. however. thlit power CO-habits with other social bodies, social 

hierarchies, and overlaps i n  different aspects of our life (work, home) and generally is not 

the be al1 and end all. Therti is no clear division between the dominated and the 

dominators in this case, especially in the work world. However, power and domination 



does exist, but is not to be thought of as an overbearing and controlling situation. 

Foucault has various general stlitements thiit he laid out in his work Power/Knowledoe 

( i )  that power is co-extensive with the social body; there are no spaces of prima1 
liberty between the nieshes of its network; (ii)  that relations of power are 
interwoven with otlier kinds of relations (production, kinship, hrnily, sexuality) 
for which they play at once a conditioning and a conditioned role: (iii) thtit these 
relations don't take' the sole form of prohibition and punishrnent. but arc of 
multiple forms; t i v )  thrit their connections delineate general conditions of 
domination and this domination is organized into a more-or-less coherent and 
unitrirv form; that dispersed, heterornorphous, localized procedures of power arc 
adapted. re-inforccd and trinsforrned by these global strategies, al1 this being 
accompanied by nuinerous phenomena of inenia, displacement and resistance: 
hence one should not ;issume a massive and prima1 condition of domination. a 
binary structure with 'dominators' on one side and 'dominated' on the other. but 
rather a multiform production of relations of domination which are partiiilly 
susceptible of integration into overai11 strategies. 

Al1 of the generaI statements char Foucault proposed are relrited to my own 

research i n  th;it power cornes in  many hrms within the workplace: through managers 

thernselves. niles and regultitions taicl out for workers. hierirchy. and tlnally, domination 

through power and knowledge provided by supervisory technologies. 

In Forzct Foucriult. Jcan Baudrillard proposes that we 'forget Foucault' becriuse 

Foucault's theory on powtr is obsolete. Baudrillard suzgests that previous discoiirses on 

power like Fouctiult's, 

are obsolete becaust: the phenomena. which they describe (and helped constitute) 
have ridically chnnged. Power no longer resides securely tinchored in spheres 
like the econorny or institutions like the state. prisons and so on, but is ridically 
dispersed throughout society in an era in which postmodern semiurgy prolift.rtitcs 
signs of power, and power cornes to resides in codes, simulations, media and the 
like. rather than in actual institutional forces and relations (Kellner. 1989: 133 ). 

Overall, Baudrillard is sug~esting thac Foucault's theory of power visualizes an earlier 

stage in society and sociaI structure, where power took discernable forms and was 



actively visible, but should now be obsolete. Becriuse today, power is not visible, it 

resides in media, signs and simulations produced by society, not institutions like schools, 

prisons and the workplacc. Whereris, FoucauIt saw power as residing in discourses. 

institutions norms and practices which made individuals produce conformity and act in 

certain ways, Baudrillard is suggesting that this kind of power no Iongr exists. 

Steffy and Grimes ( 1992:191) point out that in general, for Foucault, power over 

the employee is established rhrough electronic monitoring devices. gaze and 

documentrition ;illowed by [lit. knowledg products of personnel/organiziltion31 

psychology (POP). POP's epistemological approach requires the following procedurcs: 

objective reliable and accurate measurement systems to gau_ze individual differences on 

variables of interest (e.g. production. keystrokes, transactions); simplistic. reductionist 

perceptive morlels to evaluatt. relacionships between individual and job variables (e-g. 

division of lubour, job descriptions); and an intensive progrrim of data collection and datri 

storage (e.g. video tapes, coinputer hardrives and disks). These measures in turn affect 

organization and supervisory practices. For instance. individuais are presented as 

numcrical commodities thnt clin be watched, held over time. locatcd. extimined and 

shared by interested parties. Workers become unidentifiable as humans: they become 

numbers or case files. Infot-mation not measured, often information representing the 

rmployee ILS sinplar dynatiiic and ever tluid individual or human. rnay be largely 

withheld and ignored. Thus. to the extent thrit narrow and delimiting systematic models 

influence administrative dccisions. the organization is objectifying the worker. 

The central point of this analysis becomes the "knowability" of the worker - the 

process by which the worker is exhibited ris knowabie. or the process by which the 



worker's actions are constructed or produced [Townley, 1993522). Managers become 

knowledgeable of workers through electronic monitoring devices. They are able to watch 

and interpret every move thar is made by their employees during working hours. 

The question that is prompred by rt body of knowledge from a Foucrii~ldirin 
perspective, therefore. cloes not concern the cruth or falsity of such processes, or 
whether the knowleclgs that is generated is objective or subjective. Issues are not 
posed in  such terms. Rather. the emphrisis is on what is involved in rendering an 
rircna or ;in individual knowable: What are the processes by which they become 
known? How do thrile processes become established and useda? What are their 
effects? The ernphuis is on the techniques through which human beings understand 
themselves and others. I r  emphasizes the importance of studying, in detüil. the actutll 
practices that introducri rlomains and individuals to enunciation and visibility-the 
mechanisrns of inscription. recording, and calculütion thüt  constitute the disciirsive 
practices that make knciwledge of both arenüs and the individual possible. The focus. 
therefore, is how disciplinary practices operüte ro creare order, knawled_oe, mi 
ultirnately. power effecrs (Townley, 1993523). 

This quotc sums up riIl tlic main points t examine in my research. Electronic 

monitoring allows for coniplctt. knowledge on the part of the manager in rezards to the 

cmpIoyees which suggests that managers also use the technologies to gain power and 

domination ovsr their empioyees or discipline their employers. The "mechanisms of 

inscription. recording and crilculations" are electronic monitoring devices that are used to 

çontrol workers by giving managers the rneans to make decisions. Man y managers base 

decisions. policies. production rates, and employees in general. by chese mechanisms. 

The process thac is used is whrii needs to be investigated. 

The idea of supervisory technologies and the concepts of power and knowIed+e and 

controI over workers has its roots in several different rireas that converge to I'orm a solid 

background for my research. [t al1 began with Weber's bureaucracy and the 

chancteristics it forrned in the revolution of the workplace followed closely by Taylor's 

scientific management techniques. which aimed to help make workphces mn rven 



smoother. Bentham and Foucault support the idea of the 'al\ seeing all the time' in order 

to gain knowledge, power. domination and control over individuals. These are al1 

foiindations for social conrrol in  the workplace, the next section in this chapter. 

Social Control 

Social control has rhus tàr been referred to through the works of Weber. Taylor. 

Bentham and finully Fouc:iiilt. but what is social control'! Social control as dctined in the 

Oxford Dictionriry of SociuIug (; 1998: 610) is ". .. social processes by which the 

behaviour of individuals or groups is regultikd". 

Horv did .socicrl corifml origirrarc, itl the rvorkpluce~) Simpson does an excellent 

job of explaining how the hisiory of organizations and the industrial revolution actually 

gave managers complete controI. siowly but surely, over workers. She discusses 

workers' movement from cottiige industry ro factories. where employees were forced to 

be at work at certain tirnes. givcn breaks rit certain times: whereas in the cottage industry. 

the workers themselves had control over these issues, as well ris many others. Next. 

S irnpson recounts how the rnechanical equiprnenc of the frictory took over the iools used 

for individual craftwork. hrnce. the machine began to dominate work instead of hum;ins. 

Employees hrid to work at the pxe  the machine wüs set. not at their own pace :is 

previously done. Workers were thus robbed of their freedom, of movement, and coming 

and going when they pleased; they were controlIed by the machines, or in this sense by 

their managers through the machines. Management wholly controlled work; work 

schedules were developed to rna..irnize production, eftkiency and the natural rhythm of 



the day was cut off (Simpson. 1999:48). The control of work came into play with 

scientific mariagement and the many time series tests thae were conducted; management 

gained complete control over the work processes. 

"The administrativc sysrem of the capitdistic state, and of modern srates in 

generril. hxs [O be interprerrrl in rems of the coordinated control over delimited territorial 

;ircnas rvhich it achieves" ( GitIdens, 199057)). The delimited terriLori;il arena in my study 

would retèr to the workplw. rvhere there is intense dministr~tive control over 

everything rhat occurs within the arena. "Such administrative concentration depends in 

turn upon the development of nrrveiilaticr capiicities well beyond rhose characteristic of 

traditional civilisations. and the apparatuses of surveillance constitute ri third institutional 

dimension associüted, like c;\pitalism and industrialism. with ihc rise of modernity" 

fGiddens. 199057-58). in  othcr words. administration only hris ri certain amount of 

control thlic is contingent with the amount of monitoring thtit occurs, and monitoring, in 

its most inclusive Corms originütes not in the traditional nation state but in the modern 

capitdistic and industrious States. So, with the advancements in modernity and 

consequently in technolog!. the administration begins to rain more control over others. in 

this crise employees. 

Deetz ( 1998: 164) cnplains that in direct stritegies of control. manasement 

watches the work effort. rewards and punishes corresponding CO personal preferences or 

standards for desired work quali fications. In more indirect versions. management 

instnimentalizes the employec by curning him or her into a productions melins and thrn 

consults experts to productl systems to gec the most from the employees. 

Additiondly. Deetz ( 1998: 151) reirerares that 



Workplaces throughout the world are rapidly changing owing to new 
technologies, new market conditions, and new conceptions of employer-employee 
relations. With this h a  come new concerns with workplace control concern from 
dominant groups on how to ilcquire and exercise control, and concern from others 
regardin: new fornis of dominarion. representational failure, and less satishctory 
Company performance. 

Workers also need to be concerned about their privacy i d  how thesr new technologies 

clin infringe more so on it. Supervision h a  been a constant since time began, however. 

new technologies are müking it easier for management to gain more knowledge of the 

ivorkday. It can become not supervision of work so miich ris i t  becrimes supervision of 

employees theriiselves. Tliis mises changes in the relations betwcen management and 

employee: therti is a loss ut' trust and perhaps an extension o f  contempt on the pan of tht. 

employees. b1;inqement Ilas bèen trying for decades to find the best possible way to 

manage rrnployees and to supervise them adequately, but some mizht suggest thac 

surveillance and other forms ofelectronic monitoring made possible by todtiy's 

technoIogy is becoming more thm naturül supervision; it is a strong form of domination 

and social control. Social control in an indirect way when employees could feel eyes on 

[hem and see rheir supervisors: now the employees are mostly guessing as to whether or 

not they rire beinp watched and rnany employees would suggest it is just best to rict like 

yoii are beinp watched ancl perform accordingly. Hrnce, managers are controlling 

empioyees, setting employees to do what manasemenL livants them to. perform their job 

riccordingly. Tliat crin mean srveral different rhings, hieh productivity, or using the 

phone ruid cornputer for business relations only. This is accomplished with the aid of 

technology - cornputers in prticular. 



As noted by Deetz. ( 1998: 153). the problem is not the fom of constraint that is 

put on the workers, but the domination - the natunlization of overbearing productions 

and closure of responsive options. In other words, airnost everyone feels constraint in 

any job, that is. we are obliged to work whether we like or not in order to survive in our 

capitalistic society, but that is not the probIem. The problem is the type of power that 

managers have over employers and the ways in which managers choose to make use of it. 

Power. subsequently. I rd s  to greacer control. The I L 0  (1993: 1 1 )  suggests that 

"The seiirch for grcnter control Ieacis to more intense monitoring so that management is 

fed with informtition to makr: future decisions. The monitorin_g might bc of work 

processes, work groups. or individual workers". 

The IL0 ( 1993: 1 1 ) goex on to point out that. 

Since controiling tlic work performance and movernents of rmployees is not nrw. 
the question is why clectronic monitoring mises problems that differ from Inore 
conventional forms of monitoring. Much of the concern involves the rridical 
changes in the nature of the monitoring, which crin involve secrecy, continuos 
monitoring of every act and movement, and a variety of consequences on working 
conditions and health of workers. 

According to Freiclrnan there are two managerial styles: the first is termed 

Responsible Aiitonorny and rhe second is Direct Control. Direct Control relates 

specifically to rny research. It is defined ILS trying to limit particiilarly harrnful effects 

such as theft. low productivity. and trem workers LS machines or objects (Freidman. 

1977:75). What management sees as a potencially preventative method of supervision 

could be seen by employees and others ris a mems of control and subordination. 



Cohen ( 1 9 8 5 2  1 ) ciescribes the type of social and direct control that exists at 

present within workplaces ris preventative conmo1, which reIies on much of Foucriult's 

panoptic vision. Preventative control is comprised of four factors: 

Visibility - we as a society, or employees in this case, a n  aware of the cameci 
and TV screens as well as the information data banks; 

Unverifiribility - wc lwer  know when we are being watchsd: 
Anonymity - we have no idea who is operating the system, i t  could be ri cornputer: 
The absence of force - in other words, because of the previous three factors wr 
want to be on our bcst behaviour. 

AI1 four of these factors play a large role in how employees behave when rhey are undcr 

surveillrince or when their eriiployer uses electronic monitoring to cvalurite thcir work. 

The above fictors describe the typiciil response to social control of smployees by 

mtinagrrs. M~inagers havc dirtxt contr01 and power over rmployces. Social control is 

hliving power w e r  others. ;IIILL niünipulating the behaviour of others. As an tximple. 

Foucault argues that pciwer is not ii thing possessed by an individual or group. but a 
srrrlreg:yl., the effects oi which are realized through a network of relations and rüctics. 
This nctwork is in a constant state of tension, owincg to the resistance of thosr 
subjected to it. and si) priwer is alwüys in the process of being xhievecf. Foitcault 
also rejects the separlition of power from knowledge (Dündeker, 199023). 

In other words. Foucault arzues that without knowledge a person(s) would have no 

power or power strategies uver others. 

Dnndeker ( 199023) tixplains that, 'The history of power strritegies. e.g, modes of 

punishment and social control is simultaneously a history of the forms of knowledge 

which constitute the mental üssumptions and categories of both the subject populations 

and those in strategic positions of power". SimpIy stated, socid control depends on the 

knowlcdge thüt those who hold the power have in regards to the population that those in 

power are attempting CO control. 



Within the fiamework of Bentham's panopticon and Foucault's thesis regarding 

knowledge and power, Dandeker (199024) States: 

Populations [workersj were not managed en masse but individually and in detail in 
regard to specitic bodily movements and gestures. Moreover, the objective wxi to 
control behaviour by a discipline of the body rather than through a process of 
persuasion. Discipline was exerted through a continuous, unintempted process of 
supervision of the activities of the body according to arran_oements that involved the 
partition of time, spact. and bodily movements. 

This is my main premise: itianagers control workers not through threats to job security 

with words but with silent actions, such ris electronic monitoring. People are controlled 

because they are being supervised al1 the time: there are no limits to the type of 

supervision [ha[ is in  place tod;iy. 

The Ontario Ministry of Labour ( 1979: 1 )  goes so far ris to suggest that: 

Such pewasive survt.illiince invokes images of Huxley's Brave New World and 
Orwell's 1984. Prcviously, surveillance in the workplace was limited by the 
availabili t y  of supervisory resources. Also, while human surveillance usurill y 
allowed employees to bé aware that they were being watched or overheml. 
electronic technology makes covert surveillance much easier. 

Not only is surveillance much easier but so is control. if an employer c m  see what an 

eniployee is Jving at al1 tiiiirs: this also increases the level of control managers have of 

the environment and hencr. [lie rmployee. In Huxley and Onvell's work. surveilIancc 

was used as a tool for control and similarly, this can be seen in the workplace todriy. It  is 

much easier to control othrrs if management knows exactiy where employees are. what 

employees are doing and hence. can subject employees to their rules and make empIoycs 

do what management desires. 

In summary, Garland (as cited in Townley, 1993533) identified. 'The successful 

control of an object ... requires a degree of understandinz of its forces, its reactions. its 



strengths and weaknesses. The more it is known the more controllable it becomes." 

Thus, the more an employw is known, the more controIlable he or she becomes. 

Lyon and Zureik (I996:3) detine social conrrol as the element that most fear with 

regard to computerized survei1Iance and chus it features-alongside privacy-most 

prominently in discussions of new technology. 

Rybczynski (1983: 73) points out that: "Many of the contentious issues are similar 

and rire concernai with control of the machine. And the issue ofcontrol is not, ris some 

philosophers and historians would have us imagine, that of man versus machine. It is the 

much older contlict of man versus man". What it  makes clear is that managers rire still 

trying to control ernployees just ris chey did i n  the old Cotton or steel mills but now 

management does not have to do it directly, management can use technology to help us. 

I t  is clear that throri$i iwhnological developments and the wrints and or neetis of 

management workers are dxequently under more and more closer supervision by 

cornputers. The supervisinn may be through eleccronic monitoring, surveillance camerris, 

or other technologicai supervision devices. The end resuit is that management is gining 

more knowledge over employees and hence can manipulate the environment and an 

employee to perform in a way that is in line with management's goals. 

Control of work tincl machines is admirable ticcording to Howard ( 1985: 30): 

however, control becomes not so admirable when the control moves from machines to 

people. This is when it becomes what he terms a 'dingerous manifestation of 

management approach'. In concurrence. Volti ( 1992: 17) suggests that technological 

developrnent has been responsible for a vast arnount of econornic advance, but it has ;ils0 

come with cost. Even if monitoring saves rhe management of an organization time and 



money what about the social costs it h a  on the empIoyeesb? They may feei they have less 

freedom; they may feel entripped; or employees may not even know that they are being 

monitored and in  this instance they are being deceived. The final section of this chapter 

sumrnarizes the consequences and gives suggestions for the future to keep technology in 

check. 

Consequences and Suggestions for Keeping Technology in Check 

The topic of social control with ceference to electronic monitoring. and other 

supervisory tcchnoIogies is  ;I current and controversial subject. [ feel it necessary to 

discuss the consequences iirici suggestions with regards to re~ulating this trchnology as 

considered by sociotogists aiid riuthors alike wiihin the discipline. 

Al1 actions are met with equal and opposite reactions in life, and supervisory 

technology in  the workplüce is no different. The ideas t have reviewed so far, Weber's 

Bureaucrxy. Taylor's scietitific management. Bentham's Panopticon. Foucault's powcr 

and knowledge and the coiictpt of social control itself ülso have repercussions, outcomcs. 

2nd reactions. 

Lyon makes severat suggestions in hopes of containing monitoring He stans with 

public awareness and educrition. Lyon feels that one cannot resist the growth of 

elecrronic monitoring, admitting it might be more helpful to channel i t  in an ethical and 

political manner. Computer professionals cm also play a role in channeling monitoring 

in the right direction, that is away frorn the dystopian nature o f w a n d  the 'Big 

Brother' scenario. In a sense Lyon is suggesting thrit although rnany people view 



monitoring in a paranoid Lishion and seek out its evils, it has also sewed people for the 

grearer good. Lyon (1994: 724) illustrates an example of caller identification; women 

and minority groups crin prorect themselves from direct marketin:, or other 

infringements. 

At the same time, James Rule, Douglas McAdam, Linda Stearns and David 

Uglow suggest, "...so long as what we term the "eftïciency criterion" continues to guide 

bureaucrritic innovation in these respects, the potential for extension of surveillance to 

more and more areas of lik is cndless" (Dunlop and Kling, 199 1 a: 474). Whüt is the end 

rssult of this amount of monitoring not only in the workplace but rilso within riIl the othrr 

realms of our lives - homc. work. school. shopping'? Where will this level of 

sophistication of technology take us'? 

In tcrms of social control, Rule et al. suggest that "ri fundamental trend in modern. 

highly dsvdoped societies is the progressive centralization of social control in large 

bureaucraties and the incoipuration of more and more personal inforniation in these 

bureaucratie systems to guide the workings of control" (Dunlop rind Kling, 199 la: 475). 

The industririlized world of today is an excellent example. Our social insurance numbers 

hold vast rimounts of informiition on us, once an organization has our number, it is easy 

to find out information abolit us. In the workplüce. al1 the devices. rules. and 1imit;itions 

combine to form files on individuals. The more knowledge an organization hris about a 

person, the more able they ;ire to control that person. or his or her environment. 

One concern 1 share is if we are being so closely watched at work. and our cards rind 

forms tell the rest of society werything about us, where does the monitoring stop? What 

does it take to become Geor~e  Orwell's 1983 society'? Lyon suggests that such a 



surveilIance society requircs only two things: a cringe of persona1 data systems, connected 

by telecommunications networks, with a unifom identification schemc (Lyon, 1994: 43). 

He suggests that the first of these requirements is alrcady in place: governments and 

commercial orgmizritions have a large range of persona1 databases. The t h  requirernent 

is tïlled by records of our nlilestones in life (birth, marriage, death) and commerciaI 

organizations build them from our warranties when we purchase their products, any 

persona1 information given when purchasing goods is tiled and kept. The other two 

requirernents may be present or in the process of being developed. it is ti scary rhousht 

that as individuals we may not know if information is being collected about us and by 

who and for whiit reuon. This is a negative social consequence to monitoring and 

surveillance within society. 

Collingridge (1980: 16) feels that two things are key for thc escape frorn the 

harrnful social consequences that technology can bring with it. First. it must be 

understood by al1 that indred technology has or will eventually have hrirmtlil eifects. 

Second, in ordcr to rivoid tlicse effects it must be possible to change the technolo_oy i n  

some way. However, Collirigridge (1980: 16) warns that ris a society and individuals we 

do not fully understand the interaction of technology and society. The social 

consequences of the fuliy rlcvcloped technology crinnot be predicted during its 

introduction. at l em not with adequate confidence. CO warrant the strain of disruptive 

controls or rules. The author fcels that this is the one pan of the dilemma about control 

with regards to technology. In accordance. nobody scrutinizes technology to atternpt to 

stop it before it gets out of ctlntrol becriuse, simpiy stated. not enough people envision 

technology ris being harmt'ul. Rather they absorb what corporritions seIl - the 



innovations, the efficiency. and the ease by which technology can help us carry out Our 

daily lives. We are so blinded by the positives, we forget to look for the negatives, or 

even think that there mighr be some negative. 

The second control dilemma ColIingridge ( 1980: 18) points out is that once a 

technology has pemieated society and its unwanted consequences manifested, the 

technology is no longer erisil y concrollable. He explains that when ncw technology 

comes aboard, society grridually ~idjusts to i t ,  and otien other technology has to be 

changed to adjust to the new technology and eventually it is assimilated into our lives. 

Hence. to try and control i t  is very difficult. expensive iind slow. and sometimes not 

possible at rill (Collingridse. 1980: 18). In other words. trying to control and perhaps 

change a technology that h;is become so ingrained in our lives ciin be very disruptive and 

expensive. If this new teçlino1ogy has caused othrr trchnoloyies to change and has 

become part of their composition. how do we separate them. or go back to what it wxs 

before the introduction of new technology? [f everyone has changed to the new 

supervisory technologies. it  would have cost money to do so, and to go bück would 

require time, energy and more rnoney. Some people tind it euier to not oppose the 

rnajority, or to retain the status quo. However. Collingridge (1980: 10-1 1) States: 

The essence of controiling technology is not in forecasting its social consequences. 
but in retaining the ribiiity to change a technoloey, even when it is fully developed 
and diffused. so that any unwmted social consequences it may prove to have can br: 
eliminated or ameliortlted. It is therefore, of the greatest importance to leam what 
obstacles exist to the maintenance of this freedom to control technolosy. 

In summary. we need to look at the 'big picture'. not a[ everyday experiences at 

work with regiirds to surveillance. but what this surveillance means for d l  workers and 



society in the twenty first century. Deciding how we will use it and who will have access 

to the information created by it is essential. While it may meet the organization's 

immediate goals. how doeh it affect those being influenced by it and does it  meet 

society's overüll goal'? This question is especially important for ascertaining the fut~tre 

use of information technoloty and its effects in the workplace. Ultimntely, what is the 

driving force bshind management's decision to use supervisory technologies'? 



CHAP'rER 4: RESEARCH METHODOLOCY 

This chapter, comprised of three sections, outlines the research methods employed 

in  this study. The tirst section outlines the sample selection and sampling procedure. 

The second section gives a brief description of the questionnaire developed for this 

investigation. Lastly, the third section presents the methods of rinalysis employed in this 

reserirch. 

Data collection for this seseürch investigüted whether or not electronic monitoring 

is being used as a rneans of social controI in the workplace, and was mainly cornpleted in 

Guelph, Ontario during the frill and winter months of 1999-2000. 

The research methotlotogy used to collect information for analysis is survey 

research. "Survey research is probably the best rnethod available to the social scientist 

interested in collecting original data for describing a popularion too large to be observed 

directly" (Babbie, 1983: 209). There are two unit  of analysis, the organization as well as 

the individual. Data were collected from individuals by means of an interview, which 

included a questionnaire. 

1 carricd out an interviewlsurvey in financird institutions. Two kinds of t1nanci;il 

institutions were investigattd: banks and insurance companies that employ clectronic 

monitoring. The interview process helped me to ridciress some of the more unobserv:ible 

qualities about these comprinies since 1 was ihere in person and was able to read the body 

language of employees as well ris to note the environment. I secured more informtition 

from an interview than [ wuuld have from simply handing out surveys or conducting the 

survey over the phone because [ was there in person and respondents were apt to feel 

more cornfonable talking to me rather than f i h g  out a survey or answering questions 



over the phone. In addition, 1 investigated both sides of the tïrm: the managements' 

point of view as well as empioyees' point of view regarding electronic monitoring. 

Face-to-face interviewing was chosen as the survey method for two reasons. 

First, data from the interviews tend t.0 be more in-depth, and second. 1 had a better 

understanding of the samplri population. Kidder ( 1981: 149) outlines advantages ml 

disadvantagcs in conductins Lice-CO-face interviews. There rire sevenil advantages to this 

rnethod. First the interviewer is more Iikely to establish rapport with the respondent. 

Second, complex questions may be asked at length and in depth and through clarification 

;ind probing. dctailed answrs to these questions are possible. Disadvantages include the 

interviewer's bias both in  writins down inswers and provoking socially desired answers 

from participants. Other disxivantages are the high cost and the amount of time reqiiired 

to compiete the interviews. 

A questionnaire W;LS developed to mesure al1 variables that were considered to bc 

related to social control thrriiiph technology. Questions were asked that targeted specific 

information about the elecrronic moniraring systcms and how they are iised. For example. 

rcgarding the rlrctronic mcitiitoring that occurs in the workplace. employees were rtsked 

to describe any drastic departures from conventional work routines. They were asked if 

they agreed of disagreed that this type of electronic monitoring simply expressed itself 

more as a progressive extension of more familiar business practices. The questionnaire 

also determined whether or not an electronic monitoring system was already in place to 

monitor immediate and technical problems and its use then expanded by management for 

other purposes. tt was also important to determine if the organization had progessed 

from a mdimentary form of monitoring Co a more advanced type of technology. 



My target population. the population CO which [ would like to generrilize my 

results, were several organizütions in the surrounding Guelph area that manipulate 

electronic monitoring at prrscnt. The conception of the sampling wüs puiposive. 

However, since I could not obtain ri Iist that had ail the companies 1 \vas interested in 

investigating, i used non-probubility or convenience sampling. That is, 1 used whatever 

sampling units that were conveniently available as well as those orgünizations that i 

thought were representitivt. of al1 the organizütions that used electronic monitoring. 1 

therefore tried ro select companies chat were large, smüll, had dit't'erent monitoring 

techniques. and different philosophies, To this extent ol'not using random sampling. the 

extemal validity of my study is low. In other words. 1 am noc able to _oenerrilize to ttic 

larger population without n~aking some serious erroneous inferences. This type of non- 

probabilistic sariiplin; is iiol usrful when precise and accurate genetrilizations are 

requircd: hoivever. [ condiictcd more of ri descriptive study. Although the inferences tire 

much more dcpcndent on tlit .  researcher's expert judgement. 1 tried to counrer this 

weakness by gaining as miich knowledge as possible about my population belore drcw 

the sampIe. These two modes of data collection, survey research and ethnographie 

interviews, are complimentary and that improved rny study considrrribly. The two 

industries investigated are quite sirnilar. Both industries deal with financial aspects. both 

are bued on serving the public. and both have a large customer service foundation. 



Sample Selection 

The populations that 1 was interested in studying were those organizations (brinks 

and or insurance companicsl rhat use elecrronic monitoring as a forrn of supervision. A 

sample of over 25 or more cornpimies was randomly selected kom a local business 

directory. Many calls were iritide anci letters sent out during an 

exhaustive four month pericid. (See phone cüll log in Appendix A.) Although the desirecl 

numbcr of participants in thc study was somewhere between 50-100. only 13 interviews 

were conducted. 1 was ablc ro enter only three brinks and one insurance Company. 

Twelve of the interviews wcre conducted ovcr the span of the three different banks and 

only one interview wris coritlucted rit an insurince Company. Foiir interviews were 

conducted at Bank AA, with two managers and two empioyees. At Bank BI3 

a total of seven interviews were conducted. The total ww comprised of two manager 

interviews (Brink BA and Brink BE) iind five rmployecl interviews. At Bank CC. 1 was 

able to obtüin unly one interview. The interview was with an employer who hiippencd to 

be on lerive from the bmk iit the time of the interview. This person w : ~  also my only 

contact at that particullir bank. 1 conducted an interview with this participant tïrst in the 

hopes of gaining access to the orgrinization after getting contacts. I obtriined contact 

namcs from the interview. however, when cantacted the organiztition, the manager there 

refused to prirticipatc. [t is of interest to note here. that this was the oniy interview thrit 1 

conducted where the participant had obvious negative feelings and opinions about 

electronic monitoring in the workplace. 



The lut interview I conducted for ii grand total of thineen wüs located outside of 

Guelph, at insurrince Company AA. The participant ww an empbyer (manager) and 

would not allow me to interview employees after our interview. The participant did, 

however. give me rtnother person within that particular organization to contact in regards 

to possible further interviewins processes. The reasons tuid explanations as weII as the 

resiilts of the interviews arc prtsented in chapter six. 

Procedu re 

Between late Septcrriber and mid-October of 1999 compiled a sample list. In 

late October 1 conducted tlirec pretests of my survey with ri rniinqer of a bünk and twu 

bank employees. All thret. pi.ctests conductcd wrre successf~il and thert: were cmly niitios 

changes to the style of the m w y .  such as the ordcring of questions. As the questions 

were not chrinyd signifiçmtly. I have included those thne prerests in my final analysis. 

[ theii bqan going through rny Iist and rnaking phone calls to various orgrinizütions i n  

regards to setting up meeting to explriin my research: i hrid ri variety of responses to my 

first contact with rhe oryizations. Many retirsed to meet with me tipon our phone 

conversation saying they did not employ the type of techndogy 1 wils interested in. 

Some people were hesitant and so 1 provided [hem with a cover letter and an introduction 

to rny research and then c a k d  thern back at a Iriter date co discuss meeting with [hem 

after they had reviewed the information package (see Appendix 0). Other people 1 

contacted immediatety amin@ to meet with me to discuss the possibility of conductins 

the reseürch. The l u t  'critcgory' of people 1 encountered were those who turncd a i r  cc, be 

the non-resporidents. i talked to people, got crrinsferred to someone else within the 



organization, m i  then hrid to leave messages. upon messages, upon messages. Hence, in 

sotne organizations. 1 never got pu t  an answering machine which was a frustrating part 

of rny research. 

For those people who did agree to meet with me (who were always the brrinch 

manager or the manager) otir tïrst meeting wa'; simply to consult: I went over the 

research with them, explained my objectives, my goals, and why 1 was conducting the 

research. At that point 1 asked them if they had any questions and then if al1 went well. 

we arranged times for me tri rcturn to conduct an interview with them and other 

cmpioyees. At this point I also had them sign a consent fom. outlining that they gave 

their consent for me to interview their ernployees with no repercussions (see Appendix 

C). There werc nine interviews conducted during November and Decernber: there was ri 

break for Christmas and year-end. as well as directly after the New Year because of the 

Y2K cornputer circumstanccs. The remainder of interviews were conducted in Janutiry. 

2000. 

At the beginning of t x h  interview/survey 1 introduced myself. explaincd niy 

reseorch objectives. and i f  agrccable. asked [hem to s i p  11 consent form (Appendix D). 1 

then asked them if  they had any questions: upon answering them. we b e p  to proceed 

with the survey/interview (Appendix E and F). Most questions were designed to 

encourage fixecl responses, Iiowever, some open-ended questions were asked to obtain 

more i t i  depth understanding. 

The interview for managers lasted between sixty to ninety minutes. The 

employee survey. which took less time, usually lasted only thirty CO forty-five minutes. 



At the end of each interview. respondents were presented with a small token of my 

appreciation for participating, usually a gift-wrapped package of chocolate mints. 

This portion of the chapter has provided ri frümework for the sampling procedure 

of my research. The following section describes my research instrument. 

The Research Instrument 

The survey research instrument included questions that were designed to obtain 

answers to my main research questions and statements (outlined below). There are 

rssentially two surveys although they overlap in severril areas. The firsr survey was 

desizned for managers. The questions in this survey are directed more to what exactly 

the monitoring coIlects and what is done with the information collected. There were also 

more open-ended questions in this survey. The second survey questionnriire constnictsrl 

for the employees was shortcr and asked the respondents to reply more on their thoughts 

and feelings in regards to the monitoring being done. The surveys are provided in 

Appendix E and F. 

The questionnaire wris divided into severril sections with reference to my main 

research questions and sttitements and titled accordingly. Section 1 included questions to 

obtain background information about the respondent's position. the organization in 

general, and the type of monitoring used within the organization. Section 2 on workplace 

monitoring asked about computer configurations. various kinds of data available from 

various contigurritions, and why a certain type of monitoring w u  used. Section 3 on 

invasiveness of new supervisory technology asked questions about how the respondent 



felt and what the respondent thought about electronic monitoring. Section 4 on social 

control through technological supervision asked respondents how they felt and what they 

thought about using the monitoring techniques, and what the collected data were used for. 

Section 5 on social control riskcd respondents if technologicaI supervision gave more 

control to managers, whar type of supervision the respondents preferred the most, and 

covered legislation issues. Section 6 on why we use surveillance technology and social 

control assessed what brought the rise in electronic monitoring within the workplace. 

Section 7 on monitoring machines and productivity deciphered whether the monitoring 

done was uinicd at productivity of the machines or of the employees: were companics 

monitoring machines. whicli might be acceptable. or were ihey monitoring employees, 

which might or might not be acceptable'? Seccion 8 on pnvacy risked respondents to 

agree or disagree with certain statements that would retlect whether they felt they hrid 

less privacy within the workplace and in their lives in genernl because of technology. 

The final section dealt with tlemographic information: it wlis a separate pan of the 

survey. which 1 asked respondents to f î l l  out. 

Elements of sections 5 and 7 were drawn from the study "Attitudes Towards 

Control and Evaluation Systems" conducted by Rebecca Grünt and Christopher Higgins 

at the University of Western Ontario. The foundation for almost al1 of the remliinins 

sections wns developed from the literature on evaluation technology in the workplace. 

The research instrument hlis been summarized chus far. The remainder of this chapter 

describes the method of andysis used in the research. 



Method of Analysis 

As noted previously. my sample size was relatively small, and thus. none of rny 

major questions could be suftkiently answered, nor was 1 able to make any 

generalizations. 1 can, howwer. offer severil perspectives on trends in keeping with 

common occurrences found within the literature, my major research questions, and the 

survey results. 

My research, then. hxs a descriptive nature ris opposed to a fact-finding nature. 

Accordingly. my data will be analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively. Qualitritive 

research is, according to Strmss and Corbin {1998:11), any type OF research that produces 

tïndings that were not arrived at by statistical procedures or alternate means of 

quantification - that is, the rniijority of the analysis is interpretive. Strauss and Corbin 

have defined qualitative data analysis as "... nonmathematical process of interpretation. 

carried out for the purpose of discovering concepts and relationships in raw data and then 

organizing these into a theoretical e~planatory sciterne" ( 1998: 1 1). Irnmy Holloway 

(1997: 1 )  gives the best definition or description of qualitative analysis that applies to my 

own research 

Qualitative research is a forrn of social inquiry that focuses on the way people 
interpret and make sense of their experiences and the world in which they live. A 
number of different ripproaches exist within the wider framework of this type of 
research, but most of these have the same aim: to understand the social reiility of 
individuals, groups and cultures. Researchers use qualitative approaches to 
explore the behaviour. perspectives and experiences of the people they study. The 
basis of qualitative research lies in the interpretive approach to social reality. 

One way 1 can analyze the data is by taking what is said and other factors that 

emerged from the interviews and integnte these with concepts and ideas that 1 have. or 



that others have provided for me. For instance, 1 hope to corne across something that 

integrally coincides with Weber's theory of bureaucracy and l could provide evidence 

about a link between bureiiucrücy and socilil control. 

The miijority of the t'indings are outlined cansistently and completely in chapter 

six. However. because of [lie lack of data avliilable for this study, the following chiiptcr 

outlines the limitations thut 1 tncountered in this reseürch. 



CHAPTER 5: RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 

Almost al1 reserirchcrs encounter problems while conducting research, however, 

my problem was so large it deserves noting in this chapter ris it hampered my project and 

results significrintly. 1 was encumbered with the problem of nonresponse. 

This chripter is dividcd into two major areüs: limitations in my research. which 

briefiy outlines reasons for refusal and the topic of secrecy within organizations; and 

diftïculties gtiining entry iiito organizations. The Isist portion of the chripter, which is ri 

discussion about nonresponse ris a research limitation. offers some solutions to rhis 

problem. 

A major limitation to my research is the fact that i was unable to obtriin sufficient 

information about an appreciable proportion of potential respondents because of their 

ret'usals. DunkeIberg and Day (1973: 160) point out this crin be common problem. 

Experience with personal interview sample surveys indicates that the number of 
interviews successf~illy completed varies with the number of atrempts to reach 
members of the sample. The tlrst attempt to contact the respondents crin be 
expecred to yield only 25 or 30 5% of the miginai samplt. with roughiy ccpivrtIent 
resutts on the second cal1 (first callback). Beginning with the third rittenipt to 
reach respondents. the yield of completed interviews declines. 

Whereas roughly 203 calls were made in rny study to obtain the 13 interviews that 

were xtually completed (for rin average of approximately 6.4% support) approximately 

another 188 cülls were unproductive. This means that 15 calls had to be made for each 

cornpleted interview. 

Carter ( 197 1 : 1 IS) explains that reserirchers are oRen met with resistance from 

their participants if the research objectives do not positively reinforce the expectaticsns 



and ideological value systein of the participant. When participants refuse to panicipate 

based on the objectives of one's study, Carter suggests that the following two assertions 

may be made. First, "the p a t e r  the perceived threat to the client's or manager's positive 

self-concept. the greater will be his resistance CO negative findings, and second, the 

greater the difference between the client's or manager's concept of the social reality 

being studied and the reserirch tindings, the greater will be his resistrince to the results" 

(Carter, 197 1: 1 19). In other words, if your research is going to ponray the position or 

actions of il manager or organiziition in a negtive way, it  is more likely that he or she 

will refuse to acknowledge il reserircher and the findings or refuse to let the researchsr 

gain entry. While 1 do not know the reasons bshind a11 my refusais. I do concludc that 

the topic of niy research cliti indecd influence some participant's negative attitudes 

towards my own research. 

1 also sensed that many of the organizations that refused to participate did so on 

the basis of not wanting to expose, to their employees, or to me, their supervision 

techniques. For instance. when 1 approriched one bank branch manager and discussed my 

reserirch goals with her, sht. feIt thrit it was an interesting topic and that her oripization 

would take part in my resex-ch. However, upon discussing my topic with her other 

managers, she came back with a negative response. As well. 1 had a similar response with 

;in insurance Company. Aclditionally, I would often talk to various people on the phone at 

different insurance companics and financial institutions who would disclose to me the 

h c t  that electronic monitoring occurred within their organization. however, when they 

referred me to speak with rheic managers. they often denied this frict and refused to 

discuss my reserirch goals any further. This leads me to conclude that some organizstions 



are not comfortable shüring with resexchers information regarding their supervisory 

techniques for fear that othcrs will judge their actions and techniques in a nrgative 

manner. 

Reasons for Refusal 

The focus for this diaprer is on various aspects of refusal and non response rimon_g 

my two types of nonrespondents - financiaI institutions and insurance companies. 

~Many studies which explore refusals have been conducted and they are important 

for two reüsons. The îïrst is in helping to determine what biases exist if any, and the 

second is in discerning whether more complete knowledge of refusers might suggest 

appeals, procedures, and solutions to reduce the number of future nonrespondents 

(DeMaio. 1980:224). In ;iddition, depending on the topic being investigated. ihe stutly 

may lead to an insight on the topic ris we11. For instance. why did 1 have so many people 

who refused? W u  it dependent on the person. on their ability. motivation and authority 

as discussed by Tomriskovic-Devey, Jeffrey, and Thompson ( 1994) or simply becriuse the 

subject is such ri sensitive one that people refused to comment on aspects dealing with 

electronic monitoring in the workplace'? These are riIl factors that 1 inquire about and 

comment on in this chapter. 

Stinchcornbe, Jones. and Sheatsley (198 1: 359) estimate that in the sample 

surveys done by probability methods, 20 to 30 percent of the specified sample are usually 

never contacted or. once contacted, never interviewed. In my case unfortunately. the 

refusals were much higher. and hence the need to discuss the topic of refusals. When i t  

was decided to terminate the phone calling, there were still several respondents with 



whoni 1 had not been able to contact. 1 would leave several messages and still get no 

response. As well, the mqjority of my small sample simply refused to panicipate. 

One factor that DeMaio ( t 980:2B)  provides as a reason for refusal which is also 

manifested in my own reserirch, is the fear or dislike of the unknown. This can emerge in 

two ways. The first is the tact that fear may trünslate into an aversion to outsiders 

wishing to conduct research in an organization. Many organizations do not trust those 

from cxternal sources. and qiiite often, people have preconceived notions of stiidenrs 

cspeci:ill y with regards to rcsearch. The second factor rnay have been fetir or dislike of 

the topic itself. pxticularly sincr it  may be dremed by some 11s sensitive. Some people 

may have had ri bad experitnçe in the p s t  with this type of supervision (rlectronic 

monitoring and or surveillance). People may have a weird sense of paninoiii of the 

iinknown in terrns of supervision: some may have an unnatural response to the words 

surveillrince and electronic monitoring when rissociated with supervision. Others may not 

know what electronic monitoring rneant and hence it was a foreign concept to them. 

Thus, fear and dislike of the unknown are plausible factors in refusing to panicipate in 

my research. 

According to Deh1;iio ( t980: 231) the extent to which refusais actually affect 

survey estimates and hencc findings, depends on two things: the levrl of refusals in the 

sample, and the extent to which the respondent characteristics are related to the subject 

under study. in my own resrarch, the level of refusals far outweighed the level of 

ricceptances for interviews. As weII, 1 would estimate that a great percentage of the 

refusals were because of the topic at hand, electronic monitoring in the workplace, and 

the issues surrounding it. The issues are rnonl. l ep l  and ethical. They include privacy, 



knowlrdge and secrecy. This topic can be a very sensitive one i n  somc settings. which is 

why I wanted tu research it. The major issue is whether or not employees know they are 

being clectronically monitoretl while at work. which can involve secrecy and covert 

monitoring. Electronic monitoring, if it is coven, would involve secrecy on the part of an 

organization. The notion of secrecy within organizations is discussed further in the 

followin= section. 

Secrecy 

Sjoberg and Miller ( 1973) agree with Max Weber who chsracterizcd 

burcauc~icies as an iron c;igc. Sjoberg. Miller and Weber outlinetl thc hct thtit sccrwy 

thrit takcs placc both withiii hurc;uicracy ml in terms of ;i bureaiici;icy"l rclaliondi~p 14) 

ils e.utern;il environment. Sjohrrg and Miller ( 1073: 13 1 ) notc. 

Secrccy metins control of information and precludes the use of surveys h;issd 
iipon prribribility sampling. For probtibility sampling, one is unable to take into 
iiccoiint the different kinds rind rimounts of knowledge possessed by mrmbers of a 
system that is chiiriictcrizcd by hiertirchy and a comp1e.u division of labour. Xlso. 
in sucli ;i hierrircliy i t imy people will refuse to discuss sensitive miitttïs. 

Weber i 1 WS:9C)?) iiiitlined secrecy ils "the superiority of the professional insiclcr 

every bureüucracy seeks further to increase through the menns of kecipiir!: secret its 

knowledge and intentions. Bureriucratic administration alwtiys tends ru rxclude the 

public. to hids its knowledgc and action from criticisni as well ris i t  çan". If this is tnir. 

;ind is characteristic of the financial institutions that 1 w;is attempting to study. then thc 

nritiirc of their monitoring iii;iy have been ri secret thrit they wanted to keep ivithin the 

oyinizrition and hence refiised my attempts to study it. 



In turn. the nature of bureaucracy sirnply rnay noc always Iend itseIf to be studied, 

or thoroughly stüdied by probability sampling alone: 1 think the best way for me to have 

obtained the kind of inforniation I w u  looking for would have been to conduct a 

triangulrition method of reseürch. This woiild hüve been best üchieved by cornbining my 

survey and interviews with prirticipant observation. 1 might have been able to obtain ri 

better understanding of supervisory techniques within the workphce ris well as obtained 

the data 1 needed to answer my main research questions and statements rhat related 

directIy to sociril control rind power within the workplace. 

Sjobsrg and Miller i 1073: 137) maintriin chat in  order for sociolo_oists ru obtain 

better data from bureaucraçics. they hüve to take certain cues from investigacive 

journrilists. They list five ;~wmptions thüt sociologists should undertake to help them 

rittain the data rhey are searching for: 

1 ) therc is a strucriirt. of rictivities that many bureliucrricies purposively suive to 
hide: 3) the official position retlects only one reality; 3) neither the viewpoinc of 
the "generals" not of the "privritss" by themselves provides an adequate picture of 
the orynization: 4) in ri Durkheimiün vein. knowledge ribour violation of the 
noms informs us ;ihouc the noms thernselves; and 5 )  information from persons or 
publications will be tivriilable in some form. 

Once ri researcher understands what he or she may be up against. he or she may choose to 

change the methodology in  order to gain entry, or once involved. adjust his or her 

techniques. 

Sjoberg and Miller i 1973: 141) conclude chat: "Hierrirchy and concrol and the 

attendant matter of secrecy rire central features of a bureaucncy's normative order. 

These patterns give rise io the hidden side and are supportive of the development of a 



dark side. Yet they also impose severe constraints upon the conducc of inquiry about 

these phenurnena". 

Stinchcombe et al. ( 198 1:374) suggest that more research and effort shouId go 

into obtaining information on the reiisons behind refusals, I agree and had 1 chaught rit 

the outset of my research that 1 wiu  going ro encounter difficulties in gainin; entry. I 

would have adjiisted somc O C  niy questions to help me tïnd out why respondcnts ref~ised. 

I t  is hoped rhiit rhis research will rilrirt others to avoid the diftïculties that were 

cncountered. 

Two kinds of lessons crin be dritwn from ~ h e  rejection against this research 

project. One lias to do with the practical problems of doing reserirch iinder such 

circurnstlinces: the other has to with the rnore basic questions of wh;it such rejections 

raise about s~ç i i l l  research. rspccidly in regards ro sensitive topics such xs social control 

in the workplüce, At the prictic;il level. one obvious lesson is to use proper terminotogy 

and to rely on previous studies and strategies used to do research. Another lesson is thrit 

there are times and pIaces where it is difficult, if not impossible to collect data on devitinc 

behriviour. In my case. should have had rnore networking done before entering the 

field. gained better rapport with ri few participrints, and received referruls from them. In 

turning 10 the broader signifieance of the rejeçtion agüinst my project. 1 want to maks i t  

clear that 1 do not regard such resistance as necessarily unhealthy. On the contrriry. 1 feeI 

that such episodes have sornething positive tu reach rnyself and others. The remriinin: 

sections of this chapter provide an analysis or why i may have had such a difticult tirne 

eaining entry into orgmimtions which subsequentIy resulted in my high nonresponse 
C 

rate. 



Difficulties Gaining Entry into Organizations 

Field research, basrd on qualitative rnethods such as in depthlsurvey interviewing, 

wris the method of choice for studying my sensitive topic -social control in the 

workplace through electronic monitoring. 

This section looks ;ir ri particular aspect of the process of t'ieldwork, the reasons 

behind why 1 could not ;aiil access to settings in order to crirry out my research. The first 

and foremost obstacle that rcsexchers such u myself often encountered while in the field 

is that of the giitekeeper. The gatekeeper is someone or a group of people. who are in ri 

crucial position frorn which they control access to goods. services. or information. Thry 

often wield power far in e.ucess of their forma1 authority. The remainder of this section 

outlines other reasons, why I may have hüd difficulty gaining entry into financial 

institutions and insurance companies, some which müy be closely related to the 

gatekeeper's rolc. 

GatekeepingtOrganizational Frnmework 

In an article written by Roben Broadherid and Ray Rist (1976: 325) entitled 

"Gatekeepers and the Social Control of Social Research", the role of the gatekeeper and 

different orpanizational frameworks that can impede a researcher's access to the 

organization in question are outlined. The authors note that indeed. there is social control 

of research. That is, while I wri'; attempting to gain an understanding of the social control 

that managers have over thcir employees, the orynization itself rnay have been trying to 



control my research by not dlowing me entry. Broadhead and Rist (1976: 325) point out 

that: 

Actual manifestations of the social control of research can be studied through the 
analysis of the role of "gatekeeper". Gatekeeping intluences the research 
endeavor in a number of ways: by limiting of entry, by defining the problem rireri 
of study, by lirniting access to data and respondents, by restricting the scope of 
analysis. and by retaining prerogatives with respect to publication. Strategies are 
not well developed for managing pressures of gtitekeeping. Furthemore, the 
location of researchers within university settings mitigates against confrontation 
with gritekeepers. prirticularly if the research effort is directed toward elites or 
powerful institutions. 

Additionally, Broritlhead and Rist ( 1976: 326). note that. 

The acturil manifestations of social control over research crin be shown ris they 
appear within orynizational frameworks. A key component of that control effort 
is the small group of managers and idrninistrlitors within a forma1 orgrinkation 
who screen prospective researchers sceking fundin;, encry into the orgünization 
itself. or* access ta data dready collected. This small group of "gatekeepers" t i a s  tl 
central role in deciding the fate of those who desire to conduct social research 
with someone else's money, data or orgünization. 

In other words. glitekeepers have many roles: they may keep a researcher from gxining 

entry dl together: they rnay allow a researcher into an orgünization but restrict 

information, persons, or areas. As well, researchers crin not do much to combat the 

gatekeeper's role or authority as it is sornetimes a researchers only route into the 

organization. In my own resetirch, 1 encountered gatekeepers. mostly managers. who 

refused to allow me entry into organizations. especially into insurrince cornpmies- 1 w s  

turned down several tirnes. with no explanation: or in sorne instances my calls and 

attempts for contact were just never reciprocated, and in this way they kept me out of the 

organization by simply never speaking to me. 



Broadhead and Rist t 1976:327) note that in controlling entry, the crucial concern 

for the gatekeeper is exchange as determined by what benefits the research can extend to 

the agency ris a whole, to the specific careers of the gatekeeper, or to other managers. 

The authors note that the gatekeeper is concerned with either: 

1 )  The agency or cirganizarion; e.g. its public image. size and /or ch r inp  of 
market or client population. cornpetitors or advisaries, delivery and utilization 
of services. 

2 )  The operational ;mi management probkms of the administration: e.g. 
dlocation of resources and manpower, lines of authority and promotion, staff 
rfficiency, perscirinel conflict and /or cooperation. staff morale, administrative 
reorganization. 

With al1 of thesc concems in mind, there is Little for the administrator to gain by allowing 

academic research which inight threüten his or her riuthority, position, control, or 

competitiveness. In the atttlnipt ro reduce the concerns of the gritekeeper and thus ohtain 

permission for entry, the rcswcher must persuade the gritekeeper that there is some 

advrintage rither to them or ro their organizrition by cooperrrting with externiil 

researchers. 

The gatekeepers whom I encountered continued to refuse me entry no matter 

how much 1 pleaded and assured them that indeed they would gain something from my 

research. At one particulrir iiisurtince Company. 1 made several attempts to secure entry. 

First, 1 phoned the person and introduced myself and my research topic. Although this 

person w u  interested and wanted more information, when 1 tried to set up an 

appointment, it was denied. The gatekeeper's preference was to keep al1 contact 

impersonal, and thus, 1 had to correspond through letters and electronic mail. 1 sent an 

information package which included an introduction of the research and my brief 

curriculum vitae. Upon recrivinj this, and reliciing it over and discussing it with others, 1 



was asked for a sample of the kinds of questions that 1 would be inquiring. This lut 

request w u  to assure me thrit the gatekeeper would be better able to make available the 

"right people" who had some knowledge about the issues related to my research for me to 

interview. [ obliged this company's requests, and again appesiled for a meeting, but it was 

denied. 1 sent in a copy of some of the questions and several weeks later, 1 contacted 

[hem again to try and set up an interview. At this time, 1 was infonned that 1 would not 

be granted entry as the Company was going through 3 "rough rime - reorgrinization" and 

this would nor be a good tinie to conduct my reseürch as they did not want to 

"bother/iiIarm" any of thcir titiployees. 1 persisted and agreed to conduct the research at 

a Iiiter date. but they still rcfiistd and made up excuses saying that thcy did not know 

when iheir reorpnization worild be finished and would rather not participate rit a1 1. 

The following q u w  i'rom Broadhead and Rist ( 1976: 328) sunis up many of the 

experiences 1 tincountered while investigacing my sensitive topic: 

Miiny rcserirchers rilso want to understand particularly powerful bureriucrricies and 
orgrinizations in ways other than through cornmonsense or "ot'ficiril" perspectives. 
These rese;irchers iiivcsrigrite the "dark side" of bureaucrricies, or thase activities 
thrit are secretly iind strategically hidden from public view. However. in 
negotiating for entry, thrse interests of the researcher are more than likely to be tit 

odds with the interests of the gatekeeper. The common result. therefore, is for the 
gatekeeper either to reject the investigator's bid to do research, or for the 
researcher to reformulate the research problern within boundaries that rire 
accepiabk. 

Reasons For Not Allowing Entry 

In addition to encounttxing gatekeepers who for various reasons. may or may not 

dlow a researcher to gain rntry to an organization, there rnay be particular organizations 

that simply refuse enery because they do not wish to panicipate in the research. 



Stinchcombe et al. ( 198 1~363) conducted research on farmers that yielded a hi@ 

nonresponse rate. The authors outlined three reasons for high nonresponse thar apply iis 

well to my own research, nurncly the farmers' evaluations of the quality of information 

rivailable, whether or not they personally made use of the information, and their 

judgements about the econornic impact of the use of the information by market 

competitors. Following Stinçhcombe et al.. it is possible to discern four factors that mriy 

have affected participation in rny research: a) individual or Company evaluation of 

electronic monitoring as a supervisory technique: b) whether or not the potential 

participant personally made use of the supervisory techniques (electronic monitoring rind 

or surveillancc) as outlined in rny research; c) whether or not the respondent is personnlly 

affected by the supervisory techniques outlined or has been in a previous job and: d) 

judgements about the topic in general and preconceived notions and opinions about 

electronic monitoring in thc workplace environment. Had 1 uked sprcific questions with 

reference to the above factors when 1 received a hesitation or refusül, 1 rnay have bern 

further dong in terms of finding out the reason behind the nonresponse. 

Another significant factor that may have affected participation in my researcli wris 

the Itinguagc that I used to clescribe supervisory technology. 1 often used the terrns 

electronic monitoring and siirveillünce and many people who heard these words were 

frightened, suspicious, and wen uncornfurtable. Many people do not know exactly what 

those tems meant and several respondents asked for clarification. In retrospect. perhüps 

I should not have used words such as electronic monitoring or surveillance on my first 

contact. Although 1 always clrirified what I meant by electronic monitoring and 

surveill.mce, many people continued to hold their own perspective on what these tems 



meant to them. For examplc. as soon ris 1 mentioned "surveillance", 1 wris often 

transferred to the security department. When 1 said "monitoring" people thought that t 

was only interested in the riionitoring done by carnerri. rind or audio. 1 would correct 

them but sometimes it  is difîïcult to change a person's understanding of a topic, concept, 

or term when they have only experienced it  in one way and hence, they alwiiys think of it 

in thlit way, often until  the? sxperience it in rinother form. 

In addition, often timcs firms that used eleçtronic monitoring and or surveillance 

did not speak of i t  as such and did not encourage cheir employees to think of it  in tcrms of 

ev:iluiiting thcm. Hence they htid a different frame of rnind when aked them ribaut it. 

For instance. I would often oittline my detinition of electronic monitoring rind then wtien 

t asked questions about thc monitoring. chey would answer 'wron_e' or would be,oin to 

answer and tlien uk me to cllirify what I meant agrrin. Subsequently, they would answer 

my questions i n  a different way. 

An additional factor chat may have had an effect on the respondent's participation 

was the time of year that the interviews commenced. Although the inte:vietm begiin i n  

November. they soon extended into December, which can be a very busy time of the year 

for most financial organizntions. in addition, there was some kar surrounding the new 

millenium in terms of cornputer programs and thus mriny tirms were busy with their own 

in-house projects. As a result, my requests for interviews were extended into the New 

Yex. but rnany financid institutions were now busy with the RRSP season. These 

seasonal fxtors may have hxi some intluence on the financial institutions to participate 

or not in my research. 



Regarding the respondents' inaccessibility or refusal, Stinchcombe et al. (198 1: 

368) note some of the perceived consequences from surveys that participants discemed. 

These researchers argue that if the participants were to perceive that the main 

beneficiaries of the research would be someone other than themselves, they would of 

course not wünt to particip;ite. Perhaps this could have been another reason for 

nonresponse in  my situation dthough 1 had repeatedly assund the various organizations 

thüt no one except myself and themselves would ever benefit from the process. 

Everything we discussed was completely confidentiül and anonymous. The organizations 

would benefit in fict by learning distinct and varied factors about their process of usin; 

electronic monitoring, Organizations could potentially discover factors not known before 

in terms of how clectroniç monitorin_o affects their own accomplishments. 

Another fictor that could lead to refusal outlined by Stinchcombe et al. 

( 198 1 :379) is the perception that external research does not have the same intrinsic 

character and reliability as does internal research. Some organizations would be more 

inclined to rely on internal and authoritative information and ser this type of research ris 

being more relevrint to their own organization than an outsider's intcrpretation of tictivity. 

especirilly that of a student. Xdditionally, DeMaio (1980:13 1 )  suggests that past 

experience in surveys was typically cited as a reason for refusal in studies exploring 

reason for refusril. 1 also rxperienced this as a reason for refusal. For example, one 

insurance company person expressed to me that the reüson for the company refusril was 

the hct thüt in the p a t  they hrid allowed a student researcher access ro conduct research. 

but ris a result of a negative experience outsiders were no longer given access to their 

organization for the purpose of research. 



in addition, a refusal might be a matter of maintaining the status quo, that is. 

organizations would not appreciate an outsider entering their organization and asking 

questions about monitoring technology especially when many employees may not even 

know that electronic monitoring exists. 

Spencer ( 1  973: 92-93) outlined five reasons why bureauccatic elires shun research 

by outsiders and attempt t c i  control and Jelimit m e s s  for the purpose of conducting 

social research. These rire iis follows: 

( 1 )  bureaucratie rigidity and threat to pcrsonül career; 
(21 the potenrial thrwt to the power of that institution: 
(3)  the threat of the subjective reality constructs of that institution: 
(4) the problem of Itlgitimacy of the researcher: and 
(5) the problem of circhange 

These reasons crin be supported by examples from my own rescürch on tïnancial 

institutions and insurance comprinies illustrateci below, 

With rcfcrence to tlir first basic rerison noced by Spencer above, ü researcher miiy 

not be granted access because a researcher is able to observe activities of the management 

or bureüucriit which müy ncit bc obvious or visible CO the rest of the orgrinization. By 

recognizing thcse activities through data collection and subsequent reporting, the 

researcher is providing an opportunity for oihers within and outside the organization to 

çvaluate the activities of the bureaucrat. If data are collected that are perceived lis 

unfavorable to the organiziition. the position of the informant may be in jeopxdy 

(Spencer, I973:93). 

The second reason susgested by Spencer ( 1973: 93) is the issue of power. Weber 

( 1978: 967) differentiated between authority and power. Authority is seen as Iegitimüte 

in that persons are entrusteci to use the instruments of their positions properiy and in the 



best interest of society. In contrit, the ernployrnent of power over others is co have 

conduct that is illegitimate. or iinbecoming. In tems of the second reason that was 

outiined above for shunning social research, if 1 were to uncover iui organization's use of 

electronic monitoring chat was practiced in an illegitirnate way, by perhaps invading 

employee's privacy, then 1 would be considered a threat to the organization's power 

which they hold over others. 

Spencer's third reason for refusal, subjective reality constructs. refers to the 

beliefs and identities that rach person in an organization may have about that 

organization as well as about themselves in relation to that organization. A researcher 

can be viewed as a threat because perhaps that researcher does no[ understand why a 

person cotild be so dedicatrd to an organization who uses supervisory technology in r i  

negative manner and thus perceives this person or organization in a neptive wriy. The 

researcher may ask the participant questions that could rnake the participant begin to 

question the reality that they Iive with. The threat then is not to the existing power of the 

organization but threats to the participant's own identity and the identity of the 

organization (Spencer. 1973:93). If for instance 1 begin asking questions that do not 

follow the status quo. 1 miiy begin a whole line of questioning by people of themselves. 

their clireer, and the objectives and agenda of the organization itself. 

Spencer's fourth retison for refusa1 is that many organizations do not believe at al1 

in the legitimacy of research. and often tirnes, of sociology and social research. Some 

people associate a negative connotation to social research. In Spencer's ( I973:94) own 

w O rds. 

Simply put, the bureaucrat concerned with the probtern of legitirnacy asks. "Just 
who is this fellow anyway who calls himself a sociologist and what right does he 



have to come barging into my organization?'While many sociologists view 
their professionalisrn as providing legitimacy for the dispassionate "debunking" 
of social rnyths. they have no legal sanction, normative appeal, or legal 
immunity to enter public bureaucraties for the purpose of conducting a "social 
audit". 

Spencer's last renson for refusal is the problem of a fair exchange between the 

researcher and the organization. The pattern is usually normative and suitable for both 

parties. The organization receives information and professional advice that it may use for 

its own purposes in return fiir giving the researcher the right to undertakt3 research. 

collect data and publish tht. report. There are of course several variations in rxchange 

when doing research, but ilie ultirnate result is thrit if the organization does not see the act 

of research as valuable for itself. then the exchange is inequirable (Spencer, 1973: 93). I f  

the organizations in my study did not recognize the value that they were giving me with 

the opportunity of research experience. or if they did not feel that they would obtain any 

uscfiil information from my research, then they would most likely choose not to 

participate, as they saw the exchange of their information for mine was not worth their 

time and effort. 

It is truc that most linancial organizations and insurance companies are highly 

bureaucratized. Charricteristically they operate with a highly cornplex systern of form;il 

rules in a hierarchical structure of authority and communication. Individuals in 

bureaucratic positions typictilly enter the system upon completion of some type of formal 

training. Their success within the organization is dependent on their productivity and 

completion of specific tasks within the organization (Spencer, 1973: 93). An outside 

researcher, such as myself. presents a dilemma for the bureaucracy in that the researcher 

does not belons in the orsanization. He or she does not fit into the fonnal chain of 



command, but moves back and forth at al1 levels within the organization. The researcher 

can be similar to a free agent in that there are no "rules" about his or her presence and 

activities. That is, a researcher is not susceptible to the same regulations or constraints as 

the rest of the personnel in the organization. In other words. the researcher can be scen ris 

a highly uncontrollable component in an othenvise, thoroughly controlled organization 

(Spencer. 1973:93). 

Given the efforts by the bureaucracy to protect its public image and by the 

bureaucrat to safeguard his or her individual career prospects. it is e;isy to see why it is 

difficult to carry out independent research on questions which are contentious to any 

financial institution or insurancc Company (Spencer, 1973:95). There are many strategies 

that an organiziition may tuke to keep a researcher away from panicular data or to control 

m e s s  to personnel or data. Spencer ( 1973:95) outlines severril specific tactics: 

r Concealmcnt of information that is potentirilly available; 
Limited access to data or persons, making the research incomplete or misleading: 
Controlled access to data or persons, making it distorted and "managed"; 
Lengthy biireaucratic dclays to dissuade the impatient. 

Accordingly, organizations may have had specific documents regarding the uses 

and implementations of monitoring systems that are in place. but the organizations that 1 

had approached decided not to provide them to me although 1 had specitlcally requested 

them. Controlling access to data and people makes it hard to obtain full, reliable. and 

accurate data. If the organization controls whom 1 can interview, then they are acting in 

the best interests of the orpanization. For instance, 1 may be introduced to only 

employees who the organization deems "safe". These persons may give concise answers. 

refuse to answer probes, or specitk questions or skew the information to put the 



organization and its operations in a positive light. Lastly there remains the issue of 

bureaucratie 'red tape'. A srnall number of the financial organizations stalled me by 

asking for more and more clarification, more letters explaining whac 1 wanred to reseilrch 

sa that they could set up the appropriate people and clear it with upper managenient. etc.. 

but in the end. denied me occess to their organization. 

Research Seen as a Threat 

As discussed previously. certain research topics can be thretltening to individuats - 

to their position. their power or their identities. Research that is seen as a threat is a 

major relison for nonresponse or non-entry. Lee (1993: 4) points out in the introduction 

of his work that there are three distinct ways that research can be seen as a threat. The 

first is as an intrusive threat, that is. having to deal with areas that are private. stressful or 

sacred. The second is the perception of deviance and social control that encornpusses the 

idea that stigmatizing or condemnatory information may be exposed. The 1 s t  way in 

which research rnay been seen as a threat is if  it infringes on political arenas. Political 

rnay oot mean in the traditional sense of government but also includes areas which may 

hoId vested interests for powerful persons or institutions who exert prrictices related to 

coercion or domination. In one way or another my research may Fit into al1 of these 

categories: it deals with divisions that mny be private: it relates directly to sociaI control 

and its effects. as well as to the fact that instiiutions may be using technology to coerce 

and dominate workers. 

Lee ( 1993: 6) notes that the presence of a reseorcher is occasionaily feared 

because it brings forward the possibility that deviant behaviour and activity will be 



exposed. Fear may also come t'rom the hct chat the researcher may point out situations, 

such as electronic monitoring within the workplace and its effects, which may be deviant 

but were never thought of in that light before because they were accepted as long as no 

one was to draw attention to [hem (Lee, 1993:6). 1 am arguing that many managers were 

reluctant to allow me into their organizations for fear of me exposing to their employees 

the monitoring techniques iised. 

Lee ( 1993: 8) also pciinrs out that research which might rhreaten the interests of 

those bein; studied is freclricntly seen as sensitive, especially when research rnay touch 

on issues surrounding the txrcise of power over others. Since 1 was trying to understml 

why today's orgtinizations linvc resoned to such intrusive technological measures to 

supervise and perhaps control their employees, 1 would detinitely be touching on a 

sensitive area which may explain some refusais. 

In addition. as a reserircher 1 rnay have been an uncontrollable element in an 

otherwise very controlled and subdued environment. Some of those potential participants 

may have refused to allow me entry because of what 1 may investigate or uncover about 

their organization. Furthemore, if the research experience turned out to be negative in 

trrms of the orgtinization's rsputütion. the employees themselves may fear the loss of 

their own job or some other repercussions by allowing me CO penetrate cheir organization 

(Lee. 1993:9). 

Likewise, where pawer. or electronic monitoring, can potentially be used in a 

corrupt or illegitimate way. 1 çan see that 1 would have diftïculty gaininz access as 1 

would then be ri direct threat to the organization. Organizations rnay not have allowed 

me entry for fear of any negative criticism that they rnay have received (Lee. 1993:9). 



One financial institution uscd that as its excuse for not pürticipating although 1 had 

assured the respondent anonymity. Fear of a researcher discovering any negative aspect 

about an organization or its activities may lead respondents to deny access. Perhaps 1 

should not have tried to study such a sensitive topic directly. [t may have been in my best 

interest to approach institutions under the guise of studying management styles and thsn 

begin to ask questions regarding electronic monitoring. By not using electronic 

monitoring as my only research goal, 1 may have attained a higher response rate. For 

example, Punch ( 1989: 19X) Ii;is noted: 

Observation [and siirvey interviews] often seems bat-suited to diffuse projects of 
low visibility with lower-level participants in an organization. For, the higher yoii 
go up the hierarchy [and the more powerful an orgünization you try to study], the 
more likely it is that restrictions will be placed on the researcher. Deviance and 
sensitive issues in ;in organization can rarely be studied frontally and have to be 
iipproxhed obliqiiely while it may require pure good Iiick to make the 
breakthrough to thc 'dark' re,' =lons. 

Becausi: 1 rvtis investigating a highly sensitive and sometimes secretive topic. 

survey interviews may not have been the best method for me ro study the effects of 

electronic moiiitoring ris ii r d  for social control. 

In suminary, the hiiz~irdousness of nonresponse and its consequences to research 

in sociological surveys. such ;LS rny own, have been pointed out. Sources and outcomes 

have been discussed and sugsestions provided for dealing with the problem of 

nonresponse. Re~sons for relùsal were described and included the fact that some 

organizations do not allow outside research; organizations may not see any merit in 

participating in research: they were Fearful of consequences and outcomes of the 

research; and they courd perceivübly see research on the ropic of electronic monitoring ris 

ri threat to themselves, their power ancilor to the organization and its practices. 



Discussion of Nonresponse 

The investigation into supervisory technology and social control in the workplace 

has some very interesting results. Although 1 set out ta examine as many financial 

institutions in the Guelph and surrounding area as possible. 1 was unabIe to do so t'or 

various reasons ris discussed below. 

There were two important outcornes of this research. First, supervisory 

technology is being used niore and more throughout organizations in rhe industrialized 

world and we need to be ;iwiirt. of how much information is being collected about us. 

why the inforination is beiii~ collected, 2nd what the information is k ing  used for. 

Second. a resrarcher must be prrpared for things to go wrong in the field. such ris i n  my 

own case where 1 was unriblc to gain entry into many organizations. 

The foremost problem encountered in rny research wns nonresponse. However, 

iipon investigating this topic through reading, it became clear that nonrcsponse is quite 

coinmon among many research projects. 

The purpose of this present section is to bring together and discuss several of the 

reasons for nonresponse in my research on electronic monitoring in the workplace. These 

reasons that 1 encountered have also been encountered by many other social scientists and 

have been reported previously in a wide variety of journals. 

Tomaskovic-Devey. Leiter and Thomspon ( 1994: 439) note that organizational 

surveys often have low response rates. Consequently, surveys with low response rates 

produce biased results, specifically if key organizationai characteristics. as in my case the 



practice of electronic monitoring, affect the pattern of survey response by participants. 

Results become biased when organizations do not wish to participatri and do not wish ro 

share information with LI rcsearcher. The results become skewed in thar the difference 

between the ttvo kinds of orgilnizations may be a key factor or variable in the study. 

Therefore, the results can be niisleading. As a result, DeMaio (1980: 113) points out thiit 

probIems assciciated with nonresponse, inciuding biases, are important to every 

reseürcher. Non response inay result in bises thlit wouId affect. survey estimates, and 

miiy even skew the whole rwiirch project. In my own research, nonresponse left me 

with a very smrill amount of d w  to work with. Accordingfy, 1 was unüble to do any 

compürisons. or make any generrilizations from my data with regards to electronic 

monitoring in the rvorkplact: iLS ri tool for social control. 

Daniel ( 1975: 29 1 )  indiçates that the most serious problem reirired to sociologicnl 

surveys. in riny torm, is thar of nonresponse. Diiniel ( 1975: 292-293) proposes specific 

relisons for nonresponse and p u p s  [hem into four categories: not at home, refusals, 

unüble CO respund. and unlocated. The mrijority of my problem. the rrtison for 1i high 

nonresponse, fills into Daniel's second category (refusals). Daniel ( 1975: 192) outlines 

refusals ris potential participants being located at home, or in my crise rit work. but will 

not participate in an interviçw. 

Dalenius, as cited in Driniel (1975:295), asserts that nonresponse is caused 

fundamentalIy by the interviewer's inability to make contricc with respondents. This was 

a major obstacle 1 faced in my own cesexch. ApproximriteIy 188 out of 203 phone calIs 

to 34 organimtions resuIted in nonresponse. There were 6 persons that 1 fniled to contact 

and 15 persons that refusecl on rny first attempt CO convince thern to participate. Out of 



those prospective organizritions that i faiIed to contact, four of them actually employed 

the type of technology that [ wlis interested in researching. 1 knew chat they used 

monitoring technology because the firsc time 1 called, 1 listened to a recording that 

informed customers that thc cal1 might be monitored. [ also talked with other personnel in 

the Company who informed me they uscd the technology betore passing me onto to 

someone who they thought would be of more help to me. 

Of the refusals, 12 persons gave reasons why they decided not to participate. 

Eight refusals were because their organization did not use the type of monitoring 1 w u  

investigating, 2 did not oblige outside researchers. another 7 thought it was not a good 

idea to participate. and 3 \vert simply not interested in participating and gave no reasiin. 

This Irist category is unusual in that organizations were eirher afraid of adverse publicity 

(althoujh they were assurd that the study wris strictly confidential and anonymous) or 

they did not wrint me CO speak to their employees about the type of monitoring in place. 

An additional reason for nonresponse is the nature of the topic. Electronic monitoring 

in the workplace may involve secrecy on the parc of rnany organizations and they ma? 

not have wanted to divulgt. such information. Another variable is the 'red tape' of 

bureriucrricy: 1 had a difficrilt tirne gaining entry pasc certain persons if 1 did gain entry at 

all. 

Several authors (Smith. 1983: 389, Stinchcombe et al. 1981:359. and Daniel. 1975: 

295) indicted that there arc viiiious different reasons why people mriy refuse to 

participate. Therefore. refiisals could be related CO: 

I ) mistrust & fear 
7) apathy toward social and political issues 
3) negative psychological feelings (unhrippiness, dissatisfaction high anornie) 
4) deviant behaviour 



5) attitudes towards science 
6) attitudes towards academia 
7) being too busy 
8) uncooperütiveness 
9) place of work 
IO)  conservatism 
I I ) socio-economic sttitus 
12) standard dernographics 
13) previous secondary education (level). 

Stinchcombe et al. ( 1981:359) note that there are several factors that contribute to 

high nonresponse rates. Thc tirst factor is the availability of people to be interviewed. [n 

my case, this would include the availability of managers and ernployees willin~ to 

provide information on whcther the monitoring occurs or not. 

Stinchcombe et al. ( 198 1:360) noted in their research that there were very few 

factors that were dissimilar in terms of the conditions affecting rivailability. This lerids 

me ro also note the similarities in factors between rny two small sample groups that may 

have had an efkct on nonrcsponse rates. The tirst similarity that is prominent is rhe large 

and cornplex nriture of the two organizations that 1 approached. This factor made it 

difficult to find the right person with whom to discuss my research and 1 was olien 

relèrred from one person to rinocher. In addition, both organizations were very customer 

orientated and placed their ciistomer's needs first which could also be a factor 

contributing to non-availability: perhaps many of the personnel 1 needed to speak with 

were too busy with customers. By participating in a project which would gain the 

organization minimal profit, and would Iikely result in losses (lost tirne, and hence 

money), it was in their best interest not to participate in my research. 

The second factor noted by Stinchcombe et al. ( 198 l:36O) that contributes to high 

nonresponse rate was outright refusal CO be interviewed. This was also experiencrd in rny 



research. In order to seek cxplrinations for interview refusals, Stinchcombe et al. 

( 198 1:360) asked several questions. They inquired as to whether or not a person may or 

rnay not have hrid a certain precxisting disposition not to respond. This situation rnay 

have very well existed in my research. Perhaps it was not the nature of my reseiirch topic 

that resutted in refusal, but the fact that some people choose never to participate in any 

siirveys 3t d l .  Conceivribly. a person rnay have had ri negative experience in the pu t  in 

regards to survey or interviewing and they simply choose not to put him or herself in a 

situation that may turn out to be negative once again. For this reason, he or she simply 

refuses to participate in ciriy survey or interview process. 

A third factor to explain nonresponse noted by Stinchconibe et al. ( 198 1: 366). is 

what they cal1 a 'commonsense theory'. They argue that people who use research 

reports or who think that tlw research is useful are the people who will most likely supply 

the information needed to help researchers complete their survey or interview. 1 agree 

with the authors in this case. I found that those participants who were inclined to 

investigate this topic (electronic monitoring in the workplace) and its'effect on 

themselves and employeei, were more willing to participate. For example, I would often 

cal1 an organization and bcgin rliscussing my research with an individual and thrit 

individuai would become rerilly interested in the ideris behind the research. Me or she 

inquired where 1 obtained the idea to explore supervisory technology, how my reserirch 

tvas evolving, and how I felt about my research. In addition. 1 also conducted interviews 

where the person was genuiiiely interested in helping me by participating and leamin2 

more about the processes hehind the supervisory techniques; thrit is. they were not simply 

pürticipating because they Celt they had to or their boss told them to, but they really 



wanted to assist me in attaining important infomation. For instance, 1 conducted one 

interview at a financial institution where the respondent was very heIpfu1. This 

respondent listened to the questions, thought carefully about her answers and aftenvards 

was very inquisitive. The rcspondent asked me questions about rny reserirch. rny 

schooling, and the survey interview in general: this individual also asked to see the 

results of my study when 1 wris finished. This made me feel really good: 1 also knew that 

this rcspondent in particulai. hüd a need for the type of information I could provide rind 

found my rescarch usehl to hcr in her daily tuks at her job as well as to her organizrition. 

Stinchcombe et al. (1981:366) note that ihe more information people use. the more ihey 

accept i t  as being valuable. and hence more likely thrit they arc willing to participate. 

A final factor that mriy contribute to high nonresponse rates discussed by 

Stinchcombe et al. (198 1:370) w u  the h c t  that many large organizations may often be 

the target of several differcnt types of research sirnply because they rire so broad and 

encornpassing. Thus. they are inundated by too many researchers requesting riccess in a 

short period of tirne, which mity Ierid thern to sirnpIy refuse to participate because it  coiild 

be too distracting or too disruptive. 

Related to survey rtsearch are worries of contidentiality ris a factor in 

nonrcsponse. In my research. sorne participants were worried about confidentiality and 

anonyrnity although 1 had re;issured [hem several tirnes chat they were protected. If they 

were worried about these two factors they may not have wanted to participate or even 

rnay have refused to answer certain questions. From my own experience, 1 found that 

those who were open and free with Ietting me know the detaiIs of their monitoring did not 

care how they answered my questions; they were very laissez faire. Yet, there were also 



some participants who were concerned about the confidentiality and anonymity and they 

sometimes rehised to answer certain questions or seemed at times to be guarded when 

considering how they were seing to answer a question. 1 conclude these two opposing 

reactions (open and laissez- faire vs. concemed and guarded) rest on the fact that my 

research is investigating it sensitive and controversial topic. 

I have corne to the summation that nothing works in estimating nonresponse bias. 

It is difficult ro ascenain wtiich variable may or rnay have not had any influence on the 

respondents and nonrespondents for two reasons. First, 1 did not makc enough attempts 

to collect data to be able to make that kind of conclusion 1 wanred. Second, I did not risk 

questions in anticipation of not having enough respondents. For example, location- urbun 

vs. rural, why they did not want to respond, etc. In sum. my ünalysis of nonresponse on 

the research rittcmpting to c.uplore electronic monitoring within the workplace suggests 

that there is no simple, gnerril. accurate way of merisuring nonresponse bias as in the 

case of my own research. 

Solutions 

In terrns of soIutions to the problem of nonresponse, sevenl suggestions have 

been put forth by several authors (DeMaio, 1980; Stinchcombe et al., 198 1: and Benson. 

Booman and Clark. 195 1 ). What follows are the solutions suggested by these various 

authors that i, upon hindsight, wish I had reviewed before entering the tleld. 

DeMüio ( 1980225) points out some excellent techniques that were undertaken in 

a study trying to gain information from participants that my study could have benclfited 

from. The interviewers in rhr study described by DeMaio were instructed to complete a 



t o m  after each refusal thot revealed information about the person who refused, the 

household composition, the interviewer's atternpts to contact the household, as well ris 

circumstances of the refusal. Al1 of these factors would have been useful to me if I could 

have recorded more information, which would have left out much of the guesswork 

involved. 1 have retrieved some information with regards to my own refusais. however. i t  

is not as cornplete as in the DeMaio study. It would have been rational to ask for more 

information from individuals who refused. 

Another procedurc I tried but did not have great success with wüs in calling biick, 

with ri difkrent perspective about my research, many of those organizations that retirsed 

the first time. I would either try speaking to a different person, that is, to take another 

route into the orpnization. or 1 would not mention words such as electronic monitoring 

and surveillance in case t h t x  words and their meanings were Iiaving rin intluence on the 

nuniber of positive responses 1 was obtaining. However, I usually encountered the same 

response: a refusal. In my phone cal1 log, there are a few instances of this approach ris 

documented in Appendix A. 

Miiny of the rinicles I exmined discussed various ways i n  which nonresponse 

rritcs can be assessed. This is typically xcomplished by asking more questions about 

why the respondent does not want to participate. Researchers ülso obtain as much 

dernographic characteristics as possible so that in later ~inalysis they can determine if any 

of these charücteristics rnay lead to high nonresponse rates. Sirnilarly, Stinchcombe et al. 

( 198 1: 36 1 ) provide severril excellent points that I should have probed further when a 

refusal occurred. However, since I did not anticipate a nonresponse problem. i did not 

think aheüd to ask any further questions or to be more forceful with respondents on the 



phone. Other researchers ( DeMaio. 1980; Daniel, 1975; Smith, 1983: and Smith, 1997) 

asked questions regarding srx. age, geographic location, income, level of education. 

Aithough 1 also asked these questions in my survey, did nat ask these questions to 

people who refused to participate. 

Benson. Booman L! Clark (1951: 1 18) explain that with painstaking training and 

careful selection of interviewers for research, it  was possible to achieve a 99.6 percent 

success rate for fixed address stimple interviews. They suggest that appearance and 

manner of interviewers seemed to be a major factor in reducing refusals since the 

majority of the refusals occurred before any questions were asked. In  relating to rhis. 

perhaps my manners on thc phone needed some revisions. and perhaps. 1 should have 

undergone some training or. read some more survey texts before going out into the IieId. 

Perhrips 1 just needed more work on my phone conduct. Perhaps had the respondents met 

me face to face i t  would have been harder for them to refuse. 

Another shortcornin2 that i may have exhibited is thlit of frustration and 1 wouId 

agrei: thiit 1 was also succu~iibing to time constraints. That is - rifter severrtl months of 

relentless phone calls and trying to make arrangements for meetings and interviews. I 

eventually gave up: there was not much motivation left in  me. This may have stemmed 

from the fact that 1 was only gaining entry into banks and the answers were virtually al1 

the same, that is. 1 was not getting too much differentiation in answers from respondents. 

Furthermore. Benson et al.. i 1951: 118). concur that the effort that a researcher puts forth 

is dependent on the particulx type of questions asked and the accunicy desired. They 

suggest that it would be wise CO keep being persistent and to make a concentrated effort to 

complete enough refusal interviews to establish variables to investigate whether it wtis 



questionable that different answers would be obtained from refusals as cornpareci with 

non-refusais. 1 agree, with Benson's observations. 

One final suggestion for combating nonresponse was suggested to me by an 

experienced methodologist. He suggested instead of trying to gain entry into each 

separüte institution, a researcher rnay have better luck gaining entry into an urnbrella 

agency who can refer thrit researcher to the separate institutions. For example if there 

w u  an agency who worketl with both financial institutions and insurance cornpanies. I 

would have hrid ri better chance of gaining entry there, gaining support for my reserircli 

and then be sent on to erich bank or insurance Company with recornmendations from the 

urnbrella agency. 

In sum. the problems of nonresponse and rheir consequences to reseilrch in 

sociological siirveys. such as my own. have been pointed out. Solutions and outcomes 

have been discussed and sugl~,estions made for dealing with the problems of nonresponse. 

Nevertheless, my expcrience in carrying out this research poinred to severril areas 

where there was roorn for improvements and 1 have indicated how those improvements 

could be brought about. Some suggestions were better use of words and language. 

having more time. making contacts first, using a different urban setting. and havins more 

field experience before atttlitipting sensitive research. 

As well the research dso pointed out that overill, nonresponse is ri prevailing 

problem when conducting research with organizations as well as individuals. 

Researchers must simply take each obstacle as it comes and attempt to tùrther explore the 

rerisons behind nonresponse or perhaps increase the sample size. 



t know that I made some errors in the field, as nearly every novice does in any 

endeavor. Nonetheless, 1 hiive decided that the experience was a good one for me and for 

those with whom 1 spoke, thüt the resutting d m  are credibIe and that the results have 

merining for saciology and sociologists. The findings from this study are now presented 

in the following chapter. 



CHAPTER 6: RESULTS 

The research inquiry is based on the following ideas and questions to find out if 

electronic monitoring is acting as a tool for social control in the workplace today. 

A statement of my research problem a second time would include the following: 

Management is asserting social control onto workers through means of electronic 

monitoring and or surveillance - that is, monitoring and supervision of populations for 

specific purposes. In this instance electronic monitoring can be defined as any type of 

workplace surveillance. including by camera, over the phone line. and through the 

computer. Social control in this instance will mean taking the information sathered from 

monitoring pnictices and using it in some way to change the behavior and actions of 

employees to more closely fi t  with managerial goals. 

To review. my major research questions and subsequent statements are: 

1 ) Do the employees know that they are being eiectronically monitored or that they are 
under surveillance:' 

la) Those employees who agree that monitoring, as a merisuring tool. is valid and 
acceptable will have positive attitudes towards monitoring. 

2) How invasive are the forms of supervisory technology? 
2a) Electronic monitoring encourages Weber's bureaucratizütion and 

rritionality: efficiency. calculability, and objectiveness. 

3) Do miinasers use monitoring technology as a form of social control? 
3 4  Comprinies use electronic monitoring to increase production. 

4) What is social control'! 
4a) The more pewasive the supervisory technology, the more control management will 

have over the employees. 

5 )  How is social control achieved through technological supervision'? 
sri) Electronic monitoring encourages obedience on the part of employees. 
Sb) Electronic monitoring uses uncenainty as a means of control. 
Sc) Electronic monitoring provides a means to direct attention to important 

aspects of organizational performance. 



Do managers feel they cannot trust their employees? 
Workplace surveillance by computer is more often a by-product of computerization 

for other purposes than it is the original purpose of management planning, 
Electronic monitoring in the workplace is often put in place to deter any 

funher loss to the company, after an initial loss has been suffered. 
6c) Electronic monitoring rcduces the possibilities for coven and insincere 

actions by employees. 

7) Are manasers crossing the privacy border'? 
7a) Electronic monitoring is panoptic and makes workers transparent under 

the watchful eyes oT management. 

What follows are some trends found in my research from the survey and 

interviews 1 conducted with twelve different employees of financial institutions and one 

employee of an insurance company. Since there w u  only one person interviewed tiom 

an insurlince company, 1 cannot make any compririsons between the two institutions. 

1 intcrpret here, somt. major similarities and differences between whrit mrinasers 

and employees of the various institutions said in regards to electronic monitoring in the 

workplace. The majority of the questions asked of the respondents required ri yes. no. 

iigree, or disagree answer: there were some open rnded questions ;is well tis scale 

questions which 1 have indicated accordingly below. In addition, 1 present the results in 

two categories: managers. who use the technology to supervise and employees who art: 

bcing monitored. Additionally. the majority of questions asked concerned electronic 

monitoring oiily since many of the firms exclusively used surveillance devices rit the 

entrrinces or instant teller inrichines in the lobby of their organization. not on employees 

themselves. Hence, there is no data on surveillance systems within the organizations thrit 

participated in my research. 

To besin the analysis 1 cxamined the questionnaire and chose those questions 

which 1 considered to offer the most insight to my research questions as well as highlight 



the main topic - does electronic monitoring indeed get used as a tool for social control in 

the workplace'? After 1 selccted the questions 1 thought to be most relevant for each 

questionnaire (manager and employee), 1 then produced two chans in accordance that 

outlined the answers to the chosen questions to make it easier to analyze the data at hand. 

i then had to separate it evcn further and group those questions together according to 

themes and ideris. The manager chadquestions were broken down into six categories or 

themes. The themes included: 

Managers' feelings regarding electronic monitoring, 
Ficts regarding electronic monitoring, 
Manager perspectives regrirding electronic monitoring. 
Elsctronic nionitoring illustrited 
Why and how institutions are using electronic monitoring, 
Contro 1 regarding electronic monitoring. 

The en~ployee chart/questions were broken down into three themes or catesories. 

The themes here included: 

Employees' feelings regrding electronic monitoring, 
Ficts regarding electronic monitoring, 
Control regarding electronic monitoring. 

Whai follows are the responses to those questions asked of managers and employees. 

Results of Manager Interviews 

The following analysis comes frorn managers at two tlnancial institutions and one 

insurance Company. From Bank AA there was one participant, a brünch manager, Bank 

BB had two participants, an assistant manager of Personal Financial services (Bank BA) 

and a custorner service officer/tiontline manager (Bank BB), and only one participant 

from Insurance Company AA who was a manager. It should be noted chat although none 



of my participants had any authority to make decisions on whether or not the monitoring 

can be implemented within their institutions however, once implemented, they did have 

some authority regarding the use of the monitoring and the outcome of the monitoring 

systems. There are n total of 34 questions included in this analysis. 

Mcrncrger~-' FrdNtgs Reganlirlg Elecrrotiic Monirorittg 

This tïrst theme examines how managers kel in generd about electronic 

monitoring in the workplasc. This category included questions I l ,  15, 17 and 19. 

Between the 3 institutions that 1 conducted interviews with managers there was a r q e  in 

years from 2.5- S years in trrms of how long each firm htid used electronic monitoring 

(question I 1 ). 

In terms of how mimgers in general k l t  about electronic monitoring, there were 

no negative answers, which coincides with the findings of the Ontario Ministry of 

Lribour. When the Ontario Ministry of Labour ( 1979:iii) investigated electronic 

monitoring in the workplxt. they found that, "The response of rmployees to electronic 

monitoring has vriried greritly. depending on the circumstrinces. The most prevalent 

reaction in Ontario tippears to be passive acceptance". This "passive acceptance" was 

dso illustrrited by my own results. 

When risked if any of the managers found the type of eiectronic monitoring thrit 

occurs within their workplaces a drastic departure from conventional work routines 

(question 15) they al1 answered "no". In addition, al1 of the respondents nlso agreed that 

the electronic monitoring expresses itself as more of a progressive extension of more 

familiar business practices (question 17). Finatly, only one out of the four felt neutral 



depending on the form of clectronic monitoring, 

opposed to electronic monitoring (question 19). 

the rest of the respondents were not at al1 

Fcicts Rrgcircling Electronic iI/Ic)nitoring 

The next category i identified when examining respondents' answers were the 

facts or characteristics about electronic monitoring that occurred within their 

organizations. This category reflected iinswers to five questions: 32.36.86.88, and 90. 

The first two questions were concerning the use of electronic monitoring and its 

evolution within the compiiny. All participants answered negatively when risked if the 

technology was there for a tcchnical reason and then used later for supervision when 

management saw its capabilities for this (question 32). However. al1 respondents in my 

study indicated that there hris been a steridy advancernent in terms of utilizing the 

technology (question 36) .  Additionally, the Ontario Ministry of Labour ( 1979: 6 )  hund 

that "Electronic monitoring may be used for more than one reason. Even when the 

priniary purpose ofelectronic equipment in a work area is security. as an example, 

ernployees arc never certain thnt the equipment is not also monitoring their productivity". 

Similarly, in my reseiirch as an extension to quesrion 36. one participant usrd the 

monitoring more and more for coaching their sales team, and another participant 

explained how technologictil monitoring made her job easier the more technology 

evolves because now she does not have to stop at the end of a day or session and 

manually enter sales since the compter monitoring system records al1 of the sales as they 

occur for employees. Respondent BB, the Customer Service Officer/Frontline Manager 

dso responded positively to this question. She felt that the electronic monitoring system 

is allowing management to access more information regarding their employee's sales and 



hence management becomes more knowledgeable and more efficient from the 

information gathered. The three respondent's answers outlined above are very similar in 

that they are al1 pointing to the fact that as more and more information can be obtained 

from and about their employces' sales and other productivity, the more and more 

efficient managers become. 

The information pathcred on employee's activities could also help managers 

detect 'Irizy' or 'untruthful' employees, employees who are deviants. These results 

would suggest that the more pervasive the supervisory technology, the more control 

management will have ovtr the employees. The more pervasive the technology, the more 

knowlcdgeable managers arc about the organizations activities and the more control they 

have to rnake decisions, regarding employees and the work employees do, to facilitate 

managerial and organizational goals better. 

These results illustrate that electronic monitoring is panoptic and makes workers 

transparent under the watchhil eyes of management. In accordance. Foucautt (1972: 5 1 -  

52)  notes that 

We should not bt. content to say that power has a need for such-and-such ri 

discovery, such-and-such a form of knowledge, but we should ask that the 
exercise of power itself creates and causes to emerge new objects of knowledge 
and accumulates new bodies of information. The exercise of power perpetually 
creates knowledge and, conversely, knowledge constantly induces effects of 
power. Modern humanism is therefore mistaken in drawing this line between 
knowledge and power. Knowledge and power are intepted with one another. 
and there is no point in dreaming of a time when knowledge will cease to depend 
on power. 

Power and knowledge is given to management in the form of technology. Power and 

knowledge are mutual as suggested by Foucault. Each reciprocates with the other; the 

more knowledge managers gain about their employees, the more power they have over 



the employees to control the working environment: the more power they have through 

technology, the more knowlcldge they gain. 

When asked if the institutions were using the techniques of electronic monitoring 

as a result of a past deviance or crime within the company (question 88). al1 four 

respondents answered "no". Therefore, there is no indication of a relationship between 

workphce deviance and crime with electranic monitoring. These results would suggest 

that the case of electronic monitoring in the workplüce is ot'ten put in place to deter riny 

further loss to the company, aftcr an initial loss had been suffered. did not occur in my 

sample. However, two out of the four, Bank AA and Insurance AA answered positively 

when risked i f  they were using the system to prevent deviant behaviour (question 56). 

which was unanticipated. The previous question indicated that Bank BB was using 

electronic monitoring to kwp a doser watch on their employees, therefore suggesting 

that Bank BB would be thii iclcril candidate for using electronic monitoring to prevent 

deviance, not Bank AA or insurance AA. These results illustrate that electronic 

monitoring reduces the possibilities for covert and insincere actions by employees. 

The Irist question in  this category. facts regarding electronic monitoring (question 

90) asked respondents to explain in the form of an open-ended question, the reasons for 

their company's interest and use of electronic monitoring. Three respondents suggested 

that electronic monitoring wris simply the easiest way to keep track or supervise 

employees because of the sheer size of each organization. In addition, both managers felt 

that it was important to have accurite information for their clients and themselves and 

electronic monitoring provides this type of information. 



The last reason that each respondent had for using the technology was that it was 

a "natural" way to supervise in the finitncial industry. Every business around them is 

using supervisory technology and they kIt they had to "keep up"; perhaps keeping up 

with the Jones' would be most accurate. Overall, respondents did not seem to mind using 

the technolog: they felt i t  necessary to stay competitive with others, to make supervision 

easier as well as to be more efficient within their orgünization in terms of boosting 

productivity or employees' sales. These results could suggest that orpanizations use 

electronic monitoring to increrise production. Increaîing production in the financial 

industry would include hi2ht.r sales, serving more customers, opening new accounts and 

loans, and reducing employce mors. Theret'ore, this exhibits that electronic monitoring 

encourages Weber's bureaiicratization and rationality: efficiency, calculability, and 

objectiveness. Organizations in the financial industry are bureaucnicies, and hold many 

of the characteristics of Weber's ideal bureaucracy: rationality, efficiency, calculabiiity. 

and objectiveness. Electronic monitoring is helping managers attain and sustain these 

goals. 

~Vcrriager Perspecrives R e g m i i ~ l g  Electronic Monitoring 

The third category or therne that was uncovered from the interviews 1 conducted 

was that of how managers think that their employees Ièel in regards to the electronic 

monitoring that occurs. This category encompassed three questions. Question 42 was a 

two part question; the first part tvas a simple yes or no and the second part asked the 

respondent to expound further i l  they answered yes to the above question which riIl 

respondents did. Accordin,oly, al1 of the employees who are subject to electronic 



monitoring in these institutions have knowledge of chis fact. When asked if managers 

thought this affected the way the employees conducted themselves at work, the most 

common answer was yes, in the way of performance. Employees are more aware of their 

performance with customers and with each other. The manager of Bank AA also 

indicated that their employees may even be more performance driven. or strive to 

perform better because of the monitoring. These results would suggest that electronic 

monitoring encourages obedience on the pan of employees. Additionally, electronic 

monitoring is a rational forin of social control. rational in the sense that managers teel 

that they are not doing anything they did not do before computers allowed this type of 

supervision. To managers. electronic monitoring is just a different way to supervise 

employees without having ;my drastic effects. However. 1 posit that if employees arc 

alterin2 their behaviour brcmse of the electronic monitoring, they are indeed being 

controlled by the managers. which is represented to them by the monitoring system. 

Alone with the issue of obedience and control. question 47 asks managers 

whether or not they think thiit their employees feel a loss of personal control in regards to 

his or her job because of elrrtronic monitoring. ALI respondents in the bünks answercd 

"no". however. the manager at Insurance AA answered "yes" and gave ris a reason that 

employees feel they are bcing watched and therefore have less personal control in their 

jobs. 

There are two definitions ofcontroi given by Gibbs (1989:49) that correspond 

with my research and finding. The first is control over human behaviour: interna1 

control or self-control. The definition scites that "attempted self-control is overt 

behaviour by a human in the belief chat ( 1 )  the behaviour increüses or decreases the 



probribility of some particular kind of subsequent behaviour by the individual and (2) the 

increase or decrease is desirable". The second definition is what Gibbs (1989:52) calls 

external control over human behaviour: proximate control. The definition States that 

"tittempted proximate control is overt behaviour by a human in the belief that ( 1 )  the 

behaviour clirectly increases or decreases the probability of a change in the behaviour of 

one or more orher humans and (2) the increase or decrease is desirible". In other words, 

ernployees behrive in a manner they think appropriate while possibly being observed at 

work. If employees think that they may be electronically monitored, they will act 

according to how they think their employer would like them to. That could be providing 

the fastest customer service. making few mistakes, typing quickly, and having high sales. 

This is an act of self-control in a way that is desitable to an employer. SimiIarIy. 

managers throiigh electronic monitoring rxert this kind of control over employrrs. By 

being supervised by a humsn or a machine, employees change their behaviour to perhaps 

increrise productivity. Another example of extemal control over human behaviour is 

managers using more intense monitoring in order to get their employees to behrive in ri 

way thrit they desire. For instance. at a bank, management may let ernployees know that 

their sales records may be iiionitored more frequently to boost employee sales. By doing 

this. management is getting another human to alter their behaviour through direct controt 

that is deemed desirable by management. 

The next question in this category, manager perspectives regrirding eIectronic 

monitoring. asked whether or not ernployees are aware of the possibility that they may or 

rnay not be monitored while rit work. AI1 respondents answered "yes" which corresponds 

with their answer to question 42. Al1 managers and employees chat 1 encountered in rny 



research believe that electronic monitoring should be out in the open - that is, persons 

should know whether or not thcre is even a remote chance of [hem being watched or 

accounted for by their manasers. 

In addition, the respondcnts were also asked to rate certain phmses or statements 

for question 103 on a scak from one being strongly disagree, to seven being strongly 

iigree. Tüble 6. ! shows the respondents' answers: 

Table 6.1. Manager Feelings Regarding Utilization of Monitoring Systems 

103. Employers should be forced to tell workers exactIy what systems are being used for 
and what the information is being used for 

S trongly S trongly 
Disagree Agree 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Bank AA Bank BB: 

Bank BA; 
Instirrince Ah 

NB: Bank AA= Branch Manager; Brink BA= Assistant Manager of Persona1 Financiai 
Services; Bank BB= Customer Service OfficerFront Iine Manager; Insurrince AA= 
Miinaser 

Managers indicrited organizations should be forced to tell workers exactly what 

monitoring systems are being used for and what the information that is being collected 

about employees is being used for. 

Electrorric LImiroring Ill~istrcrred 

The fouth category that emerged From the empioyer survey were those questions 

that described the level and frequency of electronic monitoring that occurs within the 

organizations. Questions 49 and 50 ask specifically the Ievel and how olien the 



monitoring is done. A11 four respondents had the same ruiswers for the two questions: a 

combination of all. Employees could be monitored daily, weekly, on an individual basis. 

or ris a group. This makes it very difficult to speculate how invasive this type of 

technology is in these institutions. 

Questions 67, 105. and L L I indicate more specificülly the type of data that are 

colfected by the monitoring systems because there are many variables. The easicst way 

to proceed in regrirds to thcsc questions is to illustrate the results ~IS shown below in 

Tables 6.2.6.3. and 6.4. 

Table 6.2. Manager Utilization of Electronic Monitoring Systerns 

67. For whiit purpose do y w  use the data collected by the electronic monitoring systems? 
(indicrite al1 that apply 1 

Performance evaluation 
Training 
Secunty meclsures 
To sage productivity levels 
To gage service tevels 
To physictill y locate workers 
in the orpnizlition 
For Promotions 
Reward & Recognition 
Other, please specify: 

Bank AA 

i )  

* 
i )  

i )  

J 

J 

reward & 
Recognitior 
Between 
Branches 

Bank BB 
BB BA 

J + 
J * 
J * 
J * 
J d 

d 

Helps 
Ernployees 
Manage 
Their own 
Time/Goals 

Insurance h A  

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

Assistant Manager of Personal Financiri1 
Services: Bank BB= Cusromer Service Officer/Frontline Manager: insurance AA= 
iManager 

Bank AA uses the datri coIIected to do everything but physicdly loccite their 

employees within the organization. Therefore. management does not know where an 



employee is located at al1 cimes, whether the employee is at their desk or away from their 

desk. 

At Bank BB 1 interviewed IWO managers and they each grive me different 

rinswers. The first responricnt was an Assistant Manager of Personril Finrincial Services 

(Bank BA), her answer indicated thar she uses the data to do performance evaluations, 

training, gage productivity levels, gage service Ievels, and help employees manage their 

time and goals better. The second respondent, who w u  a Customer Service 

OfFicerfFrontline Manager i Bank BB), said she uses the data collected to do everything 

hiir physically locate her cinployees. 

The manager at Insuraiice AA indictlted that the data collected on employees are 

used for everything but rewrird. recognition prognms, and promotions with the fim. 

which in one specific respect is different frorn the banks -the insurance Company uses 

the data to physically Iocritc workers. 1 found this interesting, but i t  also made sense in 

that an insurrince compriny is typically much larger than a single branch of a bank and 

lience perhaps this physicril location is necessary. This may also indicate that their 

monitoring is more invasive if they need to know the physical location of their 

employees, a factor that should be considered for further research. 

In addition. question I O 5  risked managers to outline how their organizrition 

observes. measures, or dircçts work to employees. There wcre three categories to choose 

from: usually done by a coriiputer, usually done by supervisor, or rarely or never done. 

Please refer to Table 6.3 for the results. 



Table 6.3 How Specific Tüsks are Observed Within Organizations 

O5.Some organizations use cornputers to observe, measure, or direct work. Other 
organizations rely on a human supervisor or workers to carry out these tasks. For 
each item below, plelise circle the answer which best describes how it is handIed in  
your organization. 

+ Counting keystrokes 

+ Counting completed 
transactions 

+ Recording how long 
terminal is idle 

Usually 
Done by 
Computer 

Bank AA; 

Bank AA; 
Bank BB* 
Insurance AA 

Bank BB*; 

Usually Rarety or 
Done by never 
Supervisor Done 

Bank BB* 
Insurance AA 

Bank AA 

+ Counting how long it 
takes to complete a 
transaction 

Bank AA; 
Bank BA; 
Bank BB 
lnsurance AA. 

> Directing work to a 
work station 

Bank BA Bank AA; 
Bank BB; 
Insurance AA 

NB: Bank BB* indicates both respondents. Bank AA= Bnnch Manager: Bank BA= 
Assistant Manager of Personal Financial Services; Bank BB= Custorner Service 
Officer/Frontline Manager: Insurance AA= Manager 



Bank AA indicated that counting keystrokes, counting cornpleted transactions, 

and how long it takes to complete a transaction, are usually done by a cornputer. The 

only work done by a supervisor is directing work to a work station. Hence, client 

interaction/transactions art: counted by the computer, which rnay be very accurate in 

terms of nurnbers, or in terms of production. however, this method of supervision does 

not take into account individual employee necds or characteristics. Perhaps an employer 

at this bank wtis working with ;i sprained hand or finger and took a little longer to finish a 

transaction, but the compurer does not take this into consideration. 1 can only hope that 

the manager doss when basing an employees' position for a promotion on this data. 

There needs to be a human slrment involved in supervision as well, unless we are d l  

supposed to beliave and perform with the Iikeness of robots, never making any mistakes. 

and performing at peek efficiency. 

For Bank BB, both respondent's answers were the same except in terms of 

directing work to ri station. the Assistant Manager of Personal Finrincial Services (Bank 

BA) said that this tnsk was usually done by a human supervisor, while the Customer 

Service Officer/Frontline Manager (Bank BB), said this was rarely or never done. Bath 

respondents answered that counting complete transactions, recording how long terminal 

is idle, and counting how long it takes to cornplete a transaction is usually done by a 

cornputer. In surnmary, al1 three institutions indicated a strong trend towards more and 

more supervisory tasks being cornpleted by a computer than by ri human supervisor. 

Question I I  I asked respondents to indicate further on what exactly the etectronic 

monitoring system gathered. Table 6A iIIustmtes the respondents' answers. 
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Table 6.4. What Information Monitoring Systems Gather 
- - 

1 1 1 .What exactly does your electronic monitoring system gather? (indicate al1 that apply) 

Statistics on keystiokes 
Error rütes 
Transaction counts 
Logging on & off 
Time spent away from ivorkstation 
Files & documents on cornputer 
Phone log (location of incoming 
9r outgoing calls. Iengrh i 
S peed 
Efficiency 
Products Sold 
Length of Customer 1ntt.rriction 
Percent of Cross-Sellins 
Other. please indicate 

Bank M 

Recomrnended 
By empioyees 
To customers 

Bank BB Insurance AA 

Client 
Contacts; 
Referrals. 
opponunitj 
spotting 

NB:  Bank AA= Brmch Manager: Bank BA= Assistant Managr of Personal Financial 
Services; Bank BB= Customer Service OfficedFrontline Manager; Insurance AA= 
Manager 

Bank A X  indicated that its system gathered information on the folIowing: 

transaction counts, phone Io2 (Iocation of incorning and outgoing caIIs). speed. 

efficiency. products sold. ltingth of customer interaction. percent of cross sales. and 

finally, any additional services that employees recommended to customers. 

When asked to describe specific tasks that their monitoring system gathered data 

Bank BI3 respondent's answers differed slightly again. The Assistant Manager of 

Personal FinanciaI Services (Brink BA) indicated that the system gathered data on 



transaction counts, loggins on and off times, files and documents on an employee's 

computer, products sold, length of customer interaction, percent of cross-selling, and 

client contacts. The diftërences in the answers of Bank BA and Bank BB were that the 

Customer Service OfficedFroncline Manager (Bank BB) collected stüristics on 

keystrokes, time spent away from workstation, referrds, and opponunity spotting. 

Insurrince AA collrcted transaction counts. Iogging on and off times, phone log, 

speed. and length of custonier interaction for each empioyee under the monitoring 

systern. 

tn sum. the results for this question, which indicated exactty what information is 

bein; cotIected. show that Bank BB does the moît monitoring of the rictivities listed. 

Bank AA records information that is client baed or service büsed such as how many 

sales are conducted in a day. cir how müny clients this institution is serving. This 

indicrites to me that Bank Ar\ is interested in  how an emptoyee performs rit work with 

reference to clients and sales. However. Bank BE and lnsurance AA collect data more 

on the actual rictivities of the individual, noc necessririly related to sales and or clients. for 

example. how long a terminal is idIe (from question 1051, tirne spent away frorn the 

workstation, and Iogging on and off times. This indicates that these two institutions are 

nionitoring what an employee is doing, not how well they are performing while at work. 

Question I 14 askcd whether or not managers reIied on the data on- to lissess 

employees' productivity and efficiency; both managers at Bank AA and Bank BB 

answered "no". Thac lerids me to believe that they also assess empioyee activity through 

other human means, which is considered traditional supervision. Thus, in Question I 11. 

Bank BB apperirs to monitor more than its employees' activities (sales and service) by 



monitoring the employee : thcy also use other supervisory techniques to monitor different 

fxets of employee activities and performance within their job. This seems like a fair way 

to evaIuate employees, to obtain a full picture of employee performance. While on the 

contrary, insurance AA indicated to me that they rely on the data generated by electronic 

monitoring uni\: to access cmployees' productivity and efficiency. In addition, Bank AA. 

Insurance AA and the Customer Service Officer/Frontline Manager (Bank BB) choose to 

use merit pay in connection with the monitoring techniques, which was question i 15, 

while the Assistant Manager of Personal Financial Services (Bank BA) does not use 

merit pay in connection to the monitoring techniques used. Therefore. regardless of 

whrther each organization is monitoring the actual employee or their pcrformtince on the 

job, merit pay is used, like a bribe, in conjunction with monitoring. 

\VI- trncl How I~isririirions mc. Usirzg Elecrronic Monitoring 

The second 1 s t  critegory is why and how institutions are using electronic 

monitoring. The first question in this category, question 53, was an open-ended question. 

which asked respondents to explain why they choose electronic monitoring as a form of 

management or supervision. Bank AA stated "simplicity" was the main reason for 

employing electronic monitoring. Bank BB for both respondents, as well as Insurrince 

AA had similar answers, the most common word used was "accurate or accuracy". 

Additionally. respondents indicated that electronic monitoring is what tilt the other 

competitors and businesscs in their respective industries are using. FinalIy. it wris casier 

to keep track ofemployees and clients with electronic monitoring. 



None of the respondents uses electronic monitoring supervision on its own; they 

also integrate traditional supervision; they al1 answered negatively to question 54. 

However, they al1 thought that by electronicaIIy monitoring employee's performance it  

makes their employees strive co perforrn more efficicntly (question 63). Although 

managers do not use electronic monitoring as a sole way to evaluate employees, they do 

think i t  makes employees work harder knowing that there is a 'silent supervisor'. 

1 went on to ask manilgers ta rate on a scale from one to seven how often direcr 

supervision occurs, whrre a hurnan supervisor actudly watches or listens to ernployees, 

(question 106). Number oiic on the scale is "none" and seven on the scrile is "almost 

constant". Bank AA rated their direct supervision üt five, Bank BA seven and Bank BB 

five. and Insurance AA, five. In terms of how rnuch indirect supervision employees 

receive, where a supervisor looks at the results ofernployees' work. (question 107) Bank 

AA rated themselves at a six. Brink BB a seven for both managers, and tînally Insurlince 

AA a six. According to thest. numbcrs the managers do a large rimount of supervision 

both ways, by Iiumans and by cornputer. with camputer being slightly higher. 

In rems of which type of supervision erich manager prefers. there was a large 

range. 1 nrrrin:ed the variables on a scltle that ranged from one, being prefer to do most. 

and seven prefer this method lelist. I risked each respondent three questions: human 

supervision alone. electronic monitoring alone, ünd a combination of human and 

electronic supervision mixetl. The results rire as follows: 
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Table 6.5. Type of Supervision Managers Prefer 

1. Which type of supervision do you prefer? (please circle the rippropriate number or 
a scale ringing frarn I bcing prefer most to 7 prefer leut) 

Human Supervision 
Prefer Most Prefer Least 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Insur AA Bank AA Bank BA Bank BB 

Elcctronic Monitoring 
Piefer Most 
1 2 3 4 
Bank AA insur AA 

Prefer Lerist 
6 7 

Brink BA: 
Brink Bi3 

Cornbination of Human Supervision and Electronic Monitoring 
Prefer Most Prefer Least 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Bank BA: 
Bank XA; 
Insur AA: 
Brink BI3 

NB: Bank Ah= Branch Manager: Bank BA= Assiscünr Manager of Personal Financial 
Services; Bank BB= Customer Service Officer/Frontline Manager: insurance AA= 
Manager 

The answers to question 8 1 ;ibove, sums up the results accurritely; al1 respondents said 

they prefer ri combination of human supervision dong with electronic monitoring. The 

main reason for this was thut while electronic monitoring gives accurate numbers. y011 

may or may not know how an employee interacts with clients and other ernployees. so the 

human element is an important factor as weI1. Therefore, numbers and sales are valued, 

but it seems not rinyrnore so thnn humans rire valued. 

Overall. when asked if managers think that electronic monitoring improvss their 

decision making ( question 92). they al1 agreed. Bank BB and Insurance AA had very 

similar rtnswers in that they both felt that electronic monitoring gives better quantitative 



data, and that electronic monitoring enhiinces their perceptions about ernployee activity. 

Electronic monitoring gives more accurate information than if they were to stand ovcr an 

employee's shoulder ai1 day long. Bank AA's answer came from a ditferent approach. 

This respondent srtw electronic monitorinj üs not only benefiting [hem in terms of 

rilisisting with job evaluations, but also benetiting ernployees. Employees at this 

organization were given opportuniries to review their records genertited by the electronic 

monitoring system. This way. the employees can consider their own pertbmance levels 

and decide wherhzr or not they need to make tidjustments in their rictivities and tuks. 

Einployees conceivribly iinrl i t  casier CO take constmctive criticism in the form o fa  

computer read-out than from rinother hurnrin. 

Coritrol R r g d i t i g  Elrcrroiiic rtlorritoring 

The Iüst category ttirit emerged from the reserirch and the interviews [ conducted 

with the four managers wtirt: issues surrounding, contrat and electronic monitoring. 

Issues included concepts of betrayal, trust, intmsiveness of the technotogy. 

management's rights to implement the technology, abuse of the technology, and limits for 

the use of the technology. There are six questions thrit related to this theme. 7 1.71. 75. 

77, 102, and the first three parts of L 17. AI1 four respondents felt that eIecrronic 

monitoring allows manasement to attend to matters previously ignored within the 

workplace, (question 71) and three out of the four felt that this also gave management 

more control over employers and the workpiace, question 77. The respondent from Bank 

AA felt that it was not managers that gained more control. but employees themselves. 



And the respondent for Insurance AA said that management did not gain more control 

specifically, but instead griined more of an "understanding" of the workplace. 

1 then asked the managers four more questions that hinge on attitudes surrounding 

electronic monitoring. Question 75 asked the respondents if they believe it is 

management's right to introduce whatever practices they think necessary into their 

workplace. 1 asked the respondents to reply on a scale thar had four options: 

Table 6.6. klanagement's Rights Regarding Eledronic klonitoring 

75. Do you believe that it is management's right to introduce whütevcr practices the! 
think necessary into thtir workplace? 

l Agree Sorncwhai Agree Somewhat Disagree Disagee 

Bank AA: hsur Ai! 
Bank BB 

Bank BA 

NB: Bank AA= Branch Manager: Bank BA= Assistant Manager of Personal Financial 
Services; Bank BB= Custcirner Service Officer/Frontline Manager; insurance AA= 
Manager 

Although the results are not based on a representative sample and 1 am not able to 

generdize. 1 can say that for the srnaIl sample 1 questioned, managers felt that it was 

acceptable to hwe riny type of supervisory practice admitted within their respective 

institutions. But how far rire managers and technology willing to go, should managers be 

allowed to know every move of every empIoyee from nine to five? 

Question IO2 asked respondents what limits if any should be placed on the 

perfection of monitoring systems. Three of the respondents said that the rnonitorinz that 

is in  place today is acceptable. monitoring shouId onIy be used for work purposes, and 

managers shouId not be dIowed to pry or spy into the private lives of employees. The 



fourth respondent, in contrat, from Bank AA, had no problem with any practice being 

introduced into his or her workplace. This same respondent also said thüt there should be 

no limits on monitoring because of the ever-changing work environment that we are in. 

Yet when managers were asked if they believed that electronic monitoring has the 

potential to be abused (question 77) al1 four answered "yes". 

The last question, 1 17, chat 1 asked managers in regards to control through 

electronic monitoring was whether they "agreed, "disrigreed", or "didn't know" in  tcrrns 

of how they felt when 1 reiicl them the statements noted below. Therc are onIy three 

respondents for this paniciilar question as the respondent from Bank AA was part of my 

pre-test for the survey and this question was not included in the pre-test: hence do not 

have a response from the person at chat institution. 

The statements were ris follows: 

Table 6.7. Employer's Perspectives Regarding Privacy 

1 1 17. Pleîse tell me if you qree. disagree or don't know with reference to the following 
statements: 

Cornputers rire reducing the level of privacy in Canada roday A Bank BA: Bank BB 
D- 

DK Lnsur AA 
1 don't think the rivertige Canadian worker suffers any serious negative consequences 
because of so called invasion of privacy A Al1 Resaondents 

D- 
DK- 

There is no real privacy because business can Iearn anything they want about you 
A Insur AA 
D Bank BA: Bank BB 
DK- 

NB: Bank BA= Assistant Manager of Personal Financial Services: Bank BB= Customer 
Service Officerffrontline Manager; Insurance AA= Manager 



Overall. it  is evident that there was clearly some uncertainty as to whether or not 

computers are indeed infringing on our privacy as Canadian citizens and workers. This 

might be attributed to Canadians' more laid-back attitude towards issues when compared 

to the United States, or the hct that electronic monitoring in its most empowered forrns 

does not exist in Canada as much as in the United States, which is where the literliture for 

the majority of this research carne frorn. 

In sum. dthough my sarnple wris very srnall and 1 did not obtain ris much 

information as I would have liked frorn the insurance industry, I can see a clear trend 

emerging with regard to electronic monitoring and social control within the workplace. 

While the industries that 1 reported on do not have pervasive forms of monitoring and use 

i t  more rvirll cniployees insicad of on ernployees, there is definitely the technology there 

that managers can, and I li)reser, will use to control employees more so than they have in  

the past. The potential is thcre, but perhaps. just not realized at this time. 

Results of Employee Interviews 

The t'ollowing analyses corne from interviews conducted with employees ai three 

separate Financial institutions. From Bank AA there were three participants. Bank BB 

had five participants and on1 y one participant from Bank CC. There were ri total of 2 1 

questions included in these analyses. As noted previously the questions were divided into 

three distinct themes and are discussed below. 

G n p l o y e  Feelings Regcrrclirtg Eiectronic Monitoring 

This section includes questions 10, 12, 14, 19.30.66 (staternents vii. ix. and .KI. 

and 78 (statements i, iv, and v). When asked if the electronic monitoring that occurs in 



the workpiace is a drastic departure from conventional work routines (question IO), dl 

nine respondents answered negatively. Additiondl y, they al1 agreed thnt the type of 

monitoring done is an cxtcnsioii of more fiimilirir business practices (question II). 

However, when üsked if opposed to eIectronic monitoring overall (question 14) there 

was rt variation in the answers, Five out of the nine were 'hot at al1 opposed" to 

electronic monitoring while the other four answered "neutrd depending on the form" of 

electronic monitoring. 

When tisked if electronic monitoring presented an increiise in the exrent or 

closeness of management supervision (question I9), there w u  a reversa1 t'rom the 

previous answer. Five stated "yes" they felt there was a rise in supervision, while t h ~ e  

said "no" there was not and one respondent ünswered with a "don't know". Out of the 

f ive who answered yes, thcre was a further difference in their ünswers ris to why. Thrre 

felt thtit the supervision is closcr because everything that rhey do is çounted and 

monitored. Fur insrance. al1 thzir sales figures are tracked. The other two respondents 

iinswcred slightly difkrently. One felt that there is more supervision because there is 

now more cotiching being conducted by management. The other respondent feIt thrit 

there is more supervision because management can now "pin down problems" tvithin the 

organization. 

[n contrrist. those who ünswered "no" to this question had slightly different 

rinswers, however, riIl indicated the süme idea that the supervision mriy be clûser but i t  is 

"less personril". For instatice. one respondent said "No the supervision is not closer, it is 

different; managers are noc looking over your shoulder ünymore because al1 they are 

concerned about are the resulis at the end of the day. and then they know how much has 



been done". Another respondent feIt that the supervision is not closer "because it was 

less personal but more convenient for management". This same respondent also added 

that "the supervision is not necessady making work more efficient though". 

The next three questions (30.66, and 78) asked respondents in different ways how 

they felt about being rnonitored at work. The first asked, "Do you think that you have the 

right to know that there is the potential for you to be monitored or that you rnay be under 

surveillance while at work:'" All nine respondents answered "yes". The next question 

was a serics of statements aiid the respondents were asked to base their answers on a 

scale frorn 1 being strongly disiigree to 7 being strongly agree. Their answers are as 

follows: 

Table 6.8. Employee Feelings Regarding Applitability of Monitoring Systerns 
Percent of People who Agree or Disagree with the Following N=9 

56. At the present tirne, thcre are few Iaws dealing with the cornputer systerns which 
= staternents. rnonitor, observe, or rneasure performance. For each of the followin, 

please circle how rnuch you agree or disagree with it. (A scale chat ranges from 1 
being strongly disagree to 7 being strongly agree) 

Strongly StrongI y 
Disagree Agree 
I - i 3 4 5  6 7 

> Workers should be ablc to refuse to be 
electronically rnonitorcd 21% 22% 1 1 %  1 1 %  22% 1 1 %  

> Workers should be able to see and 
correct information giithered 
about thern 

> Ernployers should be forced to tell 
workers exactly what systerns are 
being used & what the information is 
used for 

NB: Percentages do not always sum to 100% due to rounding. 



While there wris some disagreement on whether or not respondents felt that they should 

be able to refuse to be electronically monitored. it was clear that workers should know 

they are being monitored. ln addition, workers should have the opportunity to see and 

correct information about themselves and know what the information is being used for. 

Similarly, when respondents were asked supplementary questions concerning 

monitoring and their privücy they answered in a related way. The following question 

(78) asked the respondents to rank each statement read to them. Was i t  very important. 

sornewhat important, somewhrit unimportant or not important to each respondent. The 

results were ris follows: 

Table 6.9. Employee Opinions Regarding Manitoring at Work and Privacy 
Percent of People who Rate Level of Importance with the 
Following N=<) 

78. The next set of questions hclps me determine your general opinion about privacy. 
Privacy means different things to different people. I am going to read you a 
classificaticm of different aspects of privricy. Pleue tell me how important each 
aspect is to you by selccting the category that best retlects your opinion. 

Very Somewhüt Somewhat Not 
Important important Unimportant [rnporrünt 

> Not being electronically 
monitored at work 

> Not having someone watch or 
listen to you without your 
permission 

'r Controlling what information 
is collected about you 

NB: Percentages do not always sum CO 100% due to roundinz. 



As a whole, respondents tire very concerned about their privacy while at work. It is very 

important to employees to know whether or not they are being monitored and who is in 

control of the information being collected. Not being electronically rnonitored ac work is 

not a large concern which coincides with the previous results when asked whether or not 

they perceived the type of monitoring as a major change from normal business practices. 

F(1cr.s Rrgarditrg El'lectroriic Monitoring 

The first two questions in this section (22 and 24) ask whether or not there w x  a 

guideline in place between nianagement and labour surrounding the issue of monitorin_r 

and whether or not employces had involvement in the process of implementing the 

çlectronic monitoring systcm. The last question in this section (50) asked the respondents 

ro rate on ri scale. indicatin: which type of supervision they preferred: human 

supervision, electronic monitoring, or a combination of human supervision with 

electronic monitoring. The respondents were asked to rate their answers on a scale from 

I meaning prefer most to 7 meaning prefer least. 

The literature indic;ited that when worker's had knowiedge of the monitoring and 

were able to be a part of the implementation of the monitoring system. or the 

development process within their organization of the technology, they rvere much more 

in favor of electronic monitoring and showed little to no resistance to electronic 

monitoring (Deetz. 1998, and Simpson, 1999). Table 6.10 provides answers from each 

respondent in terms of if there was a guideline arranged between management and labour 

(question 22). whether there was involvement in implementing the electronic monitoring 

system, (question 241, and their answers to which form of supervision they prekr. The 



results were arranged in this manner CO see if rny results coincide with the findings in the 

literature. 

Table 6.10. Worker Knowledge, Level of Involvement in Implementation of 
Monitoring sys tek ,  and Preferences of Type of Supervision. 

Guideline 
Between Mgmt 
& Labour 

Bank AA 
Resp I 

Resp 2 

Resp 3 

Bank BB 
Resp 1 

Resp 2 

Resp 3 

Resp 4 

Resp 5 

Bank CC 

Resp I 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Don't 
Know 

Yes 

No 

Y0 

Ycs 

No 

Level of 
Involvement in 
implemencation 

No Involvement 

Don't Know 

No Involvement 

Complete 
Involvement 

Complete 
Involvement 

No involvernent 

No [nvolvement 

Management 
Selective 
[nvoIvement 

Human * 
Supervision 

2 

3 

4 

4 

7 

1 

1 

5 

1 

Elec* Combination* 
Mon. 

-- -- 

NB: * Respondcnt's Response where I =  Prefer Most to 7= Prefer Least. 

My results are incondusive with regards to what was reported in the literature. The 

answers from respondent 3 and 4 from Bank BB and the respondent from Bank CC 

would correspond to the literature, however, the rest of the respondents are either too 



neutral or the answers do not correspond at all. For instance, respondent 3 Crom Bank 

AA indicated that there is rio guideline between labour and management surrounding the 

issue of e!ectronic monitoring. that she had no involvement in setting up the electronic 

monitoring, and yet, she preferred this type of supervision the most, 

Cuiitrol Regordilirig Electro~iic Monitoring 

This tïnal section of questions asked respondents their opinions about technology 

and control. It included questions 33.36, 37, JI. 42.43,44,45,48,64. and 75. The first 

question asked if they felt LI loss of personal control in regards to their job as a result of 

electronic monitoring, (question 33). Al1 nine respondents answered "no" when asked. 

Mriny felt that it did not matter if the electronic monitoring was in place or not in terms of 

control. Somr respondents felt they had niure control over their jobs because they could 

see their results. Additionally, a computer and not a human measured the results of their 

efforts, therefore the employee still felt they were in control. As well, three respondents 

felt that if a person was doing his or her job properly it would not matter what kind of 

supervision there was, and the worker would not minci additional supervision. 

When asked if they kit more distanced from their employer as result of eIectronic 

monitoring (question 36). ri11 answered "no" except one. The one respondent who 

answered "yes" was also the same respondent who klt. in response to question 19. that 

electronic monitoring is less personal. Finally, in terms of supervision, none of the 

respondents fclt that other tmployees try to avoid being monitored (question 37). 

When asked if they perform more efficiently knowing that a supervisor has taken 

a special interest in their work using electronic monitoring (question 41) four empioyees 



responded "yes" and five responded "no". Likewise, al1 nine respondents' felt that the 

mesures taken to monitor their performance are acceptable (question 42). Consequently, 

al1 nine respondents answered "no" when rtsked if they felt more threatened by a 

compter collecting data on their performance than when a human supervisor collects 

data on their performance (question 43). 

When 1 asked respondents specific questions on whether or not electronic 

monitoring gave management more control, or a clerirer picture of what wris occurring 

throughout the organizatioti. the results were remarkably similar in that almost al1 said 

"yes". Only one respondent thought that eIectronic monitoring did not allow 

management to attend to matters previously ignored (question 44). And only four 

respondents thought that management was not gaining more control through having more 

knowledge as a result of eltictronic monitoring (question 431. Five ageed that 

management w u  gaining mure control through electronic moniroring. 

Corresponding with the hct thac management may be gaining more control over 

the orsanization and empluyees through eIectronic monitoring, seven of the nine 

respondents believed that clectronic monitoring hlis the potential to be abused, (question 

48). When asked what limits if any should be placed on the perfection of electronic 

monitoring, (question 64). the answers were varied, however, the patimount response 

was that the monitoring should stay focused on work, not on workers. One respondent 

felt that electronic monitorin: should not progress in the direction of surveillance in that 

al1 actions and communications can be monitored through cameras and phone lines. 

Furthemore. two respondents felt that supervision should noi be al1 technologically 

based. Computer prograrns as well as humans should supervise workers. In contrrist. 



three respondents felt that overrill, rhere should be no limits placed on the perfection of 

supervisory technology. These results suggest that this group of respondents did not have 

any negative experiences with supervisory technoiogy and hence feels that supewisory 

technology should have few, if any, limits on its perfection. This brings us to the issue of 

privricy. that if there are no lirnits or very few, how much of a worker's Iife at work 

remains private? 

1 asked respondents quesiions regarding privacy and their jobs (question 75). 

They were uked to agree. disagree or answer don't know to each staternent 1 grive them. 

The results are as follows: 



Table 6.11. Employee's Perspectives Regarding Monitoring and Privacy 

75. Please tell me if you agree. disagree or don't know with reference to the Following 
statements: 

1 don't think the averiigc Ctinadian worker suffers any serious negative consequences 
because of so-cülled inviision of privacy. A 55% 

D 3 3 8  
DK Il% 

1 don't rnind companies using information about me as long as 1 know about it and 
can stop it. A 89% 

D I l %  
DK - 

i 
['ci rlither work at home than have to go out in thc hustle and bustle of the workplace. 

A II% 
D 89% 
DK - 

1 t h i n k  1 should be notifird in ridvance when information about me is being collrcted. 
A 89% 
D- 
DK Il% 

NB: Percentages do not always sum to 100% due to rounding. 

Frorn the above rinswers it  is clear chat the respondents 1 interviewed do not see electronic 

monitoring ris a threat to thcir privacy at work. They would also still rather go to work 

and accept the fact that they may be monitored while at work than stay at home. Finally. 

the respondents clearly do not mind if information is being gathered about them by 

organizations ris long as they know what it is for and have the ability to stop it. 



CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Opponents to electronic monitoring in the workplace have been primarily 

concerned with the abuses of employees and the consequent effects on employees' 

privacy, performance, and health. In many ways it is business interests that understand 

the issues that are at stake - their ability to control the work process. With the advent of 

networked computers, closc monitoring, done electronically, of employees by their 

managers is now easily implcmentable. To the employer. being able to monitor ensures 

that employees are doing thcir job and doing it well. But at the same t h e ,  such 

monitoring is decried by mnny employees as an invasion of employee privacy. Just how 

much monitoring represents an invasion of privacy? 1s monitoring rerilly beneficial as :i 

means of incrcrising efficiency or quality in ri compriny. ris mriny managers boat? 

Monitoring m;ty be considercd to intrude on workers' privacy rights in a number of ways. 

Doubtlessly, notifying workers that monitoring is taking place is considered required. But 

how may this information be used? The information may be used to track sales, observe 

levels of customer service. or ro trace an employee's whereabouts within the 

organization. Siich informntion may also be used by managers to determine an 

employee's pace of work. ;in ernployee's type of work or an employee's hte within the 

organization. 

Not only should privacy rights be examined. but also how electronic monitoring 

affects the Company ns a whole. While the employer certainly hris the right to make sure 

that employees are doing their work. there is evidence in the licerature that certain kinds 

of monitoring can hurt Company morale and can increase worker stress levels and job 

dissatisfaction. Perhaps when workers feel that they no longer have control over their 



jobs, they do not perform optimally. If performance statistics are posted publicly, how 

would this influence workplace moral? Would it serve as a motivational tool or a 

destroyer of moral? 

Moreover, exactly what kind of monitoring is nost effective'? For instance, it may be 

better to focus upon quality rnther than quancicy. When workers produce widgets or 

answer phone calls, would it  be better for managers to measure productivity based on 

customer satisfaction with the service or the ability of the widgets to meet specificlitions 

instead of the actual number of calls answered or widgets produced'? ivlight it be better to 

use large-scale nieasuremcnts of worker performance instead of monitoring keystroke 

rites of individual employccs? 

The goal of maximum prociuctivity cannot be achieved without considering the human 

impacts of computer monitoring. Cüre rnust be taken to avoid infringement on ernployees' 

rights to privacy and well being, whiIe rnaintaining managers' rights to benefit from the 

labour they have hired, As this topic is funher explored in the future, perhaps a happy 

medium can be found that will take into account the rights and needs of both the worker 

and the employer. 

Computer Performance Monitoring (CPM) is a contentious technology that 

involves us in debates concernino, management rights, empIoyee rights, good 

management practices. technological progress, and the social good. Many researchers 

reject the idea that CPbI is harmful in itself. and they argue that it is bad management and 

poor irnplementation which lead to negative consequences. The challenge for human 

resources management thm is to recognize the dangers of CPM and to manage its 

implementation so as to capture its benefits while rninimizing its human costs. 



The future holds the prospect of yet more sophisticated forms of monitoring. The 

decrease in costs and the increüse in technical refinement will act as an incentive for 

business to introduce and upgrtide its monitoring techniques. Taken in concert with the 

declining rates of unionization. and the consequent effect on the power of orgünized 

labor, the potential barriers to more monitoring appear weak. Marx and Sherizen (1986: 

72) strongly believe that there must be solid and clear guidelines in place with regards to 

monitoring or misuses are bound to occur. 

Thzre is one reason that stands out among the rest to make certain that 

technolo_gicril monitoring rlotx not get out of hand, and that is. that this type of 

monitoring could become much more extensive and may spill over into society at tarse 

(Marx and Sherizen, 1986:70). Marx and Sherizen feel that the more widesprerid this 

type of practice becomes in the workplace, the erisier it will be to introduce ri mandatory 

national ID system. Then. not only we will be socially controlled within the workpltice. 

but within society at large as well. 

Results Discussed - ihlain Research Questions and Statements Addressed 

My research as well ris the literature suggests that there is a need for monitoring 

technology in the workplace today. My goals were to find out why and to find out i f  the 

technology wüs being used ris a tool for social control. 

In concert with my t h  research question, the employees in my research rill had 

some knowledge that their managers were electronically monitoring them. My employee 

respondents answered neptively when asked if electronic monitoring that occurs within 



their workplace was a drastic depanure frorn conventional routines. In addition, they al1 

agreed that the type of monitoring done is an excension of more Iàmiliar business 

practices. This leads me to conclude thrit the monitoring that is done within these three 

organizations has been accepted positively with workers and they have had little or no 

resistance to it. The literature. however, notes that not al! organizütions emphasize to 

their employees that they may be monitored or under surveillance: some organizations 

acturilly hide the cameras, or use monitoring systems on ernployees' computers that 

cannot be detected by employees. 

The rerisons why orgiinizations today use monitoring technology are the same as 

in the past when there werc more managers on the tloor to monitor employees. NIanayers 

need their employees to account for time while rit work. Monitoring helps managers 

gauge the level of production or sales. Employees expect to be monitored while at work. 

iMy own research suggests that ris long ris employees know why they are being monitored 

they do not oppose it. 

Managers expressed to me that they use the technology because other 

organizations in their respective industries do so as welI. More directly. the manager 

from Bank AA saw electronic monitoring as not only benefiting management in tenns of 

assistin; with job evaluritions. but also benefiting employees. Employees at this 

particular institution were given opportunicies to review their records generated by the 

electronic monitoring system. This way, the employees could consider their own 

performance levels and decide wherher or not chey needed to make adjustments in their 

activities and tuks. Employees conceivably find it easier to take constructive criticism in 

the fonn of a computer read-out than frorn another human. These results illustrate that 



those employees, who agree that monitoring, as a measurine tool is valid and acceptable, 

will have positive attitudes towards monitoring, consistent with my la research 

statement. 

While being electronicaIly monitored at work is not a large concern, which 

coincides with the previous results (question 7 3 ,  when asked whether or not respondents 

perceived the type of monitoring as a major change from normal business practices 

respondents indicated no. However, as a whole, respondents are very concerned about 

their privacy, in rems of whether or not they know they are being monitored while at 

work. Respondents indic;itrid that it is very important for them to know whether or not 

they are being monitored ;ind who is in control of the information being collected. As pcr 

la research statement, I crin determine from these answers that overall, my respondents 

did not have major concerns about being monitored at work tis long as thcy knew that the 

monitoring was occurring. wcre able to see the results of the monitoring, and knew how 

the information being collected about them was used. 

Additionally. results l'rom question l5,17, and 19 from the manager questionnaire 

indicate that managers feel that electronic monitoring in the workplace is not a "big 

deal": many find it more of an extension of everyday business practices. Therefore, 1 

speculate that these results rneiin that al1 of the respondents, and I would suggest ail 

workers in generül, know and have come to expect that there will be supervision of some 

sort in  the workplrice whether or not a human is supervising you directly or through a 

computer. 

My second research question asked how invasive the forms of supervisory 

technology were within FintlnciaI institutions. While 1 found within my sarnpIe 



institutions using different fonns of computer monitoring programs and for different 

reasons, it was very hard t'or me to answer this question because employees could be 

monitored daily, weekly, on their own, and as a group within al1 institutions. This makes 

it very difficult to speculate how invasive this type of technology is witliin these 

institutions. 

In terms of whether mrinrigers use the technology to exert social control over their 

employees, my second overall goal of this research, 1 susgest that yes they are. Managers 

;ire using the information pineci from the technology to change the behiiviour of their 

employees. Thcrefore, managers are exerting social control over employees. In support 

of this statement. results from question 36 indicate that the more information a computer 

monitoring system gives managers the more they know about what each employee is 

doing and have more contrd over how they will direct that employee in the future. 

In accordance, all four managers felt that electronic monitoring allows them to 

attend to mritters previously ignored wiihin the workplace, (question 7 1 )  and three out of 

the four respondents felt that this also gives management more control over employees 

and the workplace, (question 72). The respondent for Insurance AA said that 

mtinagement did not gain more control specifically, but instead gained more of an 

"understanding" of the workplxe. If management h a  more of an "understanding" 

regarding the workplace and its undenakings. then it also has more control. if 

management has more knowledge and more of an understanding of whrit occurs within 

the workplace then they ciin make decisions regxding employees and the workplace with 

more confidence, thus giving managers more controI over the workplace. Therefore. 



supporting my research statcment 5c which states that rlectronic monitoring provides a 

means to direct attention ro important aspects of organizational performance. 

My literature revirw illustrated that social control can bc xhieved through u 

panoptic situation which induces uncertainty in employees as to when they are being 

watched. My resenrch shows an additional way management gains social control over 

employees through technology by having more knowledge of the actions within an 

organization. Research question 3 asked i f  monitoring technology was used iis ri t o m  of 

control, and question five risked how social control is achieved through technologicd 

supervision. Yss, technology is used as a fom of social control, and it  is achieved 

through management's 'constrint gaze' and employer actions CO confom to managemen[ 

'niles'. Miijor research question four tisked what is social controt? Social control tvas 

defined in Chapter I üs taking information gathered from monitorinz prtictices and usin$ 

it in some rvay to change the brhiivior and actions ofernployees [O more closely fit with 

tnanrigeriltl goals. Social control in the workplace is  richieved through a two-step 

process. First. an employer p i n s  knowledge of employee activity, and productivity via 

electronic monitoring. Second. the employer makes changes to the work environment 

based on the ncw information. controIIing the work and or workers, 

Furthermore, in my wsearch dl of the employees who are subjrct to electronic 

monitoring in these institutions have knowledge of this fact. When asked if managers 

thought rhis affected the wtiy the employees conducted thernselves rit work, the most 

cornmon answer was yes, in the way of performance. Employees are more aware of thrir 

performance with customers. and with eich ocher. The manager from Bank AA indicated 

that their employees may even be more performance driven, or strive to pertorm better 



because of the monitoring. These results would suggest chat electronic monitoring 

encourages obedience on the part of employees. This statement 5a notes that electronic 

monitoring encourages obedience on the part of employees. Because employees perform 

in a certain way when they know they are being monitored (being obedient). management 

is thus controlling their behaviors. This also answers my fifth main research statement, 

on how social control is achicved through technological supervision; employees behrivc 

in 3 particular rnanner because they feel they are being constüntly watched. Moreover, 

the financial institutions in rny sample did not use electronic monitoring as the orily way 

to evaluate ernployees, but managers did think the monitoring makes employees work 

harder knowing that there is a 'silent supervisor'. Since employees know that they may 

be monitored in several dit'fercnt ways, but they do not know which type of monitoring 

occurs and when, rhey are striving to be on their best behaviour rit al1 times. Thenfore. 

statement 5b that states electronic monitoring uses uncertainty as a means of control. crin 

be supported. 

Additionally. the information gathered on empIoyees' activities could ülso help 

managers to detect 'Irizy' or -iintnithful' ernployees, employees who are deviants. These 

results would suggest that the more pervasive the supervisory iechnology, the more 

control management will have over the employees, in concert with research statement -Li. 

When risked if electronic monitoring presented an increase in the extent or 

closeness of management supervision, my respondents had varying answers. However, 

al1 in all, respondents felt it was closer in some way or another. Overall, 1 think thrit this 

shows an increase in supervision not so much of the individual themselves but of their 

actions, their results rit the end of the day, how many clients were served, how many new 



accounts were opened. and how many sales were made. Additionally, in one way or 

rinorher, al1 respondents a p e d  that supervision is closer but in different ways. 

Supervision is not as visible as in the past; cornputer prograrns now acknowledge a 

worker's productivity instcad of management. 

Although it was very hard for me to detect how invasive the forms of supervisory 

technology were in my saitiple. it would be fair to suggest that the more pervasive the 

technology, the more knowledgeable managers are about the organizations activities and 

the more control they have to make decisions regarding employees and the work 

ernployees do, as well as to facilitate managerial and organizational goals better. These 

results indicate that electronic monitoring is panoptic and makes workers transparent 

under the watchful eyes of inanagernent. Therefore, these results support my major 

research statement number 7a. 

The forms of supervisory technology availriblr: to orspizritions are widesprcad 

and far-reaching. They r aye  frorn simple cornputer progrüms that count statistics on 

keystrokes to iiudio iind vidco devices that leave the employees' actions "naked to 

managers. In rny own research there were no video cameras, however. employees could 

be monitored while on the phone: their sales and other activities while on their compiiter 

could be rnonitored and in sorne cases their physical location within the organizaiicin 

couid be known by managers. in my research, respondents had no objections to iising 

electronic monitoring as a supe~isory technology; they felt it necessary to stay 

cornpetitive with other financial institutions. Additionally. the manrisen' thousht the 

rechnolo_oy made supervision eüsier ris well as aided them in being more efficient within 

their organizstion in terms of boosting productivity or employees' sales. Therefore, 



organizations use electronic monitoring to increüse production. These results support 

research statement 3a. Increasing production in the financial industry would include 

higher sales, serving more customers, opening new accounts and loans, and reducing 

employes errors. Therefort.. by increasing production with electronic monitoring. the 

technology encourages Weber's bureaucratization and rationality: efficiency, 

calculability, and objectiveness supponing my research statement 23. Organizations in 

the Financial indusrry are buretiucracies, and hold müny of the characteristics of Weber's 

ideal bureaucracy: rationality. efficiency, calculability, and objectiveness. Electronic 

monitoring is helping managers attain and sustain these characteristics. 

My litsrature review siiggested that managers clid tior trust their employees and 

that is why they chose electronic monitoring as ri supervisory technique, however, rny 

own research indicated that managers do trust their employees, which answers my main 

research question nurnber 6. 

With reference to question 32 (manager questionnaire), the results do not support 

my major research statement 6a. Question 32 asked was this electronic monitorin~ 

system already in place to nionitor immediate and technical problems and then 

management saw that they coiild use it for other purposes? My resulrs indicate no; 

electronic monitoring is in place because there wüs a demand for this type of tcchnology 

in the workplücc. not because of some other reason stich as security. In conjunction. 

when asked if the institutions were using the techniques of electronic monitoring as a 

result of a past deviance or crime within the Company, (question 88 manager 

questionnaire). al1 four respondents answered ''no". Therefore, there is no indication of ri 



relationship between workpliice deviance and crime with electronic monitoring as my 6b 

statement in my major research questions section indicated. 

Mfhen ernpIoyees w r e  iisked if they perfom more efficiently knowing that ri 

supervisor has taken a speciril interest in their work using electronic monitoring 

(question 4 1) four employees responded "yes", Likewise, al1 nine respondents felt thiit 

the rneasures taken CO moniror cheir performance an acceptable (question 42). 

Consequently. oll nine respcindents answered "no" when asked if they felt more 

threatcned by ri computer collecting data on their performance thun when ri hurnan 

supervisor coltects data on their performance (question 43). A definite trend is evident. 

when electronic monitoring is introduced in its encirety to workers and they tire given 

explanütions about why and how it will be used, workers will be more accammodatin~ of 

the monitoring technology. 

In sum. one of rny objectives was ta discover whether cilectronic monitoring was 

iised as a tool l'or social control. This involved an examination of the information 

güthered from the monitoring systems as we11 ris how managers used the information. The 

results are positive; electronic monitoring does provide a means to direct attention to 

important aspects of organizational performance giving management optimum control. 

Additionally, the more pervrisive the supervisory technology, the more control 

management wi l l have over cmplo yees. The respondents in my study felt that 

management had more knowledge of the organization md hence more control. Finally. 

the results also indicate that power and the will to control rests on the information 

gathered from eleccronic monitoring. If respondents feel that management is gainin= 



more knowledge, then manrisement muse also be gaining more power and control. This 

relates directly back to FoucauIt discussed in Chapter 3. 

Many authors and sociologists as cited in my literature review felt that indeed we 

are crossing the privacy border with electronic monitoring at work, however, many of the 

participants in rny research did not feel the same way. 1 suspect that these two opposing 

views hinge on whether workers feel chreatened in sny way by the monitoring, such as 

feeling self-conscious or by being watched by 'big brothcr'. Al1 the participants in my 

research had positive attitudts with regards to the monitoring done within their 

orgrinizations. yet, they also rhought that there should be limits on how much information 

rin employee cun gather about them as an individual and their activities white rit wock. 

As long as the organization wtis collecting information about worker's skills and 

production, employees did not feel threatened. When the monitoring becomes more 

focused on an individual. for reasons other than sales direction, then employees objrct 

and feel that their pnvacy is being infringed upon. In relation to my main research 

question, (number 7), whidi xsks if managers are crossing the privacy border, these 

respondents' answers would indicate thac we are noc, yet. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

While my study wris successful in regards to artaining ri better understanding of 

supervisory technologies within financial institutions. it was also Iacking in sevenl areas. 

M y  sarnple was very limitrd. 1 did not obtain the amount, nor richness. of information 

that 1 wanted. There were several reasons for this as discussed in Chapter 5, Research 

Limitations. I have obtained an abundance of information from this project about doing 



primary resemh with org;inizritions: and there are several steps thtit i would do 

differently if i have the opportrinity ro do so. 1 outline below severril suggestions that 

should be undertaken by d ie rs  when conducting research. 

First. bciore enteriiig the field. one should reviw al1 iiteratiire concerning survey 

aiid intrrvie\v riicthodolog!. hI;ike certain th;it proper procedures ;ilcl foIIo~er1 ;inJ ~ht;tin 

advicc from otlier rt.serirchcrs who have bsen in the field and Ierirn ti-om their 

t.speriences. Talk to any srxiulogicril mzthodologisr and ask for advice regardin$ the 

proccdures surrounding inrcrvicws and survcys. 

Sccoiicl. bcfore eriici-iiig the field. rcrvitw the literlitiire on non response issues ;inci 

Iiow to g i n  ;icccss or~;ini~;itions and bure~tucrücies. Talk to othcr researchers wlio 

have dont. extensive rtx;irch with orgrinizations rind biircaiicrucies. Ask them if the! h;1d 

difficiilty gaining entry. Dirf thtly have non responst: problettis? And Iiow they deait with 

these obstacles? 

Tliirtl. beforc entering tlie fieIrl. review the lirerature abolit concliicting resr;irch on 

sensiti\.e topich. The iitt.r:iitirc will give yciri idus ;ind rtiethotls to cle;iI with this issue. 

Foiirth. .;pend tinic tict;)rc entering tlir fieId to obtain a scnse of who yoiir .;;irriple 

might include. for examplc. thc types of organizations. bureaiicraçies and contiicts with 

whoni y011 w~iiilcl be willing [o conduct reseiirch. Determine if there is ;i speci tic time 

that would br hest to apprriach an orpnization. For example, do not approxh a bank 

cliiring RRSP season if p«h>ible. unIess your rire interestrd in  stiidying their RRSP se;ison. 

Are tliere characteristics that y u  shouId know about the or_oanizations thrit y011 wish to 

study. before approachins thrm.! For example. do these organizations conduct reserirch 



on their own? Do they haw a preference to who may or mliy no[ enter their orgtinizatioii 

ris ri researcher? 

Fifth, before enteriiig tlie field, mrike contacts within tind oiitsitle of the 

orpizat ion tliiit y011 wish tu stiidy. Wirhin, make contiicts with people y011 know. or il 

friend of a friend. Perhrips yu11 hrivc a hmily member working therc. ii neighbor. or Lin 

iicademic ncqriiiintance. Kiiowing someone within an orgtinization. even if it is not 

ciirectly, crin riiiikr entry niiicli casier. Muke contacts uutside of tlie organizatioii: tlocs 

tlic or_caniz;irioii belons to LI 1;irgt.r organization? Dots a piirticulur person you wrint t a  

speak with bclong to unotlicr oigiiiiization thkit you may have coiitiicts in? 

Rc1;itc.d to  rn~iking con~;i~ts is discovcriii~ i f  the org:iniz;itirin thiit yoii are 

intcrcsted in stiiclying hcli~iigs to Lin iinibrclla ai-pnization. Can yoii gain acctss tliroiigh 

tiir uiiibidla oiy;iiiizatioii u.111) iii [m. Ciiti recommend you to your trirgrr organization:' 

By uhraining tlic respect ;ind triist of the iirnbrella orgrinizatioii. yoii miiy bt. ;ihlt. to p i r i  

access nuch rriorc easily to tlie orpnization thiit yoii want to study. 

Finall y. allow yoiirscl t' sui'ficient cime to coiiduct rcserirch i n  the Tt& when rit ;il1 

possible: be prcpurcd for ~thiicks. delays. and problems. By reviewing the literatiirc. 

talking to othcr rtxiirchers. and mnking possible contacts. y011 shoiild bc able to Iiririrlle 

yoursclf ancl yoiis irsearcli \vtiile in the field qiiite siicccssfiilly. 

.-\dditionally. witliiri riiy own reseiirch. there ;ire maiiy iispects of siipervisory 

tcclinoiog that were not cvcn considered which were beyond the scope of this stlidy ;incl 

hcncc itiay bc bettcr addressecl with further reserirch. The 0nt;irio Ministry of Laboiir 

( 1979: 1 )  has pointed out ihat: 

Elcctronic surveillaricc [and monitoring] is ;i subject of growing conccsn in  
technolo~ical socictiris. The lise of such devicrs offers bcncfits and exacts ciists 



in ways thüt are not yet cleariy understood. The applications of such equipment 
have raised concerns about fundamentai hurnan values. On the one hand there is 
an employer's right to introduce electronic surveillance [moniroring] in the 
workplüce and on the other, the right of privacy and the humon dignity of 
employees in that workplace. At issue is how highly each right is valued and how 
the conflict of interests can be resolved in particuhr circumstrinces. 

It should be noted that this concern was acknowledged in 1979. Have we corne to 

understand. in the year 2000. the costs and benefits of such monitorins technologies? I 

am iirguing that we have not. and therefore, we should atternpt CO. While rny study barely 

cntered the workforce and iwned the effects of electronic monitoring concerning issues 

of social control. it is a research issue that deserves more attention. was able to contrict 

only one insurance Company. and yec the resuIts differed slightly from the resuIts I 

received from banks. Funlier research should be done in this area to see il-' insurlince 

companies are more invasive in  their monitoring techniques ;fi my own research hinteci 

at. It is hoped that this stuciy will stimulace tliriher investigation in this lield. 

Another area that l think needs further investigation is eIectronic monitoring done 

in cm! type o f  workplace sctting. This type of supervisory technology affects dl fxets 

of dmost every work sector. SaIes represenratives. cashiers. administrririve ernployees. 

hctory workers and even tiiick drivers are subject to electronic monitoring. The research 

should determine why the monitoring is bein; done. and whar the information being 

collected by the monitoring is being used for. With eIectronic monitoring becoming an 

active and integrated pan of everyday business management, 1 suggest that there be n 

body of government or workforce established to regdate those who monitor employees. 

Since workers have a right to know about their working environment and conditions of 

work, the use of monitoring and surveiIIance pnctices should be clearly stated. preferribIy 

through jointly created policies between labour and management. 



Additionally, in the future, more concern should be given to electmnic mail and 

the monitoring of it. Monitoring of electronic mail is occumng as we speak and since so 

müny people choose to conimunicate in this way we may. be approric hing some 

uncharted territory delineating what is acceptable monitoring prrtctices and non 

acceptable monitoring prüctices. It is a federril offence to tamper with anyone's personal 

paper sourced mail, but will i t  be the same in the electronic worId? Whnt kind of 

implications does this hüvc in the workplace? 

Max Weber's insights about modern day biireaucracies helped me to see the 

chrirricterisrics that are truc t i f  inany organizations todiiy. especiall y tinancial institutions. 

I used an ideal type to conipare and contrat my scimple of financial institutions to 

understand their characteristics and how these charricteristics f it  with supervisory 

technology. Weber outlintd bureaucracy's goals u predictability, calculribility. and 

efficiency as well as powerfulness, al1 of which can br riided by technology. 

My work on electronic monitoring within the workplace as a rool of social control 

provides an extension of Foucriult's work on social control in society. Foucault's work 

moves to broder theoretical speculations about the organization of knowledge and power 

in the modem world, including the workplace, and the implications of particuIar 

discursive formations tor socid control. Supervisory cechnolagy could be viewed as a 

discursive formation which foms a configuration that _cives management more 

knowledge and more control over the work process and workers overall. 

1 agree with Foucritilt and Giddens, and rny reseruch provides evidence, that 

highly bureaucratized organizacions such as financial institutions and insurance 

companies do indeed have more control over their employees by fdiowing the oudine of 



an ideal typiclil bureaucracy. With the introduction of today's technologies, managers are 

gaining more and more control over the workforce. 

Townley ( 1993: 52 1 ) goes on to suggest that "Knowledge is the operation of 

discipline. It delineates an analytical space and in constituting an arena of knowledge, 

provides the buis for action and intervention-the operation of power". 1 am suggesting 

through my own research tliat rtectronic monitoring ;ive knowledge to managers and 

lience i t  can be seen ris an operation for action and of discipline. 

In conclusion, considerabIe controversy surrounds the use of electronic 

monitoring in the workplace. The systems have triggered vocal opposition from trade 

unions and newspaper articles have Iikened them to "Big Brother" in the workplace. 

retlective of "electronic swcatshop" work environrnents. The systems have been linked 

to increciscd stress, health risks. and job dissatisfaction among monitored employees. 

Overall, opponents to the systems argue that electronic monitoring undermine customer 

service, teamwork and the qtiality of work life. Yet, the use of these systems is 

increasing. Despite the growing adoption of electronic monitoring in the workplace. few 

institutions crin really anticipate their potential effects or effectiveness. From my own 

research the results indicatcd that manasers thought that there should be Iimits on 

monitoring, and al1 four agreed that there is a potential for electronic monitoring to be 

abused within the workplace. This should be a good indicator to us that al1 technolo_oies 

should be adopted and utilized and monitored with caution. 

Electronic monitoring. unlike human monitoring, is nearly complete. Monitoring 

and supervision are no longer encased in a supervisory level performed by staff, but lire 

now implemented by computer programs that direct and keep track of virtually 



everything workers do or hil to do. Therefore, we are potentially producing "electronic 

sweatshops" as suggested by Attewell(l987, 199 1)  and Garson ( 1988). 

Like al1 technologies. we need to explore it before we use it and examine its 

possible ramifications, both positive and negative. Where will supervisory monitoring 

technology take us to next - monitoring in our own homes, by the government? If we 

riccept monitoring in the work setting, then what would it take for us to accept it in our 

homes? How far will we let this technology and its implications go'? 

As was the case in my own research, many of the respondents said that they 

implement the kind of monitoring techniques that they do because everybody else in their 

business iirena does, but dws management actually evaluate the technology and not just 

their workers? Many managers klt. in my sample. that indeed the techniques they used 

were providing evidence that employees were being more efficient. Garson ( 1985) asks 

us to gage not only whethcr employees are being more efficient, but also whether the 

technology we rire implementing is actually efficient itself. Are the supervisory 

rechnoIogies in use today ç;ipable of measuring efficiency? This is a topic unto itself to 

be investigated further, whether or not the technology that we use to monitor employees 

is actually capable of monitoring employee's efficientness. Therefore, we need to 

monitor the monitoring devices, The process chat is used to monitor employees and the 

devices used is what needs to be investigated. Are the monitoring devices and techniques 

questionable? Do the monitoring devices and techniques contribute to a manager's job ris 

a supervisor in  a positive or negritive way'? Do the monitoring devices or techniques 

invade the privacy of ernployees? Do the monitoring devices or techniques makc 



ernployees change their behaviour? [F so, this is a fom of socid controI within the 

workplace as ;i product of supervisory technology. 
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APPENDIX A 

Phone Call Log 

Banks 

Bank 1 
Nov 17 - Left Message on voice mail with Branch Manager introducing 

myself and my researcli and asked him to contact me 
Nov 18 - Talked to manager introduced myself. and my research said that slectronic 

monitoring & or surveill;ince was not really practiced in his organization and 
hence was not interesteci in participating 

Bank 2 
Nov 17 - Left Message on voice mail for Branch Manager introducing 

myself, my research etc. and asked her to contact me 
Nov 18 - Talked to manager and rxplained further the purpose of my research and my 

objectives. She said tlat out she wished not to participate. She was kind of rude 
and hence 1 was taken ïback and left it at that. 1 tried to reassure her this wrts only 
research for my thesis tind was strictly confidential anonymous etc. but she was 
adamanc about not participating. 

Bank CC 
** Pre-test with X (Nov 16) 
Nov 16 - Had pre-test interview with X who previously worked at Bank CC 

for sevcral yeclrs. She Save me a contact name -Y 
Nov 17 - Left message with Y's voice mail - explained who 1 was where 1 got her 

name. whnt 1 was intcrestetl in doing etc. 
Xov 15 - Talkrd to Y she saici 1 would need to talk to Brrinch Manager but 

she wasn't in so she would get her to cal1 me back. 
Nov 23 - Branch Manager callrci me baçk, I explained who I was what 1 was doing etc, 

Asked if 1 could arrange a time to meet with her and explain my topic more fully. 
she asked for a briefing over the phone as she wasn't busy at this exact moment. 1 
explained further what my topic was, what my objectives were etc. She said she 
didn't think they would be of any help to me as they did everything manually. 
tried to pry funher, without giving away my source, because 1 knew they didn't 
do everything manually. and she said that at one time they did a lot by computer 
but had since reverted and chosen to do a lot of it (monitoring) by hand. or 
manually. 1 tried to prylprobe funher, knowing full well from my experience 
with Lisü. that they would indeed be excellent candidates for my research but she 
said she wished not to participate and they would not qualify, 1 asked if I couId 
just meet with her and show her some of my questions and my introductions etc., 
but she refused. 



Bank 3 
Nov 17 - Talked to Branch Manager introduced myself. rny research etc. 

Made an appointment to meet and go hnh& in depth for Nov 22 @ IOam 
Nov 32 - Met with manager, he liked rny research and the ideas behind it. Said he had 

no reason why 1 couldn't p f o &  some interviews within his organization. he had 
a look at the questions etc. He said the best person to talk to would be X the 
Teller Supervisor since I would be conducting interviews with her and her staff. 
She was not in that day so he took rny research objectives down, my goals, a brief 
introduction and a copy of some of my questions thrit 1 would be asking. He said 
he would give this info to X and she would contact me with a definite answer. 

Nov 25 - X called me after supper and felt that the questions did not apply to anyone 
she worked with or to herself because they do not really do any electronic 
monitoring. They have a log of what their employees do e.g. transactions etc, but 
it  is not soniething they look at al1 the time. only periodically I guess for problems 
etc. At rliis point 1 did iior krioiv rIicn rvhur 1 kriurv now artcl Iirrice I tlid riur 
pressure lier ~ i t ~ y  JiwrIt~v- tlor ilid I ~isk  gl ~uii lcl  i~lf i l trt~fe their sdes section 
becairse l'ru srrrr it ivo~rlil lrrrve ocçwred in tlz~lr  irec ci. Hu~vever siricr rhis \vas rlir 
firsr conttrcr 1 I i d  mcrdij 1 ilidtz 't kriotv ee,r~icrly rvliar I ivas askitigjbr m l  I clidri ' r  
wiinr to piisli becoiise, ro Ilr Iiuriest, 1 diought I woirlcl have no problem gerring 
orller hanh rn parricipurc, sr) one Iust in the bqirlniizg didii 'r seetri tliar bi.q a 
clrcrl. 

Bank 4 
Nov 17 - Left Message on voice mail with Branch Manager introducing 

myself and my research ;inci asked her to contact me 
Nov 17 - manager called back ;ind said she would Iike to help with my reserirch give her 

a cal1 1" of December 
Dec 2 - Left Message on voict: mail 
Dec 7 - Left Message on voict: mail 
Dec 13 - Met manager at branch @ 3pm. Meeting went well. she said she was interested 

in helping me out in any way she could; 1 went over my plans regarding my goals, 
outlined my research objectives and my timeline. She said seeing as U of G wris a 
pillar in the community and they considered themselves to be also she didn't 
understand Why they wodd not be able to participate, in fact. she was pretty siire 
based on the fact chat I was a university student, they would be glad to participiite. 
She needed first to contact her supervisors und explriin to them the nature of my 
research and then she would get back to me, 1 left with her an outline of my 
objectives. an introduction to my research and some goals. She said she would 
contact me within ri week or so. 

Jan 4 - Talked with manager she said she still had no answer as they were trying to do 
year end. there was a robbery the week before and they were dealing with al1 that. 
she hoped to have more information soan. 

Jan 10 - Told me she was sony still no answer from supervisors and to cal1 on the 141h 
Jan 17 - Called and was told shc w;ts on holidays for the week, would be back on the 

24"' 
Jan 34 - Manager said no they would not participate in my research because it waç being 



done by an external as opposed to interna1 as well it would really gain them no 
information that they were after, She said if it was for the gov't or something to 
see if they were keeping up to par, for example, it would be sornething that chey 
would consider. 1 said that they may well be interested in using the information 
gathered in regards to this matter and they are welcome to the results of my study 
etc., it would be a comparison of banks so they would have some idea of what 
their cornpetition was doing etc. She still declined and said that banks pet enoueh 
bad press ils it is and they would be worried about security. 1 reassured her that 
everything is confidential: this would not be in the press etc., however. she said 
she w u  sorry and they would have to decline to participate. 1 thanked her for al1 
her tirne and effort and told her I appreciated her work in tryinz to communicate 
for me my research ct't;)rts etc. 

BiinkBB 
Nov 16 - Spoke to 11 kiend of a friend who worked at Bank BB 

and told her what 1 was interested in doing, in turn this person gave me the name 
of a person in the regular banking branch to discuss my research with; X. 

Nov 18 - Called X and left a message on her voice mail explaining who 1 was 
where 1 had got her nnme. what my intent was etc. 

Nov 19 - X called me back and left a message for me to cal1 her, she wtis interested 
in my research and would like to see if they could be of any help to me 

Nov 72 - Left another messagc on voice mail 
Nov 25 - Left another message on voice mail 
Dec 2 - Finally got to talk with X and we set up an appointment for Dec. 9 
Dec 9 - met with X @' 2pm; meeting went well. 1 went through everything with 

her; discussed why 1 was doing research, what exactly the research entailed, 
objectives, goals etc. She was very nice and offered to help, 1 explained to her 
everything 1 wished to do. how many participants 1 needed etc. she was good with 
everything. We set a drite to start interviews on the 17 '~.  

Dec 17 - Conducted 4 interviews in total, 3 interviews in the sales dept, I employer 
(XI and 2 employees. Then i conducted an interview with the manager of 
customer relations/tellers. ,411 interviews went well. X and 1 talked rifterwards 
and she said 1 could coiiie back and do more if 1 wished in the New Year. The 
next couple of weeks t'or her were crazy. I told her how much I appreciated it 
and said 1 would contact her in the New Year. 

Jan 4 - Left message on voice mail to see when we could set up more interviews 
Jan 1 1 - X called back and left message saying to phone her back and let me know 

what days next week would be good for me and she would arrange everything. 
Jan 12 - 1 phoned back and left message on her voice mail telling her which days would 

be the besr: Monday Wed and or Fri 
Jan 18 - called her back and asked what day is best for her. she said Friday the 21" 

around 9 and she would set up at l e s t  three more interviews for me with 
employees 

Jan Z 1 - did 3 more interviews 2 with tellers and 1 more with sales. They went well. 
At this point I did not ask X to do any more with me because I did not see what 
would be the point I wrts not getting anywhere with any other banks and the data 



was so small at this point there would not be much of a cornparison. besides they 
have gone way out of their way to help me out. 1 did a total of 7 interviews there. 
The people were al1 great. the atmosphere was relued and things went well there. 
1 thanked Xy very much when leaving she gave me another name to cal1 in 
Mississauga, she was there the week before in their calling center and she said 
they do some heavy duty monitoring; she wasn't sure if 1 would have access, 
however. 1 could try it  if 1 thought it would be useful. They were great; she w u  
interested in my topic ris were many of the others 1 interviewed there and she 
wished me luck and success with my research as 1 was leaving. 

Bank AA 
Nov 17 - Left Message on X's voice mail - she is a contact that 1 obtained 

thmugh a friefid who previously worked at this branch. 1 explained who 1 w a .  
what my resenrch was. etc. Asked her to cal1 me. 

Nov 18 - X called me back and we set up an appointment for Nov 25Ih to do an 
interview with her as part of my pretest for the employer survey. 

Nov 25 - Went io bank for interview ( IOam) and X had to run home because one of 
her sons was sick. 1 would have to cal1 her and reschedule. 

Nov 29 - callrd X and rescheduled interview for Dec 2 @ 10:30 am 
Dec 2 - Met and did interview that went well. 1 asked her if she would mind if ! also met 

some others within the brsnch and did interviews with them as well. She said that 
would be okay, but no one w u  available that day. 1 asked her to let me do a least 
one more manager and 3-5 employees. She said sure. She would set something 
up and ge t back to me. 

Dec 6 - Called X and set up an interview with one of her employees for Dec 8 @ 
10:30am and possibly with one other manager that day. 

Dec 8 - Interview with one employee and no one else. Went well. Tried to locate X 
rifter interview to set up another appointment but she wasn't around. 

Dec 14 - Lrft messa l  regarding more interviews on voice mail 
Dcc 70 - Lcft message regarding more interviews on voice mail 
Jan 4- Spoke to X and she gave another manager my name and told that person to 

cal1 me regarding an interview time 
Jan 10 - Called and left messape as to when 1 could get in touch with this other person 

to do an interview 
Jan 17 - Called and asked for this specific manager and got X and she set up an 

interview for the 19th @ lOam 
Jan 19 - Met to do interview with front line Supervisor: it didn't go very well in the fact 

that the employees and lier are not really subjected to any kind of electronic 
monitoring. 1 couldn'~ see me going on and asking her a whole bunch of q's that 
didn't apply to her. She said everything (transactions ) is recorded however they 
never look at the log iinless there is some sort of problem, an error, wrong postin? 
etc. 1 found Xand asked her if 1 could meet with anybody else as this person was 
not of too much help. she sent me to one of her employees who wasn't 
particularly busy at that panicular moment. 1 did an interview with her it went 
well. After that interview 1 tried to îÏnd X to thank her and possibly set up 
another 1 or 3 interviews. but she was nowhere to be found. 



** Pre-test with Y as well (Nov 13) 

Insurance Cornpanies 
** Prior to calling any insurance companies i spènt a great deal of cime on the phone with 
insurance brokers around the Guelph area who are in fact responsible for passing the 
names of the much larger insurance companies onto me. I was in touch with the 
following: 
Insurrince A 
Insurance B 
Insurance C 
Insurance D 
Iiisiirrince E ( 3  locations) 
Insurince F 
Insu~ince G 
Insurance H 
Insiirance 1 
Insurrince J 

Insurance 1 
Nov 17 - Spoke to human resources manager, didn't seem too interested however asked 

me to go ahead and instead of driving down there to meet with somebody just 
send an information package first explaining rny research etc. 

Nov 33 -Sent info package 
Dec 8 - Left message in X's voice maiI asking if he got my package and 

what he thought if 1 woiild be able to corne to introduce myself and my research 
in person. or did he have any questions, etc. 

Dec 70 - Left Message in X's voice mail 
Jan 17 - Spoke to X who said yes he received my package and although 

rny research sounds inreresting his orgiioization would not be willin; to 
participate in my research because of previous experiences they have had with 
externril studies done by students that were negative 

Insurrince 2 
Nov I S - Spoke to X in Hurnnn Resources who trmsferred my call to Y 

with whom I left a message for him in his voice maiI indicating who i was why 1 
wtis calling etc. 

Nov 29 - Spoke to Z and then XX in Information services whom in turn 
transferred me to YY in charge ofphones, who ended up telling me they don't use 
the kind of monitorins 1 was indicating to hcr when describing my research 
objectives and goals. 

tnsurance 3 
Nov 1 S - Spoke to X in Human Resources introduced myselt; my research and 

risked her if they used this type of monitoring and or surveillance in which she 
promptly answered no and got off the phone 



Insurance 4 
Nov 17 - Spoke to X in Human Resources 1 introduced myself to her my reseürch. 

my goals my objectives etc.. after we talked for awhile she concluded that they 
did not have the type of supervisory technology or electric monitoring that I was 
inquiring about. 

Insurance 5 
Nov 17 - Spoke to Human Resources Manager, introduced myself, my research, my 

objectives etc., asked ribout the type of technology they have, type of monitoring 
done if any and 1 was told that they did not do the type of monitoring that 1 was 
looking to investigate. 

insurance 6 
Nov 17 - Left message for X whose name 1 received from one of the brokers that 

1 had called earlier in the day. They informed me that in fact, which I found out 
for myself. that none of the brokers had this type of technology, but the large 
insurance firms themsclves might. He in turn , gave me X's name and number 
rind told me to try there. 

Nov 17 - Left Message for X 
Nov 25 - Spoke CO X and he relayed to me after 1 done my whole introduction 

spiel that they do not cmploy this type of employee monitoring 

Insurance 7 
Nov 17 - Spoke to X in daims rind she said yes they use this type of monitoring and 

she thought it would be best for me to cal1 Y in the claims department to find out 
more information. 1 wiis trinsferred there and got his voice mail. 1 left a message 
explaining who 1 was, whnt my intent w u  why was calling etc. 

Nov 22 - Left another message in Y's voice mail 
Dec 2 - Tdked to Y who was very short on the phone, said he was busy he received 

my earlier messages rind no they don't do this type of monitoring. When 1 
mentioned 1 was under the impression that some form of this monitoring was 
being done as 1 was told erirlier it was he said that information was wrong and 
they don't do it and hence would not be a good candidate for rny research. 

Insurance 8 
Nov 22 - Called and got voice message saying press extension etc and it also noted that 

some calls may be recorded. 1 asked for Human Resources manager when 1 got to 
the operator. 1 was tninsferred to X, I got her voice mail. 1 left a message sayin3 
who 1 was, why I was calling etc. 

Dec 7 - Received voice mail that said she was on holidays until the 8Ih 
Dec 8 - Talked to X and she said yes they do do some of this type of 

monitoring and she had received my earlier messages however they like to kcep 
this type of information intemal and hence was not willing to participate in my 
research. 



Insurance 9 
Nov 22 - Spoke to a person in the local office who said yes they rnonitor calls in the sales 

office and they may monitor other things as well. 1 should cal1 the head office in 
Montreal. 

Nov 25 - Called head office and asked For Human Resources Manager. Was transferred 
to X's voice mail in the Montreal Claims office, where 1 left a message indicating 
who 1 was, why 1 was calling, the objectives of my research, what 1 wi interested 
in discussing and observing etc. 

Dec 2. - Spoke [O X who said she received my message and her Company was not 
interested in participating in my research 

Insurance 10 
Nov 18 - Spoke to X in Human Resources she thought 1 should speak to security so 1 

talked to Y there ri couple of times that day. He suggested that 1 send an info 
package to Z (Operations Director) explaining my research. He was very short 
with nie and didn't unclerstrind that 1 was not interested in outside surveillance or 
security he was worrieti about breaching riny security codes etc. 

Nov i 8 - Phone Z instead of sending her a package and left a message with 
her explaining who 1 wris what 1 was after etc. 

Nov 19 - XX called me, the message 1 left for Z was transferred to her. 
She left a message here and then 1 called her back and ended up leaving a 
message there. 

Nov 29 - cal led XX back and she asked me to drop off a package explaining the nature 
of my research and my goals and objectives etc. 1 did that within the next couple 
of days. 

Dec 7 - Left a message askins her what she thought of my package and if she had itny 
further questions, etc. 

Dec 9 - 1 received an email form her asking me to send along funher information. such as 
the q's 1 would be asking so they would have an idea as to who would be 
qualified to answer them. 1 did that within the next week. 

Jan 4 - Left message in voice mail concerning research and whether or not they would 
like to participate or meet with me now that they had a broader understanding of 
what t was looking for. 

Jan 13 - Left message in voice mail 
Jan 17 - Left message in voice mail 
Jan 17 - She called me back and said that she had passed it on to the human resources 

manager and she would have an answer for me on Wrdnesday the 19'h. She ssid 
they usually only participate in extemal studies if it would be to their benefit. I 
reassured her 1 would not be wasting their time and that indeed they would 
receive a copy of my findings etc., and I am sure it would be of their benefit to 
see how this type of monitoring is being used, why and how employees perceive 
i t  etc. 

Jan 2 1 - Called and left me a message saying that unfortunately the other members of 



her organization thought this would not be a good thing to participate in. They 
feel that they are going through a sensitive time in their organization right now 
and that this research could indeed be sensitive in some ways and may upset some 
ernployees; overall they thought it was just not a good cime for them to 
participate. She said shr would keep the info [ sent them and 1 could pick it up so 
1 could save money on photocopying etc. 

Jan 24 - 1 called XX back and leti her a message saying thank you so much t'or 
communicating with me over the last couple of months, and trying so hard CO help 
me gain access to her organization. 1 indeed would appreciate it if 1 could pick up 
the material t left for her. 

Insurance 1 1 
Nov 17 - Spoke to a person rit a brokerage here in Guelph, Steele and Ferriaro; he gave 

me the name of this insurrince company because he was quite sure they used 
this type of technology. 

Nov 17 - Called this company and got a recording saying indeed calls are monitored 
periodically or randomly whatever. 1 asked to speak with the human resources 
manager. 1 was transferrcd to X's voice mail. 1 left a message stating who 1 wu 
what 1 was interested in  doing, asked if this technology sounded familiar, was 1 
taiking to the right person. 1 heard the message saying they monitor calls and 1 
would be very interested in discussing that as well. 

Nov 39 - Left another message on voice mail 
Dcc 6 - Left another message on voice mail 
Dec 20 - Left another messagt. on voice mail 
Jan 4 - Lrft rinother message asked please could this person contact me back just to 

verify that indeed 1 was speaking to the right person. etc. 
Iiin 10 - Left another message. on voice mail. Still Waiting 

Insurance 12 
Nov 17 - TaIked to X in the Cambridge broker office he gave me the head office 

phone number and told me to talk to someone in human resources. 1 phone Y in 
human resources, and Ieft a message on her voicc mail explaining who [ was. 
what 1 was interested i n  speaking to her about etc. Left my number for her to cal1 
me. 
Nov 25 - Spoke to Y and she said she would give my name and niimber to Z in  
TeIephone communications as she thought he would be better to talk to. 

Nov 39 - Called and left message for Z in his voice mail explaining who [ was, whtit 
1 was after etc 

Dec 6 - Left message on voice mail 
Dec 15 - Left message on voice mail 
Jan 4- Phoned and left message in voice mail asked him to please cal1 me back just to let 

me know he was gettins rny messages and did or did not have this type of 
technology in the organization or if 1 was leaving messages for rhe righc. person 

Jan 17 - Left message in voice mail 
Jan 34 - Left message in voice mail. Still Waiting 



Insurance 13 
Nov 17 - Left Message on voice mail for X in Human Resources introduced 

myself, my research, etc. 
Nov 24 - Called and Left another message with X. Tnen 1 called back and asked to 

speak to someone else. they transferred me to Y in special investigations. Y in 
turn told me to try Z. Tried to reach hirn but ended up getting his voice mail so 1 
left a message giving him ail the pertinent tacts, who I wu .  why 1 was calling etc. 

Nov 30 - Left another message on voice mail for Z 
Dec 2 - Talked to Z and he told me that the monitoring I was asking about may 

indeed occur within his organization but he w u  not sure of it  and to try their 
webpage to get a corporate contaci. 

Dec 2 - Talked to Y in HR agilin, and she said yes they monitor calls in the cal 
center. She Save me ri nüme and number ro try - XX 

Dec 7 - Tiilked to XX in the cal1 center, explained to hrr about my research etc. she 
said she would be happy to meet with me and describe how thty use tlectronic 
monitoring etc. 1 offercd ro stnd her down an information package. so she could 
get an idea of what to expect. We set up an appointrnent for Dec 7 1 @ 2pm. 

Drc 2 1 - XX called and cancelled srtid she would cal1 me back to reschedule. 
Jan 4 - 1 called XX back and talked to her about re-scheduling, she said she was in the 

middle of a meeting codd she cal1 me right back. 1 said yes and 1 am still 
waiting. 

Jan 17 - Left another message for XX to get back to me in her voice mail. 
Jan 17 - Thought 1 would try another route, since the caIl center wasn't what 1 was after 

anyway. 1 called back to h e d  office and asked to speak to an Information 
Systems Representativr ( a name to try when Iooking for people in a department 
that might be what 1 wanr - 1 got this from a different interview). 1 w u  given to 
YY in Information Systems. Who in turn transferred me to ZZ in Information 
Security. Who in turn transfened me to XXX in Management Information. Who 
in turn transferred me t» YYY in Production Analysis Strategiç Business 
Solutions. At that point 1 couldn't reach YYY so i left a niessage on his voice mail 
indicating who 1 was and why 1 was calling him etc. 

Jan 18 - YYY called me back and ieti me a message. 
Jan 24 - 1 called YYY back and we talked for a while, and he said 1 might have better 

luck with ZZZ who is the leader in Administration in the Ontario Region for 
Royal and Sunalliance. He said where he (YYY)was located the kind of 
monitoring and surveillance [ was referring to did not apply. 

Jan 74 - Left message for ZZZ indicating who 1 was. where 1 got his name, about my 
research etc. Still waiting 

Insurance 14 
Nov 17 - Spoke to X, 1 think in humün resources, he transferred me to Y 

in another department who in turn tmsferred me to Z in another department. At 
each one of these contacts 1 introduced myself and my research etc. When 1 



finally got to Z she said yes this type of monitoring occurs, she would talk to 
some others there and see how far she could get, see if it would be possible to 
speak to someone in charge. and she would call me back. 

Nov 74 - Left message in 2's voice mail 
Dec 2 - Left message in 2's voice mail 
Dsc 15 - Left message in 2's voice mail, this time I was a little more persistent, 

seeing as how she told me at the very beginning that they used this type of 
monitoring. 

Jan 4 - Left another message in voice mail. Still Waiting 

insurance AA 
Nov 22 - Called head office, spoke to someone there in human resources thnt transferred 

me directly to X who is the manager of their call center. We spoke for quite some 
time 1 explained everything to her and she agreed for me to come to London and 
interview her. i told hcr 1 would send an information package so that she could 
;et acquainted with my research and me before 1 got there. We set an interview 
date for Dcc 16 @ 2pm 

Dec 16 - Drove to London, met X did an interview with her which went okay, not a 
great one, she was very standoffish, very concerned about how she was answering 
because in the info package 1 sent I mentioned social control as a variable I was 
looking at and she was continually focused on that, and nothing else. We 
discussed it  before we began and 1 told her that was not the sole reason I was 
doing research, but 1 also was not going to lie to her because that would be 
unethical. and it was a variable that 1 was trying to establish. After the interview 
was over we talked for a while and she asked some more q's regarding my 
research and she noted that it was likely not her that 1 wanted to be talking to. 1 
said no in tact I wantcrl to be in the heart of the organization. of course they 
monitor at a call centcr. thrit did not interest me but she was the first one to gram 
me an interview and hence 1 took what 1 could get at that time, beside the info 
might be just a useful in the long run. She in turn gave me a name of someonr 
else to try who might be of funher help - Y. 

Dec 20 - Left Message for Y in her voice mail, explained where I got her 
narne, what 1 was intercsted in talking to her about etc. She would be on holidays 
until the 10'~. 

Jan I O  - Left message in voice mail again. 
Jan 17 - Spoke to Y and she relayed to me that she didn't think she would be of aoy 

help as they do use electronic monitoring however it is on a case bais  only and 
definitely not on a regiilar basis. She gave me another narne to try - Z 

Jan 17 - 1 spoke for quite some time on the phone to Z, she was really helpful, was 
interested in my research. and indicated that they do use electronic monitoring 
especially in the claims department and on ~elephone and cash registers in the 
cafeteria even. They also use surveillance only on the doors but can target a 
certain area internally if the need would arise. In addition, they use electronic 
monitorin_o in their production areas. I agreed to send her an information package 
and she said she would read it over and get back to me on whether or not I would 
be permitted into her ortanization CO conduct interviews. 



Jan 70 - Mailed info package. Slill Waiting 

Insurance 15 
Nov 22 - Left message in voice mail of human resources manager X. 1 

explained everything, who C was, why 1 was calling the nature of my reserirch etc. 
Nov 24 - X called me back and we tdked, she said yes they monitor in the call 

center she agreed to disctiss my project and the prospect of me entcring their 
orglinizrition with her supervisors and call me back within a couple of days. 

Dec 2 - Left message for her in her voice mail 
Dec 15 - Lefr message in her voice mail 
Jan 4 - Left ünother message in her voice mail, asked her to please cal l me back Co 

indicate what was going on, should 1 be speaking to sorneone ehe or what? 
Jan 17 - Left message in her voice mail 
Jan 24 - Left message in her voice mail. StilI Waiting 

Insurance 16 
Nov 17 - Left a message for X in  Human Resources in her voice mail. 

explaining who I was. why was cdling etc. 
Nov 22 - Left another messaet in voice mail 
Nov 22 - X had pused the message on to Y in  the cal1 center and she 

called me. We spoke for a bit, 1 described the nature of rny research etc. She said 
yes indeed rhey do monitor crills and she would have to talk to her manager's to 
get their permission for nie to corne and do interviews and then she would cal1 me 
back. 

Dec 2 - Talked to Y and she sriid she sent her supervisor an email and she hasn't 
heard anything back yrt she will follow up on that and be back in touch with me. 

Dec 14 - Left message in Y's voice mail 
Jan 4 - Left message in voice mail 
Jan 10 - Talked to Y and she said she still has no response Form her supervisor so 

she gave me his name and said i should try calling him myself. He is the vice 
president of the cal1 center. 

Jan I O  - CaIled back and tried another rcute. talked to Z in  Info Systems d c ~ f  
and in turn she only ended up telling me to talk to someone in the cal1 center, 
which of course I wiis dready in the process of doing. So that was not very 
helpfu1. 

Jan 17 - CaIied this gentleman XX and left message on his voice mai1 
saying who 1 was thac possibly Y had been in  contact with him as 1 have been 
communicating with her for the last Iittle while. etc. explained everything to him. 

Jan 17 - Called and Ieft anothcr message for XX on his voice maiI. Still Waiting 

Grand TotaI of Interviews Conducted: 
4 Managers 
9 Employees 
13 in all - 12 @ brinks 1 @ insurance 



Mailing Information Package 
APPENDIX l3 

November 29, 1999 
Dear X. 

1 spoke to sorneone in your Company approximately two weeks ago about 

possibly doing some research within your organization. 1 w u  asked to send dong an 

information package with the assurance that it would get to the right person eventually 

and they would rnake the decision as to whether you would allow me entry into your 

orgiinization. 

1 would like to take this opponunity to introduce rnyself and my research to you; 

1 will begin by introducing myself and my research objectives. My name is Carla 

Cowtan, and 1 am a graduate student from the University of Guelph. 1 am currently 

rnrolled there in the Masters program in the Depanment of Sociology and Anthropolo~y. 

As a requirement for my Masters degree 1 am conducting a study on electronic 

monitoring and surveillance in the workplace. 1 am interested in asking you ri number of 

questions about monitoring within your place of employment, how it works, and what 

you think about it. 1 hope this research will help develop a better understanding of 

electronic monitoring and surveillance and its effects within the workplace for the future. 

My goal is to analyze the impact surveillance and monitoring technologies have on 

supervisor techniques and on the workplace in general. 

My ultirnate goal in the end would be to visit your organization and conduct 

interviews frorn a survey that 1 have constmcted. 1 would like to be able to speak to one 

or more persons in a supervisory position, and three to five employees who have 

experience with this type of supervisory technology. 1 realize that you are very busy and 

your tirne and your employees' tirne are very valuable and 1 would gladly stay after 

regular business hours to conduct interviews with those who would like to participate. i 

would like to observe as many sections of your organization as possible, which use the 

type of electronic monitoring and surveillance techniques that 1 outline below; but, 

perhaps your calling centre rnay the best place to start as I noticed that when I placed ri 



cal1 to your organimtion, 1 wris given a. recorded voice message that indicrited incoming 

cdls may be monitored. 

The documents that foilow will give you an outline and some more insight about 

my topic. lncluded is an introduction to my survey, two consenc forms, one which 1 

would have you the employer 'iign and as well a consent form that I would have the 

participant sign. tn addition L have given ri definition of what electronic monitoring and 

surveillance mean in tcms of this research project. The questions that 1 would be asking 

are very strriightforward and grneriil. 

in terms of time, the interviews would take only a minimum of thirty minutes to a 

maximum of an hour to conduçt. 1 am currently aiming for the completion of al1 my 

interviews for the end of Deccrnber or i may extend it  to rnid-Jünuary to account for time 

confticts with participants. The objective of my thesis is to analyze workplrices rind 

exptain why and how they use clectronic monitoring rind surveillance. 

i look forwrird to heriring from you or someone else in your organization thlit 

could hopefully assist me in tcrrns oFmy requests for conducting research. 1 could make 

the tirne ro corne to your organizition to further discuss rny goals and your potentid 

involvement or we could discuss things further over the phone or through e-mail. 1 can 

be reached at (519) 827-1401 and through e-mail rit csnwimOuowAoh.sa. If there are riny 

questions or comrnents pIeur do not hesitrite ro contact me. The n m e  of my faculty 

;idvisor is also included on the consent forms if you or rinybody else would Iike CO get in 

touch with him. 

1 apprecirite your time and effon in reading this letter and hopefully getting it  to 

lhe right person who can make a decision as to whether or not your orsünization wiII be II 

part of rny research. 

Sincerely, 

Carla Cowtan 



Surveynntewiew Introduction 

We have progressed, as ri society, from the industrial revolution to the information 
revolution. In organizations/workplaces around the industrialized world, we have 
progressed from Iribor-intensive jobs with heavy lifting to machines and tools that do it 
for us. We have switched from pencil and paper to keyboard and monitor. AIong with 
the changes in the areas of protluction, there have been changes within management as 
well. Over the yerirs, manageitient styles have rringed from authorittirianism, CO scientific 
management to Fordism. The purpose of this research is to explain and attempt to 
understand why management has changed its supervisory techniques. Many have gone 
from walking around the shop tloor and supe~ising while interacting with workers to 
sitting in their offices and looking at video or computer screens to observe the workings 
on the shop floor. This has impacted worker and management in several ways. 

Nearly everyone, it would seem, has some emotional associations to workplace 
supervision-perhrips because nearly everyone has experienced it, in one form or another. 
~Moreover, most people seem convinced that computing and other technologies are 
changing the charmer of workplace monitoring, in ways that they clearly discern. 

Traditionally, employers assume some degree of control over employees related 
ta productiviry, safety and security. and the confidentiality of proprietary information. 
However, the monitoring and surveillance techniques available as a result of advances in  
technology make methods of control more pervasive than ever and raise srrious questions 
of human rishts. 

Since controlling the work performance and movements of employees is not new. 
the question is why electronic monitoring raises problems that ciiffer from more 
conventional forms of monitoring Much of the concern involves the radical changes in 
the nature of the monitoring, which can involve secrecy, continuous monitoring of every 
x t  and movement. and a variety of consequences on working conditions and health of 
workers. 

This survey/intewiew is being conducted by Carla Cowtan a hlasters student at 
the university of Guelph as a r~iitilification for graduation, to analyze the impact 
surveillance and monitoring technologies have on supervisor techniques and on the 
workplace in general. 

The objective of my research is to observe the practice of social control via 
electronic monitoring and or siirveillance in the workplace. This research wiIl allow me 
to Iinswer some fundamental questions about social control and technology in the 
workplace. 

Additional questions are asked about your career and socio-demographic 
background. The purpose of these questions is to dlow me to determine the 
representativeness of the sample. as well as to allow for generalizations to be made about 
supervision in the workplace at the end of the 20Ih century. 



APPENDIX C 

EXTRA CONSENT FORM FOR MANAGERS 

1 am a grriduate student from the University of Guelph. As a requirement for my 
masters degree 1 am conducting a study on eIectronic monitoring in the workplace. 1 am 
interested in asking your employees a number of questions about monitoring within your 
organization, how it works, and what they think about it. 1 hope this research will help 
develop ii better understanding of electronic monitoring and its effects within the 
workplace for the future. 

By reading this form and signing it you are giving your consent for three things. 
The first is that 1 am able to interview a number of your employees. Secondly, your 
organization and or yourself will not use the results of the study to make personnel 
decisions. And Lastly. the topic am discussing (the practice of social control via 
electronic monitoring and or surveillance in the workplace), with you and your 
eniployees can be a sensitive one. and t am asking you that every effort be made to insure 
that employees are not sanctioned in any way for their participation in the study. 

Your participation in this project is completely voluntary and there will be no 
consequences whatsoever if yoii decide not to participate, or have your employees not 
participate. If you wish, you rnay withdrriw rit any time, or risk me to withdraw at anytime 
from your organization and I will not ask you why. At any time, you may decide to stop 
the interview process. 

What 1 discuss with y011 and your employees is completely contidential. Thrit 
means that no one other than myself will be able to identify or link your narne. or üny 
employee's nrime to the things that are divulgeci to me. 1 will never use your name, your 
orgiinization's name. or any employee's names or any other identifying information when 
1 discuss the findings of this study. Consequently. 1 also cannot discuss with you any 
information given to me by any employees. 

If you havc questions or want information from me during or after the interview. 1 
will do my best to answer your questions or give you the nüme of someone who can 
help. If you have questions after the interview you can contact me at: 
Carla Cowtan, University of Guelph, 827-1401 or ccowtan@uo~uel~h.ca, or my faculty 
advisor Dr. Victor Ujimoto. University of Guelph, 824-4170 ext. 39 12 or 
vujimoto@uoguelph.ca. 

Again. 1 would like to stress that your participation is completely voluntary. and 
what you say will be protected with rhe strictest contidentiality. Thank you very much 
for your assistance in this project. 

Volunteer 

Interviewer 

Date 



APPENDIX D 

Surveynntewiew introduction 

We have progressed, as a society, from the industrial revolution to the information 
revolution. In organizationslworkplaces around the industrialized world, we have 
progressed from labor-intensive jobs with heavy lifting to machines and tools that do it 
for us. We have switched from pencil and paper to keyboard and monitor. Along with 
the changes in the areas of production, there have been changes within management as 
well. Over the years, management styles have ranged from authoritarianisrn. to scientific 
management to Fordism. The purpose of chis research is to explain and attempt to 
understand why management lias changed its supervisory techniques. Many have gone 
from walking around the shop tloor and supervising while interacting with workers to 
siiting in their offices and looking at video or compter screens to observe the workings 
on ~ h e  shop floor. This has impacted worker and management in several ways. 

Nearly everyone, it would seem, has some emotional associations CO workplace 
supervision-perhaps because nearly everyone has experienced it. in one form or another. 
Moreover, most people seem convinced chat computing and other technologies are 
changing the character of workplace monitoring, in ways that they clearly discern. 

Trriditionally, employers rissurne some degree of control over employees related 
to productivity, safety and seciirity, and the confidentiality of proprietary information. 
However, the monitoring and surveillance techniques available as a result of advances in 
technology make methods of control more pervasive than ever and raise serious questions 
of human rights. 

Since controlling the work performance and movements of empIoyees is not new. 
the question is why electronic monitoring raises problems that differ from more 
conventional forrns of monitoring. Much of the concern involves the rridicd changes in 
the nature of the monitoring, which can involve secrecy. continuous monitoring of every 
nct and movement. and a variety of consequences on working conditions and health of 
workers. 

This surveylinterview is being conducted by Carla Cowtan a Miisters student at 
the university of Guelph as a qualification for graduation. to analyze the impact 
surveillance and monitoring technologies have on supervisor techniques and on the 
workphce i n  general. 

The objective of my research is to observe the practice of social control via 
electronic monitoring and or surveillance in the workplace. This research wiII allow me 
to answer some fundamental questions about social control and technoIogy in the 
workplace. 

Additional questions rire asked about your career and socio-demographic 
background. The purpose of these questions is to allow me to detemine the 
representativeness of the sample. as well as to allow for generalizations co be made about 
supervision in the workplace at the end of the 20Ih century. 



CONSENT FORkl 

I am a graduate student from the University of Guelph. As a requirement for rny 
mristers degree i am conducting a study on electronic monitoring and surveillance in the 
workplace. I am interested in sking you a number of questions about monitoring within 
p u r  place of employment, how it works, and what you think about it. 1 hope this 
research will help develop a brtter understanding of electronic monitoring and 
surveillance and its effects within the workplace for the future. 

Your participation in this project is completely voluntary and there will be no 
consequences whatsoever if you decide not to participate. The interview will last about 
one hour. if you wish, you rnay withdraw at riny time and 1 will not ask you why. At any 
tirne, y011 may decide to stop the interview, Whenever you are uncomfortable with a 
question. you can tell me you do not wish to answer. 

Whüt we talk about is completely confidential. That means that no one other thrin 
myself will be able to identify or link your name to the things you tell me. i will never 
Lise your narne. your organization's name, or any other identifying information when 1 
discuss the tïndings of this study. 

If you have questions or want information from me during or after the interview. 1 
will do my best to answer your questions or give you the name of someone who can 
help. If you have questions after the interview you can contact me at: 

CarIa Cowtan, University of Guelph, 827- 1 JO 1 or ccowt;in@iio~ucl~h.~.3, or my faculty 
advisor Dr. Victor Ujimoto, University of Guelph, 824-4120 ext. 3912 or 
vujirnoto@uoguelph.ca. 

Again, 1 would like to stress that your participation is completely voluntary. and 
what you say will be protected with the strictest confidentiality. Thank you very much 
for your assistance in this project. 

Volunteer 

Interviewer 

Date 



For the purpose of this survey electronic monitoring will refer to a11 

monitoring done by cornputers. E.G. keystroke counting, error rates, 

transaction counts, daims registered, number of custorners served, sales 

rates, cross-selhg rates, referrd rates, logging on and off times, computer 

iitilization time, productivity and or eficiency counts/rates, phone usage, 

number of cails hrindled, Iength of calls, etc. It will also include the tact that 

managers can log ont0 your computer while you are working or not working 

and see what you are workins on and or have access to ali your files. 

For the purpose of this survey surveillance will mean the use of video 

and or audio technologies directed at employees, with or without their 

knowledge. Tt wiIl also include actions taken on the part of supervisors to 

monitor phone caIls incoming and outgoing, recording conversations or 

listening in on conversations. such as for customer service evaluation. 



APPENDIX E 
Manager Questionnaire 

Interview Facesheet 
LD# 

Interview # 

Date of Interview 

Place of Interview 

Setting 

Description of participant 

Sex 

Education 

Ethnicity 

Occupation or other position 

Etnotional tone 

Other Notes 



Main Research Questions & Survev Questions for Manapers 

LI Background Information 
1 .  Industry of Organixation 

2. Type of firm (single firm. hciridquarters, or division) 

3. Number of employees 

4. Age of establishment 

5. Length of time person has bren al fim 

6. Position 

7. Part time or full time 

S.  Doyouhrive(iunion? 
Yes 
No 

9. Are you a rnembcr? 
Yes 
No 

10. Does your tïrtn use electrrmic monitoring'! 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

I 1 .  Length of time firm has used electronic monitoring? 

12. Does your firm use surveilltince? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

a [f yes, where are ihe carneras directe&? (pIerise check d l  that apply) 
Atentnnces 

a At customers 
3 At employees 
LI Other (pleüse specify) 



15. Regarding the electronic monitoring that occurs in your workplace, would you 
describe this as a drastic departure from conventional work routines'? 
Yes 
No 

16. Regarding t h  siirveillmce siipervision rhar occirrs in yoiir workplme, woiild p i 1  

describe rliis as a drcrstic tlepcirriire from conventior~cil work routines? 
Yes 
No 

17. Perhaps this type of electronic monitoring simply expresses itself more as a 
progressive extension of niore familirir business prrictices. Wouid you agree or 
disagree? A D 

I Y .  Perliaps this npe of srtrveill~ince siruply expresses irself'rnore ns <i 

progressive exrerision of niorr fiimiliur biisiness prmtices. Woidl yoii agrer or 
disqree? A D 

;i Workplace surveillance 
10, Are you opposed to electroriic monitoring? 

AbsoluteIy in al1 forms Neutral depending on form 

211. Arc y011 oppo.srt1 to srlrveilltirice? 
Ahsolurely in cil1 furms Neiirrtrl dependhg on fonn 

Not at riIl 

Not crt (111 

2 1 .  Does your company/firm have computer facitities 
Yes 
No 
If yes, What types of computer tacilities does your companylfirm have? (Please 
indicate as many categories as apply) 
LI Microcornputer (stand-atone) 
o Microcornputer Network 
3 m micro corn put ers (tied to mainframe) 
3 Terminds tied to mainframe 
Q Mainframe (access limited to specialists) 
ci Other (please specify) 



72. The applications software for your company/firmls computer(s) was (please indicate 
as many categories that apply): 
i3 Fully custom-designed 
P Packaged software with major modifications 
n Packaged software with few or no modifications 
n Other (please specify) 

23. How rnany jobs involve consistent use of computers? 

14. How rnany jobs do not involve consistent use of computers? 

25. Are any of the terminals occupied by more than one person in a day? 
Y es 
No 
Don't know 

26. Do al1 the terminals in the tirms require employees to log on and off7 
Y es 
No 
Don't know 

27. Does this give management ;in idea, then, of how long an employee w x i  logged on? 
Y es 
No 
Don't know 

78. Can you also track what thc employee's activities on the computer while logged on:' 
Y es 
No 
Don't know 

29. Can you only do this whiie the employee is logged on? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 

30. Are yoii fitrniliur with Reniore Airdio V i s d  syterns cts a rool for sitpen~ision? 
Yes 
No 



3 1. 1s it risecl in p t r  orycinircirioti ? 
Yes 
No 
Don 't Knorv 

i uyes, dry  is- it irsed:) 
i uyes, do the people beirig ~rrorriroreel knorv rhey cire beiny nionirored wherr rtre 

siipenisor is awcryfi-om die orgeariizcition? 
Ifyes, is i f  clone ori cr regiikrr htisis? 
Ifyes, is ttiere somert~itrg in pcirticiilur rtitit is being tnonitoreù rtrat ccin't be 
nrorritored rvhile on the prcmises? 

32. Was this electronic monitoring system already in place to monitor immediate and 
technical problems and thcn management saw that they could use it for other 
purposes'? 
Yes 
No 

rn If yes, how did this corne about and what kind of process did the organizations go 
through to get where it  is todriy:' 

33. Wris d i s  srrrveilltince sysre~ir crlrecidy in plcice tu moniror imnredicite crnd rectrniccil 
prohln?is crnd tlren mantigrrnenr sciw rtrat t t iq  coiild rise it for ortier pitrposes~~ 
Yes 
No 
ifyes, how clid rliis conre crl~oiit cind what kind oj'process clid tlie organizations go 
throilgti ro ger where it is roclq? 

34. Hcls the rreetlji~r surveillmce clrcingcid since irs inception ivirliin p u r  organizution? 
Yes 
1Vo 
Don ' r  Knorv 

33. For irzstcrrice. dicl it begin us lr wrry ru srop tlreft und tlien trrrn itiro ti iwy ro nioniror 
e r ~ i p l o y ~ s  ivlio \rSere perfi)rrnin,q personrd acriviries on compmy rinie? 
Yes 
1% 

If o s ,  pieclse br specific irt rvlrcit it trns chcingtdfkom, inrliccrte tlir striges rliat yrrr 
orgrini:crtion ttcis been throrr,qli in regards ro this marrer 



36. Has the organization perhaps gone from a rudimentary form of surveillrince or 
monitoring and has progressed with the advancements made in this type of 
technology? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

0 If yes, how h u  it progressed? Irito o more pervuive from ofstiweillunce? For 
iristtince, 1 caniem thnt a m i d  into 5 ctimertrs. or niore cind niure fregrient monitorirr.q 
(please be specitic) 

37. Was there any documentation written up to go along with the new uses of the existing 
technology? 
Yes 
No 

Invasiveness of new supervisory technology 
38. Was your building designed in order to better super& people? 

Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

39. Wcis y r r  hirilding cluinged i ~ i  cmy r v q  for better ntmeillurrce of people? 
Yrs 
N o  
Doil ' r  Know 

JO. 1s the priictice of monitoring documented anywhere? (in some form of philosophy. 
purpose statement, organizational objectives. anythingb?) 
Yes 
No 

41. 1s the prcicticr r~'sttrvei1lcinc tbcrtmcntrd onyvfiere? ( in sorneform of phi/osaplt-v, 
purpose stcitetttent, orgariisirionrtl objectives, crnytliin y ?) 
Ye s 
No 

42. Are your employee's aware of the possibilities that they may or may not be rnonitored 
or under surveillance? 
Yes 
No 
If Yes, do you think that this affects the way they conduct thernselves whiIe at 
work6?(briefly explain) 
- -- 

O If no. why don't they know'! 



43. Are the surveilla~ice teckniqiies tlzere for: (iridiccire cil1 rizrit cipply) 
9 tlieft 
o ficilid 
LI r~nployee st@y 
O cotitrolleel etitg 
,a ro clerecr eniployees rvlio tire nor being prodiictive 
3 to clrtecr ernployees doirig clrirgs or iising orlier illegal sirbstcrnces 
3 to derect nrydoyees rrigcrging in inapproprieire belicrvioirr 
3 fo yirard ergairisr sexii~rl htircissmenr 
5 orher (plense indicerre) 

44. Do you think that your empioyees have the right to know that there is the potential for 
them to be monitored or that they may be under surveillance while at work'? . 
Yes 
No 

45. Do you think that electronic monitoring alters basic job dimensions'? (cg. how an 
employee performs hislher job) 
Yes 
No 
If so how? 
tf not why? 

-16. Do yoir rliittk tlrat sirn*eilltutcc cilrers basic job rlirnertsions? (cg.  huw tin cmplqre 
perfirms W l i e r  job) 
Yes 
Nu 

47. Do you think that an employee may feel a loss of personal control in regards to his or 
her job as a result of electronic monitoring'? 
Yes 
No 
Why? 

48. Do yoir rhink rhar an eniploye mer! fer1 ci loss of persona1 conrrol in regcirds to Iiis or 
lier job as o resiilt of sunvilltrnce? 
Yrs 
No 



49. 1s your monitoring done on an: (indicate al1 that apply) 
LI Individual basis 
P Unit or departmental buis 
ri Branch ba is  
CI A combination of the nbove 

50. Horv often rire ernployees monitored? (indicate all that applyl 
ci By the Minute 
cl Hourly 
rl Daily 
o Weekl y 
LI Monthly 
LI Yerirly 
LI Other 

2/. Is your sunteillcirice clone o l i  cin: (iricliccite cd1 rhar crppiy) 
3 Iizdividunl hasis 
CI Utlit or clepi~rttrieritd Ixisis 
ri B rwi clt hasis 
ri A cornhiriarion of the above 

52. Horv ofien m e  employees iniiler surveill~rnce~~ (indiccite cil1 r k r r  irpply)  
P By rlie Miririre 
ri Hourlv 
3 Dciiiy 
o Weekiy 
3 /Month& 
II Yerrrly 
3 Otlier 

'LI Social control through teïhnological supervision 
53. Why did you choose electronic monitoring as a method of managementlsupervision? 

34. is this the only method of mrinagement/supervision you use'? 
Y es 
No 

55. Whrit else do you integrate this type of managementhpervision with? 



56. CVhy clid p i  clruose surveillance as ci method ofnioriogemcnt/siipervision? 

57. 1s tliis [lie oril? niediod oj~~ri~irr~i~yeinent/stlpervisiori o i t  me? 
Yes 
No 

58. bVIicit else do yoii integrcite ritis rype of'mcinugement/siipen/isio~z widl? 

59. Do you feel more objective with regard to your employees and their environment 
because of electronic monitoring? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, do you like this? 

60. Do you feel more distancer1 from your employees and their environment becüuse of 
electronic monitoring'? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, do you like this? 

6 1. Do y011 jkel more ubjrctivr i-ritk regard ro Frlr erriployees cirid tlreir environnient 
hrcmse oj's*iir-veillunce:' 
Yes* 
No 

I f 'ys ,  do yu( like this:) 

62. Do yoir feel niore tlistancetlji.mi yorrr employees anri tlieir rnvironmrnt bectiiise (4' 
sirrveillcince? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, (10 yoit like tltis? 

63. Do you think that by electronically monitoring employee's performance makes them 
strive to perform more efficiently'? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 



64. Do yoii thirik rhar by iuirig srmeillance to monifor rnrployee's performance, ir rnnkes 
rlieni stt-ive to pe@orrn more efticient-:' 
Yes 
No 
Don 't Krrow 

65. Do you think there are ways that employees cry to avoid being electronically 
monitored? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, what might some of the ways be7 

67. For what purpose do you lise the data collected by the electronic monitoring systems? 
(indicate al1 that apply) 
9 Performance evaluation 
o Training 
ci Security merisures 
ri To gage productivity levels 
o To gage service levels 
ci To physically locate workers in the orgünization 
3 For Promotions 
o Reward & Recognition P ropms  
o Other, please specify: 

68. For ~vhrrt purpose rlo p u  iwe rltr chta collrcrrd by rlie sr~rveilltirtce syrenis? (inclicttrr 
al1 rliat rrppb) 

Perji~rrnarice cvalutrriori 
Trïiining 

ri Secririe niemiires 
ri Tu gage prudiicriviy levels 
c3 To gage service levels 
O To physiccilly locnte ivorkrrs in the orgrrnizdon 
ri Other, plerrse specifi: 



69. Do you think chat any of your employee's feel betnyed and or not tnrsted because of 
the monitoring'? 
Y es 
Na 

3 Social control 
7 1. Do you think rhrit cornputeriution enables management to attend to mritters 

previously ignored? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 

72. For instance, managemenr crin now look at ri paniculür stage or riïeii of the firm tor 
more detail. This gives the possibility to change policies often and to understand the 
'big picture'. 1s this giviog nianagement more control'? 
Yes 
Mo 
Don't Know 

75. Do you believe that it is management's right to introduce whritever practices they 
think necessary into their workphce'? 
Agree Somewhat agree Somewhat disagree Disrigree 



76. The next set of questions is simply to obtain an understanding about your opinions of 
supervision and workplace monitoring. Please circle the category that best refiects 
what you think. 

Somewhat Somewhat 
Agne Agree Disagree 

Do you think thüt legislation I 2 
to restrict electronic monitoring 
practices would appear to be 
'anti-business"? 

Do yoii tliink r h t  legisl~itioli 1 
tu resrricf siirveillrnce 
prlicticrs ~vuirld cippecir to he 
'orrri-busir~e.s.s'~~ 

Electronic monitoring should 1 2 
be illegal in the workpliic~ 

Electronic nintdlcrrice (iisitt,q 
criidio cirid video eqiiipme~it to 1 - 7 
c-rcinri~ie rtnployee heiiavioriv tuld 
persona1 dicircicreristics) slroirld he 
illqyal itt tire rvorkplnce 

it's okay to olectronically 
monitor I 
individuals in the workplace 

It's okay to electronically 
monitor groups I 
within the workplace 

It's o k q  fo lise s~irveillrrrcr~ 
cemercis on groiips 1 
wirhin die ivorkplrcr 

Disügree 

4 

1 

77. Do you believe that electronic monitoring has the potential to be abused'? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 



78. Do y011 believe diat siirveilltince kas rhe potentinl tu be ablrsed? 
Yes 
No 
Don ' r  know 

79. Do you look for 'positive' as well üs 'negative' aspects of employee performance 
from electronic monitoring'! 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 

80. Do yoii look jbr 'posirive ' ILS w l l  crs 'nrgurivr ' (isprcrs of rrnployr pet@nncince 
j h i  siirveillmicr ? 
Yes 
No 
Don ' r  biow 

S 1. Which type of supervision do you prefer'? (Please circle the appropriate nurnber on a 
scale ranging from 1 being prefer most to 7 prefer leut) 

* Human supervision 
Prefer Most Prefer Least 

1 7 - 3 4 5 6 7 
Electronic Monitoring 

Prefer Most Pre fer Least 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Siirveillonce 
Prejkr Most Prejkr Lecisr 

1 - 7 3 4 5 6 7 

Combination of Hurnan Supervision & Electronic Monitoring 
Prefer Most Prefer Leüst 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Coinbincition cd' Htirncrtt Supervision & Surveillance 

Prefer Most Préjkr Lerisr 
1 - 7 3 4 5 6 7 

3 Company trust 
82. In tenm of siirvrillclrice, do yatr Iiuve niles nboiit rvhat c m  be rvcirclzrd and what c m  

tiot be w«tcliecl? 
Yes 
No 



83. Do you think that electronic monitoring is the only way an employee should be 
evalurited'? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 

84. Do y i r  tliink ilrcir srirveilltrticr is rlie on. rvny cin empluyee shoitld be rvaliiated? 
Yrs 
No 
Dort 't  know 

5. Do you believe that an zmployee's evaluation should be ri balance of the kind of 
quantitative data that can bc collected by electronic monitoring systems combined 

with the qualitative data that is gathered by a human supervisor? 
Yes & why 
No & Why 
Don' t Know 

Why we use surveillance technology and social control 
86. Are you using the technique of electronic monitoring to prevent deviant 

behaviour? 
Yes 
No 

87. Are iisiti,~ [lie rechrziqi~c r$.srrrveillmce tu prrvenr clrvicrnt 
behaviour? 

Yrs 
No 

88. Are you using the technique of electronic monitoring as a result of some past 
deviance within your company:' 
Yes 
No 
Don' t Know 

Y9. Are yori iising rlie rrcliniqiir r$.srirveillancr us a rrsrilr oj-some pclsr 
clr viiincr rvirhin yoirr conlpcin~? 
Yrs 
No 
Don't Know 

90. What were the reasons within your company that made it necessary for electronic 
monitoring? 
(e.g. could have been incre~se in size, previous deviance etc) 



9 1 .  Whcrt were tlte rrnsons rvirliiil yorir conrpany rlzat mude it nzcrssay for srtrveillr~ncr? 
(r .g .  corifd have been incrr~cise in size, previoirs iieviwce etc) 

92. Do you think that rlectronic rnoniroring improves decision-making'? 
Y es 
No 
Don't Know 

If yes, in what respect'? 

9 j .  Do yori think r im strrveillrrricë iniproves drltisiun-nrukin,q' 
Yrs 
No 
Don't Know 

if !es, iii rvlirir respect? 

93. Do you think thrit electronic monitoring provides better performance 
feedback to employees:' 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

If yes, how docs i t  do this? 

Do you think thlit electronic monitoring datri gives ü cornplete 
picture of an employee's job perfomrince*! 
Yes 
No 

If so, why'! 
If not, why? 



98. Do you see thrit ri monitoring technique such as yours (surveillance. electronic 
monitoring etc) is better at providing negative feedback in a non-threatening 
rnanner to your employers? 

Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

99. This next set of questions helps me to gauge your feelings about supervision in 
regards to electronic monitoring. Please circle the category that best retlects your 
opinion. 

Not Not 
Definitely Somewhat Really AtaI1 

Do you think that this type of I 2 3 4 
supervision improves consistency'? 

Do you think thrit this type of 1 - 7 3 4 
supervision improves clarity? 

Do you think that this type of I - 7 3 4 
supervision iinproves the objectivity 
of performance measuremcnt? 

100. Tlris riexr ser c.fc/riestiori.s Iielps me ru prige yoirrjkelings clburit sirpenision iti 
rqcrrtls tu .srrrveillc~nce. P1~~r.w circle rlie ccttrgoy tlicit brst reflects y i i r  opinion. 

Nor Nur 
D 1 i 1  Sumervli~it Really At d l  

Do y l t  iliink rlicrt  rhis mps r,i' 1 - 7 3 4 
.si~pervi.siun ittiprovrs con.si.steriqv~~ 

; Do yort rhitik rlictt this ppe r.$ 1 - 7 3 4 
srtpervisiotr iniproves ckrrity ? 

I O  1. Do you think that monitoring is a fair way to evaluate ernployee's job 
performance? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

102. Whüt limits. if any. should be placed on the perfection of monitoring systems? 



103.At the present time, there tire few laws deüling with the computer systems which 
Monitor. observe, or measure performance. For each of the following statements 
Please circle how much you agree or disagree with it. (A scüle that ranges from 1 
being strongly disngree to 7 bein; strongly agree) 

S trongl y Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

9 All electronic monitoring systems should 
be illegal 1 7 3 4 5 6 7  

; Al1 electronic .siirveillmce rd rvorkers 
f cmnems, kipe recor(krs, c w  ) sImilc1 
he illegal 1 ,  7 3 4 5  6 7 

; It is acceptable to measurt: or rnonitor 
individual workers with coniputers 1 2 3 4 5  6 7 

> The design and use of computer rnonitors 
should be part of' contract negotiations I 3 3 4 5  6 7 

Management has the right to use cornputer 
rnonitors as they see fit  1 - 7 3 4 5  6 7 

i- M~inagertirrir has the riglir ro iisr rlrcrronic 
siirveillcince cis th- seejit 1 ,  7 3 4 5  6 7 

k Workers should be able to refuse to be 
electronically monitored 1 2 3 4 5  6 7 

k Workers sltoiilcl heablrro rejirse ro be 
electroniccilly sirrveill(mw1 1 ,  7 3 5  6 7 

> Workers should be able to see and 
correct information gathered 
about thern 1 2 3 4 5  6 7 

'r Employers should be forced to tell 
workers exactl y what systerns are 
being used and what the information is 
used for 1 7  3 4 5  6 7 



104. Who do you think should be responsible for enforcing any rules, laws or 
restrictions dealing with work monitoring syscems'? (please indicate al1 groups 
that you think should be responsihle) 

3 Federal Government 
9 Provincial Governrnent 
3 Labour Unions 
3 Management 
o Ernployees 
3 Others (please specify) 

J Monitoring machines and productivity 
105.Sorne organizations use cornputers to observe, me-uure, or direct work. Other 

organizations rely on a human supervisors or workers to carry out these tasks. 
For each item below, plcase circle the mswer which best describes how erich task 
is handled in your orgunization. 

UsuaIl y Usually Rarely or 
Done by Done by never 
Cornputer Supervisor Done 

> Counting keystrakes 

> Counting cornpleted 
Transactions 

> Recording how Ions 
Terminal is idle 

> Counting how long it 
Takes to complete a 
Transaction 

> Directin3 work to a 
Work station 

i06."Direct supervision" occurs when a supervisor actually watches or listens to 
ernployees while they do their job. How much direct supervision takes place'? 

0 none to (Please circle the appropriate number on a scale ranging from I bein, 
7 being alrnost constant) 
None Almost Constant 
1 - 7 3 4 5 6 7 



107."indirect Supervision" occurs when a supervisor looks at the results of 
employees work (such ris production counts, completed documents, or customer 
files) to judge how well a person is doing theirjob. How much indirect 
supervision takes place? (Please circle the appropriate number on a scale ranging 
from 1 being none to 7 being rilmost constant) 
None Almost Constant 
I - 7 3 4 5 6 7 

IO8.How effective do you think this indirect supervision is on judging how an 
Employee's job is dont.? (Please circle the appropriate number on a scalc ranging 
from 1 being extremely ineffective to 7 being extrernely effective) 
Extremely Ineffective Extremely Effective 
1 2 - 4 5 6 7 7 

IO9.Do you think that the cleçtronic monitoring systern is more objective thün a human 
supervisor is in that it rnay be more accurite in rneuuring production? 

Strongly Agree A p t :  Disagree Strongly Disagree 

1 10.Do you think that the electronic monitoring system is objective but not 'fair' in  thtit it 
may or may not accurately meuure the interaction aspects of a job? 

Strongl y Agree Xgree Disagree Strongly Disagree 

1 1 1 .What exactly does your elrctronic monitoring system grither? (Indicate ail that apply) 
Statistics on keystrokes 
Error mes 
Transaction counts 
Logging on & off 
Time spent away from workstation 
Files & documents on compurer 
Phone log (location of incoming & ouigoin_e calls. length) 
S peed 
Efficiency 
Products Sold 
Length of Custorner Interaction 
Percent of Cross-Sellins 
Other, please indicate 

1 Iî.How is that merisured? 



1 13.Wiat e.mrly does dte stint~illance sytrnt record? (indicare cd1 rhar ctppiy) 
o Al1 activity in ct given trrra 
o Acriviry on fy clriring sp~cijieil rirnes (plectse specifi) 
o Onlv rvherl cicrivnreel hy rrrovrmenr or some acrivily wirhin the arec1 or ctt rile 

renninnl 
ri Phone conversation 
a Tirne sprnr c w c y  front ~rorksr(trion 
a Overcrll loccirion of erriployees (e.g. siirveillcince cctmercis clispersed drroughour 

rvork ctren) 
LI Bathroom Breaks 
o Lttnchrooni Acrivities 
o A conhinarion of the cthovr circtunsrances 
3 Otlier (plrclsc. specijj) 

1 14. Do you rely on the data only to mess  employees' productivity and efficiency'? 
Y es 
No 

1 15. Do you use merit pay in connection with your monitorin_o techniques? 
Yes 
No 

1 Ih.Do y u  use rnrrir puy in connecrion widi your nirveillartce rredir~iqries~~ 
YL'S 
No 

Crossing Privacy Border 
1 t 7.Plea.se tell me if  you agree. disagree or don't know with reference to the following 

statemen CS: 

Computers are reducing the level of privacy in Canada today A D DK 
1 don't think the average Canadian worker suffers any serious negative consequenccs 
because of so called invasions of privacy A D DK 
There is no real privacy because business can learn anything they want about you 
A D DK 
1 feel that I have less personal privacy in my daily life than 1 did 10 years ago 
A D DK 
1 have no problem giving information about myself to anybody who wants it 
A D DK 

feel confident that I have enough information to know how new technologies might 
affect my personal privacy A D DK 
1 don't mind companies using information about me ris long ris i know about it and 
can stop it A D DK 
I'd rather work at home than have to go out in the hustle and bustle of the workplace 
.A D DK 



> 1 think 1 should be notified in advance when information about me is being coIIected 
A D DK 

';. When information about me is collected. 1 should be told what it will be used for 
.4 D DK 

1 18.Which of the following stritements cornes closer to your own point of view? (pIease 
check one) 

1 1 think it's okriy for employers to do background checks into the personal lives of 
prospective ernployees in urdu to assess their reliability and charncter 

OR 
1 don't think employers should be entitlcd to pry into the private lives of prospective 
employees 

I 19.The next set of questions helps me determine your general opinion about privacy. 
Privxy means different things to different people. 1 am going to read you a 
classification of different aspects of privacy. Please tell me how important each 
aspect is to yoii by selectins the category that best reflects your opinion. 

Very Somewhat Somewhat Nor 
Important Important Unimportant Important 

Not being electronically 
monitored at work 

Being in control of who can obtain 
information ribout you 

Nor having somsone wntch ur 
listen to you without your 
permission 

ControlIing what inforrnation 
is collected about you 



LI Demographic Information 
I2O.What is your lige? (please check one) 

o Less than 25 
LI 25-34 
3 35-44 

45-54 
LI 55-04 
3 Ovcr 64 

11 I .What is your Sex? (pleut. circle one) 
Male 
Female 

122.What was the last grade yoii cornpleted in school? (please check one) 
LI 3Ih grade or lower 
LI 9Ih or 10" grade: hi$ school graduate:' - yes - no 
LI 1 to 2 years of colIege 
LI 3 to 4 years of coilege: coi lege graduate'? - yes - no 
o 5 or more years ofcollrge 

I to 2 years of university 
3 to 4 yelirs of university: universiry graduate'? - yes - no 
5 or more yerirs of university 

123. Annual Incorne 
o Less than 55.000 
a $3.000-9.999 
3 S 1 0,000- 1 4.999 
3 $15,000-19.999 
1 S20,OOO-24.999 
a S25.000-29,999 
Q $30,000-34.999 
a $35,000-39.999 
R 540,000-44.999 
ri $45,00049.999 
ri S50.000-54.999 
O $55.000-59.999 
ci $60,000+ 

I24,What is your marital starus? (pIease check one) 
P Married 
ri common-law 
a Single 
a Divorced 
a W idowed 



Thank vou aeain for taking part in this study 

Please feel free to ridd any coniments you would like about the survey or the topics 
discussed in it in the space provided h m .  



Empioyee Questionnaire 
Interview Facesheet 

S D #  

Interview # 

rn Date af Interview 

Place of Interview 

Setting 

Description of participant 

Sex 

Age 

Education 

Ethnicity 

Occupation or other position 

Emotional tone 

Other Notes 



Main Research Ouestions & Survev Ouestions for Emolovees 

3 Background Information 
I .  Industry of Organization 

1. Type of firm (single firm. headquarters, or division) 

3. Length of time person has been at firm 

4. Position 

5 .  Part tirne or full cime 

6. Do you have a union'? 
Y es 
No 

7. Are you a member of the union? 
Yes 
No 

8. Does your tïrm use electronic monitorings? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

9. Does your tïrm use surveillance? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 
[f yes, where are the camerris directed? (please check al1 that apply) 
CI At entrances 

At customers 
3 At employees 
o Other (pleue specify) 

10. Regarding the electronic monitoring that occurs in your workplace, would you 
describe this as a drastic departure from conventional work routines? 
Yes 
No 



1. Rrycircling die srrrveillnnce siipervision thcrt occurs in yoiir ivorkplnce, rvoiilcl you 
ciescribr this as a dr~istic tlrp«rrrire from conventioncd rvork roirrines? 
Yes 
No 

II. Perhaps this type of electronic monitoring simply expresses itself more as a 
progressive extension of more hrniliar business practices. Would you agree or 
disagree? A D 

13. Perhctps tliis Fpe oj~siirveill~uice siniply expresses itsrlfrnorr crs n 
proyressive rsrrnsiuri of niore fiirnilicrr business prcicticrs. Woiilci !ou cigrre or 
tlisagree? A D 

3 Workplace surveillance 
14. Are you opposed to electronic monitoring'? 

Absolutely in dl forms Neutra1 depending on form 

15. Are yoir opposer1 IO siirveilltirice?' 
Aholutely iri al1 fonns Neittrnl cleperidiriy on jonn 

Not at ail 

Not ctr cil1 

16. Does your companylfirm have cornputer facilities 
Yes 
No 
If yes, What types of cornputsr facilities does your cornpanylfirm have? (Plesse 
indicrite as mriny categories as ripply) 

ri Microcornputer (stand-alons) 
a Microcornputer Network 
ri Microcornputers (tied to maintlame) 
1 Terminais tied to rnainframe 

Mainframe (access limited to specialists) 
3 Other (please specify) 

17. Are any of the terminais occupied by more than one person in a day? 
Yes 
No 
Don? know 

18. Do al1 the terminals in the firms require employees to log on and off? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 



19. Do you feel that new monitoring technologies represent an increase in the extent or 
closeness of management supervision of work? 
Y es 
No 
Don't know 
If yes, how? 
[f no, how? 

Invasiveness of new supervisory technology 
20. Is practice of monitoring documented anywhere? (in some form of philosophy, 

purpose statement, organizationril objectives, mything?) 
Yes 
No 

22.1s there a ~uidcline set up hetween labour and management surrounding the issue of 
electronic monitoring'? 
Y es 
No 
Don' t Know 

74, Whüt level of employee involvement occurred when implementing the electronic 
monitoring system? 

Complete Minimal Management Selective No 
Involvement Involvement Involvement involvement 

25. Wrat 1evt.l of'rrrrployre iriivl~wienr occrrrrrd w i m  it~~pkrrnenring t h  sirrveiilrrrrcr 
q s r m  ? 

Curnplete Minitna1 Management Srlecfivu No 
In volvement Involvei~ienf I n  volvement involverrient 

26. Do you think the IeveI of involvement was satisfactory'? 
Y es 
No 
Why? 



27. Did the level of employee involvement benefit the process any7 
Yes 
No 
In what way? 

28. Did the level of employee involvement hinder the process any? 
Yes 
No 
In what way'? 

29. If the organization were to impiement this kind of supervisory technology al1 over 
again. would you suggest ttiey do it any differently? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, in what way? 

30. Do you think that you have the right to know that there is the potencial for you to be 
monitored or that you may be under surveillance while at work:' 
Yes 
No 

3 1 .  Do you think thrit elecrronic monitoring alters basic job dimensions'! ( t g .  how an 
employee performs hisker job) 
Yes 
No 
If so how? 
If not why? 

32. Do yu11 hink rhctr slrrveillurrce airers busic job dimensions (q. Iiow m etttployer 
p"ornis /iis//irr job) 
Yes 
1vo 

33. Do you feel a loss of persona1 control in regards to your job as a result of electronic 
monitoring? 
Yes 
No 
Why? 

33. Do y i r f ie l  a Ioss of persorid contrai in r e y d s  ta yuur job as a rrsctlt oj' 
surveillmce ? 
Yes 
No 



35. Do you know if the monitoring is done on an: (indicate al1 that apply) 
3 Individual büsis 
o Unit or departmental bais  
3 Branch basis 
2 A combination of the above 

,LI Social control through teïhnological supervision 
36. Do you feel more distanced. from your employer as a result of electronic 

surveillance/monitoring7 
Yes 
No 
If yes, do you like this? 

37. Do you think there are ways that employees try to avoid being monitored or under the 
watchful eye of the cameni? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, what might some of the ways be? 

38. For what purpose do you think employers use the data collected by the monitorin_e 
systems? (indicate al1 that npply) 

LI Performance evaluation 
LI Training 

, sures 3 Security me.1 

o To gage productivity levcls 
3 To gage service levels 
3 To physically locate workcrs in the organization 
3 Other, please specify: 

39. Do you feel betrayed and or not trusted because of the monitoring'? 
Yes 
No 

40. Do ~ i i  fer1 berrciyed cind or rior trirstecl becairse of'the siirveillctnct.? 
Yes 
Nu 

4 I. Do you perform more efficiently knowing that a supewisor has taken a specia1 
interest in your work and is monitoring you'? 
Yes 
No 
Don' t Know 



42. Do you find the measures taken to monitor your performance acceptable? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

43. Do you feel more threatened by 11 computer collecting data on your performance than 
when a human supewisor collects data on your performance? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

a Social control 
44. Do yoii think that compiitcrization. and hence clectronic surveillance/manitoring 

tnables management to attcnd to matters previously ignored? 
Y es 
No 
Don't know 

45. For instance, management clin now Iook at a particular stage or rirea of the firm in 
greater detail. This gives management the possibiIity to change policies and often 
understand the 'big picture'. 1s rhis giving management more control? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

46. Do you believe that it is manrigment's right to introduce whatever practices they 
think necessary into their workplace'? 
Agree Somewhrit agree Somewhat disagree Disagree 

47. The next set of cluestions is simply to obtriin an understanding about yoiir opinions of 
supervision and workplace monitoring. Piexse circle the critegory that best wflects 
what you think. 

Somewhat Somewhat 
Agree Agree Disagree Di sape  

i Do you think that legislation 1 3 
to restrict clectronic monitoring 
practices would appear to be 
'anti-business'? 

> Do you tltink rliat 1egiskh11 I - I 
to restrict siirveillunce 
prnctices rvoirld uppear to he 
'cinti-business ':) 



Somewhût 
Agree Agree 

Electronic monitoring shoiild 1 2 
be illegal in the workplacc 

Electronic sunvil1rnc.e (irsirig 
tiudio tind vicleo eqiripnierit to 1 

e-rcirriitie employee betinvion mid 
persorial clicirtrcteristics) slioitld he 
illegcil in the workplme 

It's okay to electronically 
monitor 1 
individuals in the workpllicc 

It's okay to electronically 
monitor groups 1 
within the workplace 

It 's okciy tu iisr srrrveillcirzc~r~ 
ccrniercis on groups 1 - 7 

rvitliin die workplrce 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

3 

Disagree 

4 

45. Do you believe that electronic monitoring has the potential to be abused'? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 

49. Do +voir believe rliar si~rveillaricc hm t h  putentid to be nbiued? 
Yes 
lVo 

Dot1 ' t  knniv 

s'O. Which type of supervision do you prefer? (Please circle the appropriate number on ti 

scale ranging from 1 beins prefer most to 7 prefer les t)  

Human supervision 
Prefer Most Prefer Lest  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



EIectronic Monitoring 
Prefer Most Pre fer Least 

I 1. 3 4 5 6 7 
S~irveil/nrrce 

Prr fer Most PrtiJérr Leusr 
i 3 3 4 5 6 7 
Combination of Human Supervision & Electronic Monitoring 

Ptefer Most Prefer Least 
I 1. 3 4 5 6 7 
Cotnbinution of Hrrtnnn Supervisio~i & Srrrveillancr 

Prefer ~Mosr Prrjkr L e m  
i 1 3 4 5 6 7 

ri Company trust 
5 1. Do you rhink thüt electronic monitoring is the only way an employee should be 

evüluated? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 

52 .  Do you believe that an employze's cvaluütion should be a balance of the kind of 
quantitative data that can be coIIected by electronic monitoring systems combined 
with the qualitative data that is gürhered by a human supervisor'? 
Yes (explain why) 
No (explain why) 
Don't Know 

Why we use surveillance technology and social control 
53. Do you think that electronic monitoring irnpmves decision-making for 

ernployers? 
Y es 
No 
Don't Know 
[f yes. in what respect'? 



55 .  Do you think that electronic monitoring provides better performance feedbtick to 
employees'? 
Yes 
No 
Don' t Know 
If yes. how does it do this? 

57. Do you think thüt the objective data provided by a cornputer is more valuable than a 
subjective performance evaluarion usualIy done by a human supervisor? 
Y es 
No 
Don't Know 

58. Do you think that electronic monitoring datri gives a complete picture of your job 
performance? 
Yes 
No 
Ifso, why? 
If not, why? 
Type of work being monirored:' 

GO. Do you see that a monitoring technique such as your employers (surveiIIance, 
electronic monitoring etc) is better at providing negacive feedback in ri non- 
threatening manner to you and other employees'? 
Y es 
No 
Don't Know 



6 1. This next set of questions helps me to gauge your feelings about supervision in 
regards to electronic monitoring. Please circle the category chat best reflects your 
opinion. 

Not Not 
Definitely Somewhat Really Atd1 

> Do you think that this type of 1 2 3 4 
supervision improves consistency? 

> Do you think that this type of 1 2 3 4 
supervision improves clarity? 

> Do you think that this type of 1 2 3 4 
supervision improves the objectivity 
of performance measurement? 

62. This riext set clf'cluesrions Iielps me tu gouge your feelings ciboiir siiprrvisiori iri 
regards to nirveifktnce. Pieuse circle rhe wregon r h r  besr rejlects your opiniori. 

Nor Nor 
D e i e l  Soniervlicit Recilly .4f d l  

> Dn v u i r  tliink rli~ir d ~ i s  type (!f 1 .. 7 3 4 
sriprrvisiorl iruproves cori.si.steric~? 

i Do yotr think r h t  tliis ~ p e  of' I - 7 3 4 
sripervisiort irriproves clariryY 

;i Do yotî ttiink rhar ttzis ivpe rd' 1 - 7 3 4 
sicpervision inipruves the objrcrivi~ 
cf perfunncirice nietisurenizrtt ? 

63. Do you think thut monitoring is a fair way to evaluate your job performiince? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

64. What limits. if any, should bc placed on the perfection of monitoring systems? 

65. Do you think that monitoring done by a cornputer or a surveillance system is ris 

capable as a human supervisor to evaluate al1 the aspects of your job'? 
Y es 

No 
Don? Know 



66. At the present time, there rire few Iaws dealing with the cornputer systems which 
monitor, observe. or rneasure performance. For each of the following statements 
please circle how rnuch you agree or disagree with it. (A scale that ranges from 1 
being strongly disagree to 7 being strongly agree) 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

i. AH electronic monitoring systems should 
be illegai 1 2 3 4 5 6  7 

... 
I I I .  It is acceptable to rneasure or monitor 

individual workers with cornputers 1 2 3 4 5  6 7 

iv. The design and use of computer monitors 
should be part of contract negotiations 1 - 7 3 4 5  6 7 

v. Management has the right ro use computer 
rnonitors as they see fit i 2 3 4 5  6  7 

vi. Mmngettzent Iras the riglir to ~rse rlrcrronic 
ntrveillance cis the! see jlr 1 2  3 4 . 5  6 7 

vii. Workers should be able to refuse to be 
electronicall y monitored 1 2 3 4 5  6 7 

i.u. Workers should be able to we and 
correct inforniation gathered 
about thern 1 2 3 4 5  6  7 

x. Employers should be forced to tell 
workers exactly what systerns are 
being used & what the information is 
used for 



67. Who do you think should be responsible for enforcing any rules, laws or 
restrictions dealing with work monitoring systems'? (please indicate al1 groups 
that you think should be responsible) 

o Federal Government 
3 Provincial Government 
LI Labour Unions 
n Management 
2 Employees 
3 Others (please specify) 

68. Have you ever been monitored or under surveillance at a previous job'? 
Yes 
No 
May have beenl Had my suspicions 
If yes or may have been, ciln you indicate the type of job'? (indicate ail that apply) 

3 Factorylmanufilcturer 
3 Professional 

Administrntive 
3 Customer Service 
3 Other (please specify) 

If yes. or may have been. how did this make you técl'? (indicate ail that apply) 
3 Angry 
3 Not trusted 
a Betrayed 

Happy 
3 Efficient 
3 Like you always had to look over your shouIder 
3 Like you always had to pertorm your best 
3 Stressed 
3 Helpful - in that you were improving your own job skills & at the same time 

improving productivitylcustorner service/ the overall Company profile 
LI Other (please specify) 

O Monitoring machines and productivity 
69. "Direct supervision" occurs when your supervisor actually watches or listens to 

you while you do yourjob. How much direct supervision do you teceive'? 
(Please circle the appropriate number on a scale riinging from I being none to 
7 being almost constant) 
None Almost Constant 

1 - 7 3 4 5 6 7 



70. "Indirect Supervision" occurs when your supervisor looks at the results of 
your work (such as production counts. completed documents. or customer 
files) to judge how well y011 do your job. How much indirect supervision do you 
receive? (Please circle the appropriate number on a scale rmging from 1 being none 
to 7 being almost constant) 
None Almost Constant 

L 1 3 4 5 6 7 

7 1. How effective do you think this indirect supervision is in judging how you do your 
job? (Please circle the appropriate number on a scale ranging from 1 being extremely 
ineffective to 7 being extremely effective) 
Extremely Ineffective Extremely Effective 

1 7 -7 4 5 6 7 ? 

72. Do you think that the electronic monitoring system is more objective than a human 
supervisor is in that it may be more accurate in measuring production'? 
Strongly Agree i\gree Disagree Strongly Disagree 

73. Do you think that the electronic monitoring system is objective but not 'fair' in that it 
may or may not accurately measure the interaction aspects of a job'? 
Strongly Agrcc Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 

74. Do you think that the tasks and performances. which are monitored by the electronic 
monitoring systems. are the most important to the companyS? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

Crossing Privacy Border 
Please te11 me if you agree. disagree or don't know with reference to the following 
statements: 
Computers are reducing the level of privacy in Canada today A D DK 
1 don't think the average Ctinridirin worker suffers any serious negritive consequences 
becriuse of so crilled invasions of pnvacy A D DK 
There is no reril privacy because business can l e m  rinything they wrint about you 
A D DK 
1 feel that 1 have less personal pnvacy in my daily life than 1 did 10 years ago 
A D DK 
1 have no problern giving information about myself to anybody who wants it 
A D DK 
1 feel confident that I have rnough information to know how new technologies might 
affect my personal privacy A D DK 
1 don7 mind companies using information about me as long as 1 know about it and 
can stop it A D DK 
I'd rather work at home than have to go out in the hustle and bustle of the workplace 
A D DK 



> 1 think 1 should be notified in ridvance when information about me is being collected 
A D DK 

3 When information about nw is collected I should be told what it will be used for 
A D DK 

76. Which of the following sttitements cornes closer to your own point of view'? (please 
check one) 

3 i think it's okay for employers to do background checks into the personal lives of 
prospective employees in order to assess their reliability and character 

OR 
3 i don7 think employers should be entitled to pry into the private lives of prospective 

employees 

77. Please tell me i f  you agree or disagree with the following statements 
'i. i am confident that my personal privacy will not be threatened if business and 

industry are responsible for regulating themselves A D 
> The government should pass legislation to ensure that my personal privacy is 

protected A D 
> Privacy rules should apply to both government and business A D 
> it's up to individuals to protect their own personal privacy A D 
> Government should be working with business to come up with guidelines on privacy 

protection for the private sector A D 

78. The next set of questions hdps me determine your genertll opinion about privacy. 
i Privacy rneans different things to different people. I am going to read you a 

classification of different aspects of ptivacy. Please tell me how important each 
aspect is to you by selectine the critegory that best reflects your opinion. 

Very Somewhrrt Sornewhat Not 
Important Important Unimportant Important 

i.  Not being electronically 
monitored at work L 2 3 4 

i i i .  Being in control of who can obtain 
information about you I 1 3 4 

iv. Not having someone watch or 
listen to you without your 1 3 3 4 
permission 



Very Somewhat Sornewhat Not 
Important Important Unimportant Imponanr 

v. Controlling what information I 2 3 4 
is collected about you 

79. Have you ever requested to see personal information about yourself that is kept by 
government, business or institutions such as schools or hospitals'? 
Y es 
No 

30. Have you ever requested to see persona1 information about yourself that is kept by 
work? 
Yes 
No 
[f yes have you ever attempted to correct any information kept about you? 
Yes 
No 



o Dernographic Information 
8 1 .  What is your age'? (please check one) 

Less than 25 
2 25-34 
3 35-44 
LI 45-54 
CI 55-64 
LI Over 64 

82. What is your Sex7 (please circle one) 
Male 
Female 

83. What was the last grade yriu completed in school'? (plexje check one) 
y'h grade or lowcr 

3 91h or 10Ih grade: high school graduate9 - yes - no 
9 1 to 2 years of college 
CI 3 to 4 years of college: college graduate? - yes - no 
3 5 or more years of college 
3 1 to 2 years of university 
3 3 to 4 years of university: university grüduate'? - yes - no 
LI 5 or more years of university 

84. Annual Income 
Less than $5.000 
$5,000-9.999 
S 10,000- 14,999 
$15.000- 19,999 
$20,000-24,999 
S25,OOO-29,999 
$30,000-34,999 
$35,000-39,999 
$40,0004,999 
S45,OOO-49,999 
$50,000-54.999 
$33,000-59.999 
560,000+ 

5. What is your niarital status? (pIease check one) 
Manied 
common-law 

J Single 
3 Divorced 
3 Widowed 



Thank you aeain for taking: part in this studv 

Please feel free to add any cornrnents you would like about the survey or the topics 
discussed in i t  in the space provided here. 




